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Farm, Garden and Household, 
Farmer's Club Meeting. 
The Searsport and Swanville Farmer’s 
Club met at school house Xo. 7, in Sears- 
port, .Ian. 27lh, according to adjournment. 
This club now numbers about 70 members, 
all interested in tanning and stock rais- 
ing. The subject “(General Farming’’ was 
ably discussed. Win. 1>. Smart gave au 
interesting account of his method of mak- 
ing butter, and taking care ot milk to 
make sweet butter. X. 1\ Staples read 
an able paper on raising corn (odder and 
vegetables for milch cows. The subject of 
garget in cows was taken up, and several 
antidotes suggested, and decided that the 
garget root is the best. Remarks made by 
J. M. Savory and others on the intrinsic 
value ot vegetables for stock and particu- 
larly milch cows. J 11. Knkei.ank, Sec. 
Wood Ashes. 
ll is a good plan lor ever farmer to save 
all the wood ashes he can produce on the 
tarm and to use them wisely. They are 
worth at least thirty cents a bushel or 
more, and we would not sell them from 
tin* tarm tor less than lorty cents. A bush- 
el ol good hard wood ashes contains four 
pounds ot potash, in addition some soda 
and a considerable amount of soluble silica 
and phosphate of lime. The real money 
v alue ot these constituents is fully lorty 
cents a bushel. 
It i- a good plan to mix the ashes with 
L'r und bone in a sort ol compost, letting 
lie till the whole becomes a homogeno- 
us mass. In mixing ashes with bone, 
veil gd all the essentials of plant iood. 
You get the gelatine in the bone, together 
with nitrogen, potash and soda; what 
more can you have? We have lor sev- 
eral years recommended that mixture, and 
some have told us that it did not succeed 
ven well upon corn; but wo tound that 
they did not use judgment in its applica- 
tion. They would drop the seed upon the 
ti-rtilizer, and in that way destroy the ger- 
minai principle. A considerable quantity 
ol earth should be put upon the compost 
before the seed is dropped. Half a hand- 
in' in a hill brings the corn up quickly, 
-.ad makes a magnificent growth. It is a 
very profitable fertilizer to use. The more 
.shi-s vv. can use the better. We would 
unpN at east twenty-live bushels of dry 
lines to the acre, and if we could get titty 
w. would preter to use that amount, and 
that would perhaps be about the limit to 
which it would be wise to go. 
As to leached ashes, though many farm- 
er.-: think as highly of them as of unleash- 
ed. they are far less valuable for most pur- 
poses. and their money value is less than 
Halt that of unleaehed. Ot course, when 
a soap-boiler leaches ashes, he leaches out 
everything that is soluble in hot water, 
and ol course he removes a very large por- 
tion of the soluble potash and soluble soda, 
and those are the two important elements 
that ho removes. He leaves the phos- 
phoric arid, he leaves a certain amount of 
soluble silica, — that is, it is soluble to 
plants,—and he leaves the lime; and, 
upon the whole, he leaves a considerable 
amount ol fertilizing substances in his 
leached ashes. Now, as regards the value 
ot leached ashes, vve regard them as 
worth from lourteen to seventeen cents a 
bushel, but cannot state the precise value, 
because some soap-makers will rob them 
more than others. You cannot lind two 
specimens exactly alike. Some soap mak- 
ers will manipulate them longer, and ex- 
haust them more thoroughly; but leached 
ashes are a cheap fertilizer at about one- 
halt the price ot dry ashes. 
Let every farmer, therefore, and every 
housekeeper be caretul to save the wood 
ashes, and apply them to the land in spring. 
It is better to Use them at home than to 
sell them to the soap-maker at any price 
that he will tie likely to give, [I’lough- 
man. 
Insect Statistics. 
In ifs-j t)n; caterpillars ol the brown 
tail moth were so numerous as to defoli- 
ate the trees ot a very large part ot the 
Stuuh of England. The alarm was so 
great that public prayers were ottered in 
the churches that the calamity might be 
stayed. The poor were paid one shilling 
per bushel tor collecting caterpillars' webs 
to be burned under the inspection ol the 
overseer of the parish; and four score 
bushels were collected daily in some par- 
i-hes. lint on the other hand, the benefits 
derived from the labor of some insects 
should not he overlooked; some species 
leed only on noxious weeds, and others 
prey on still more noxious insects. One 
of tlic greatest friends ot the agriculturist 
is the iamilv of ichneumon Dies, which 
iav their eggs in the bodies of living cat- 
erpillars, in which they are hatched, thus 
destroying them ; although the caterpillar, 
after being “ichneumoned,” lias still a vo- 
racious appetite The caterpillars which 
feed on the cabbage eat twice their weight 
in a day ; tile larva1 of some of the llies eat 
much larger proportion than this. '1 lie 
productive powers of insects vary very 
much. Some lay only two eggs; others, 
such as the white ant, 40,000,000, laying 
them at the rate of sixty a minute. The 
queen of tlie beehive is capable of laying 
.'•'1,01.10 in a season; the female wasp, 30,- 
'"io. The majority oi insects, however, 
lay about one hundred; in general, the 
irger the insect the fewer eggs it lays. 
Most insects have two generations in a 
car; some have twenty; others take sev- 
en years from flic time the egg is laid un- 
til their deatii in a perfect state, llut prob- 
ably not above live per cent of the eggs 
laid become perfect insects. Our insectiv- 
orous birds are diligent in destroying the 
larva- of insects, but they will not do all 
that is required; hand labor is also need- 
ed. fLondon Times. 
To I’isevkvi Fui it Tubes from Sfi.it- 
tiniit frequently happens, in very tor- 
tile regions, that trees split limb from limb 
through sheer weight of fruit. We saw 
many instances ol this wherever a small 
garden had been planted in the foothills of 
the Sierras in California. The common 
mode of prevention is to prop up weighty 
branches with a piece of shingle. Isaac 
Lewis, of Hopkinsville, Ky., gives in the 
Frairie Fanner another plan :—“When I 
timi a forked tree that is likely to split, I 
look lor a small limb on each fork, and 
clean them of leaves and lateral branches 
for most of their length 1 then carefully 
bring them together and wind them round 
each other, from one main branch to the 
other. In twelve months they will have 
united, and in two years the ends can be 
cut otr. The brace will grow as last as 
any other part of the tree, and is a perlect 
security from splitting. 1 have them now 
of all sizes, and I scarcely ever knew one 
to fail to grow. 
~—--- 
We never knew a farmer to take an axe 
or a beetle and go and break a wheel here 
and knock in a brace there, and crack this 
section and clip that one, among his farm 
machines, wagons and implements—that 
is,unless he was drunk ! Hut some of them 
—pretty good farmers, too, in most things, 
get about the same results in a roundabout 
way. They store the mowing machine in 
a leaky shed, where it is used as a turkey 
roost; the lighter instruments are stowed 
away where the cattle knock them down 
and break them ; the carriage and harness 
are kept where the stable fumes spoil the 
varnish; and a general slip-shod style 
knocks off fifty per cent, from the value of 
the farming equipment. The larmer who 
“keeps things ship-shape" is generally the 
thriving man. ‘Down-at-the-heel-ativencss 
will spread the black frost of mortgage 
over a farm nearly as quick as rum-drink- 
ing. [The Golden Itule. 
Alter discussing at length the various 
opinions as to the best time lor harvesting 
potatoes, the editor of the Lewiston Jour- 
nal advises the digging of them as soon as 
they are ripe, in preference to allowing 
them to remain in the ground for a time 
after the tops are dead. 
The Lewiston Journal recomends put- 
ting a table-spoouful of sulphur in the nest 
of each setting hen. Every louse will be 
killed, and if the chickens when hatched 
are kept from other hens they will not be 
troubled from vermin and will thrive 
much better. • 
A Farm of 25 Acres. 
A. N. Kent ot' Bucksport, believes that 
tanning will pay even on a small amount 
ot land, lie gives the results in the Maine 
Farmer ol the past year's operations on a 
farm of twenty-live acres. We quote it, 
not as anything extraordinary; but mere- 
ly showing results no greater than many 
others have achieved under equally favor- 
able circumstances. It is evident that 
this larm, though small, is a rich one. 
Mr. B. F. Farnham of Bucksport, has 
a small farm of 25 acres, live in tillage 
and the rest in pasture. He cut the pres- 
ent season eight tons of good hay, and 
raised from eighty-nine rods of land, 2500 
lbs. of squash, SO bushels Mangold Wurt- 
zel beets, 40 bushels carrots, 10 bushels 
potatoes, 5 bushels beans, 00 bushels ruta- 
baga turnips, besides sweet corn, pole 
beans, green peas, &o., lor summer’s fam- 
ily use. 
The first ten rods was planted with 
squash, hills S feet apart, made broad and 
deep with the spade, and potatoes drilled 
between the hills, trom which lie raised 
2500 lbs. squash, and 15 bushels potatoes. 
Twenty rods in Wurtzel beets yielded SO 
bushels; nine rods in carrots 40 bushels; 
sixteen rods in potatoes25 bushels; twen- 
ty rods in turnips 60 bushels; fourteen 
rods in beans 5 bushels; seed planted, six 
quarts. No fertilizers were used except 
stable manure, and he believes we should 
make our own fertilizers in our own stab- 
les. He has used phosphates in years past 
by ways of experimenting, but believes 
good hard wood ashes as valuable as the 
phosphates we generally purchase. 
After the.ground is prepared for the 
seed, about all the work and weeding is 
dune with Harrington's patent seed sower 
and hand cultivator, ol which Mr. Farn- 
ham speaks in the highest terms. Alter 
harvest, his land was thoroughly plowed 
and cultivated, and laid down to grass in 
November. Mr. Farnham keeps two cows, 
lrom which lie had sold the present sea- 
son. $80 worth ol milk ; two calves for $4 
and made 240 lbs. butter, besides what 
milk and cream has been used in his fam- 
ily of live, and they are “good livers.” 
He believes cows do quite as well in win- 
ter on good hay and roots, as on oil cake, 
cotton seed meal or shorts, which no farm- 
er can afford to buy :—we can raise roots 
much the cheapest, in feeding Mr. Farn- 
ham changes in roots each day, feeding 
turnips, wurlzeis, and carrots alternately. 
His pig killed at the age of eight months 
and twenty-one days, weighed 406 lbs. 1 
asked Mr. Farnham why he did not tell 
tlie farmers through some agricultural pa- 
per how lie raised his pig, and give them 
the benefit ot his experience, lie replied : 
—“Fanners would laugh at me, a black- 
smith ol 25 years, to try to tell them how to 
raise a pig. Bui 1 have been experiment- 
ing for lour years on the best way to raise 
a pig, and I have found by fermenting all 
the loud he eats alter the age of six weeks 
we can get the best pig for the amount ol 
labor and lood consumed. All food but 
refuse potatoes, beets, squash, &c\, is fed 
uncooked, and in all cases lermented be- 
fore feeding. 1 have a tub where sour 
food is always kept, and when his morn- 
ing lood is taken out his dinner is put in, 
and when his dinner is taken out his sup- 
per is put in. Food should not he allow- 
ed to get too sour in hot weather. All 
vegetables are cooked and soured in the 
same way. My pig lias had only ten bush- 
els of meal with small potatoes, squash 
and beets. <fcc., with what milk we had to 
spare.” It must he remembered two 
calves were kept to the age of four weeks 
and 1200 qts. of milk sold, besides what 
was used in the family, which would take 
the milk of one cow at least. He has 
made two cords ot excellent manure from 
his pig, which was applied to the land be- 
fore laying it down to grass in November. 
The pig was Chester White, crossed 
with the Suffolk, obtained lrom one of our 
best breeders, Mr. J. Cunningham, who 
from nine sows has raised 110 pigs this sea- 
son. He tries to breed for the best pig lor 
the amount of food consumed at the age ol 
about eight or nine months. How well 
he succeeded the scale will tell, as in past 
years very many will tip the beam at over 
300 lbs, at that age. 
Have we Another Farm Under Our 
Old One I 
Mr. Mclntire, ol York county. Me., 
writes as follows to the editor of the Ger- 
mantown Telegraph 
Some four years ago tlie Boston and 
Maine Railroad to Portland was built 
through, and iollowed the northeast boun- 
dary of my farm on its entrance to this 
city. For sixty rods a rut was c.xc irated 
twenty feet deep, the earth of which was 
carted out on one side and covered four 
acres of mowing land lrom six to ten feet 
deep. This dump was composed ol loam, 
sand, gravel, clay and rocks, and it was 
declared by the committee that the field 
was ruined, and 1 obtained damages for 
the lull value ol the ground. Being driv- 
en with other work, I allowed the dump 
to remain unmolested for two years to 
warm and dry. Being an eye-sore and 
scab on the farm, 1 determined to abate it 
as soon us possible. 
1 lirst hauled oil'all the stones and put 
them into a good wall, making a piece 
some forty rods long; then plowed tho 
ground and leveled it with a scraper for 
the mowing machine; plowed again and 
carted on a light dressing of manure, and 
all was leveled, harrowed thoroughly and 
sowed to grass seed in August, 1874. Last 
summer, to my own surprise and that of 
every one, I cut the heaviest crop of hay 
1 ever saw grow—fully two and a halt 
tons to the acre. 
Xow this goes to convince me that the 
earth is composed ot vegetable substances 
all the way through, and is only waiting 
for the plow to bring it to the surface to 
warm and dry in order to produce bounti- 
ful crops. 
Anyone having an old worn-out farm of 
which lie has become sick, has only to 
procure one of our modern steel plows 
and gauge it to twice the depth he has 
been accustomed to plow, break up that 
hard pan underneath and bring it to the 
surface, and thus at once secure drainage, 
heat and moisture. By doubling tne 
depth ol your plowing you double the ca- 
pacity of your soil to produce crops, and 
perchance turn up a new farm which may 
please you better than the old one. It is 
cheaper than to emigrate, and better 
every way. 
CmniiiNG Houses. l)r. Cook, of Elmira, 
Ohio, writes to the Scientific American :— 
“Cribbing is caused in the first place by 
some loreign substances being pressed be- 
tween the teeth, or bv the front teeth 
growing too close together, thus causing 
pain. The horse, to avoid this, instinct- 
ively pulls at any hard substance, thus 
spreading the points ol the teeth, and by 
that means affording temporary relief. To 
remedy this fault, it is only necessary to 
saw between the teeth with a very thin 
saw, this relieves the teeth of all side 
pressure, and effectually ends the trouble. 
The gulping of wind and the gurgling in 
the throat are effects that will cease with 
the removal of the cause.” 
A Model Student. The llev. I)r. 
Ritchie, of Edinburgh, though a very clev- 
er man, once met with his match. When 
examining a student as to the classes he had attended he said : “And you attended 
the class lor mathematics?” “l'es” “IIow 
many sides has a circle?” “Two,” said 
the student. “What are they?” What a 
laugh in the court the student’s answer 
produced when he said “An inside and an 
outside!” The Doctor next inquired, “And 
you attended the moral philosophy class, 
also?” "Yes.” “Well, you would hear 
lectures on various subjects. Did you ev- 
er hear one on cause and effect?” “Yes.” 
“Does an effect ever go before a cause 1” 
“Yes.” “Give me an instance.” “A man 
wheeling a barrow." The doctor then sat 
down and proposed no more questions. 
Under the Snow- 
Do you know, sweetheart, that under the snow 
A million roses lie? 
That over the clouds which hang below. 
The stars arc in the sky? 
That a rainbow shone ere the day was gone 
Over the darkest place? 
That the fair new moon goes rounding on 
To the fullness of her face? 
That our garden brook, so small and slow. 
Is widening toward the river? 
That under the ice its faithful flow 
Makes music sweet as ever? 
That the naked trees are all a-throb 
With the sweet blood in their veins? 
That blindly reaching they yearn and sob 
For Ihe blessed April rains? 
That the precious seeds of life arc pressed 
Under the frozen sod, 
Till the great earth warms thro’ her fruitful 
breath 
With the spirit of her Uod? 
The Result of Advertising. 
CUA L’TKlt I. 
‘Anything over, Ben ?’ 
‘Not a dollar; 1 just paid the Journal’s 
bill for advertising, which has pretty much 
cleaned me out.’ 
‘How much?’ 
‘Forty-two dollarsand twenty live cents.’ 
•Ben, I don’t like to tell you that you 
are the biggest tool on the street; but you 
are.’ 
‘Wait, Joe, and see,’returned the other, 
with a confident smile. 
‘Forty-two dollars tor advertising!’ 
•Just so, and for three months’ advertis- 
ing.’ 
The applicant for ‘anything over’ gave 
a peculiar whistle to deiine the length, 
breadth and depth of his astonishment. 
This conversation occurred in the store 
ot Benjamin Weston, a young and enter- 
prising merchant, who had just commenc- 
ed businesson his own account. The other 
person, who to use his own classic expres- 
sion, was ‘bang up,’ and wanted $50 to 
make up the amount ot a note due that 
day, was Joseph Weston, a cousin of the 
other. They had been playmates in youth 
and staunch friends in maturity. Though 
there was a great diversity of opinion on 
many topics, a great sympathy existed be- 
tween them. 
They had commenced business about the 
same time, and under nearly the same cir- 
cumstances. both being obliged for the 
want of sufficient capital to mortgage the 
stock of their respective stores. 
Thus far they had done well, and the 
prospect was that both would become 
wealthy and distinguished merchants. 
They had married sisters and occupied 
tenements in the same block. Their 
houses were furnished in substantially the 
same style, and no material difference of 
expenditure. Both had been brought up 
to business habits, and educated into the 
principles of a rigid economy. 
'Forty-two dollars for advertising,’ re- 
peated Joe. 
‘And if 1 had money to spare, 1 would 
spend double that sum,’ replied Benjamin. 
•What benefit do you expect to realize 
from it?’ 
‘You are behind the times, Joo. Bene- 
lit? What a question ! 1 expect to make 
mv fortune by it.’ 
•Humbug !’ 
‘Look at Brandeth and Swain.’ 
•Both humbugs.’ 
‘No matter tor that; if these fellows 
have been able to make princely fortunes 
by advertising humbugs, how much more 
so will he who deals in substantial real- 
ities!’ 
•All gammon!’ 
‘We differ; time will tell who is in the 
light.’ 
•Seriously, Ben, you will ruin yourself 
if you keep on in this manner, f orty- 
two dollars a quarter for advertising!’ 
■ I shall spend a hundred the next quar- 
ter.’ 
‘Don’t do it, Ben.’ 
‘How does it happen, Joe, that you are 
in the street borrowing money. 1 never 
did such a thing since 1 commenced busi- 
ness.’ 
‘How does it happen, lien, that you 
haven’t any money to lend?’ asked Joe, 
with a smile. 
■liecause 1 have spent it all in advertis- 
ing.’ 
‘Better have spent it for opera's and 
2 :40's. 
‘Wait, Joe, wait.’ 
•1 spent nothing for advertising but 1 
will bet you the oysters my sales are as 
large as yours for the last quarter.’ 
•1 will "take you upon the next quarter.’ 
‘Why not on the last?’ 
‘Advertising is something like planting 
potatoes; you must wait lor the crops.’ 
‘Don’t believe it, Ben. When 1 have a 
fifty spot that I don’t know what to do 
with, 1 shall put it into my family. Buy 
a library, a new sofa, or something of that 
sort. 1 should rather go to the White 
Mountains with it than throw it away 
upon the newspapers.’ 
‘You do not know your own interest, 
Joe.’ 
• Don't 1 ? Some kinds of business 
might thrive on advertising; but ours, 
never. Do you believe the women look 
in the newspapers before they go shop- 
ping ?’ 
‘Well there was a lady in here now, 
who said she saw such and such goods 
advertised by me.’ 
Pshaw 1 and on the strength of that 
you intend to spend $50 more in advertis- 
ing? Ben, you are crazy,’ and Joseph 
Weston turned on his heel and left the 
store, assured in his own mind that his 
friend was going to ruin. 
In his estimation such loose principles 
would eventually bring him to bankrupt- 
cy. But Ben was his friend, and he 
deeply commiserated him because he 
clung to such pernicious doctrines. 
ClIAI-TEIi II. 
Business prospered with the young 
men. By prudent and eareful manage- 
ment, each had not only made a living, 
but had been able to pay a small portion 
of the mortgage on the stock at the end 
of the first year. 
Joseph had the advantage of his lriend 
in possessing a better location, and though 
his rent was somewhat higher, the differ- 
ence was more than compensated by the 
increased facilities it afforded him. The 
prospect was decidedly bright to him. If 
iiis business increased as it had done, he 
would be enabled to clear himself of debt 
in another year. 
Under this encouraging aspect he ven- 
tured to expend a hundred dollars in ad- 
dition to his furniture, which his wife in- 
sisted was absolutely necessary for their 
comfort and happiness. The house had 
been furnished altogether too plain lor 
this progressive age, in her estimation. 
She was behind some of her friends, who, 
she was sure, was doing no better than 
her husband. 
Joseph was a little obstinate at first; 
but then there was something so decided- 
ly comfortable in a set of stuffed chairs 
and a lounge, that he did not hold out in 
his opposition. He was doing well, and 
the expenditure would not seriously em- 
barass him. 
With a nice new Brussels carpet and 
the new furniture, Mrs. Weston’s little 
parlor looked exceedingly pleasant and 
comfortable. Besides, it looked as though 
her husband was prospering in his busi- 
ness. 
It was so very nice that the young wife 
could not bear the idea of having the par- 
lor shut up, so that no one should see it 
till the furniture had grown rusty, conse- 
quently she made up her mind that they 
must have a party. 
Their friends had parties; why should- 
n’t they ? It looked stingy not to have 
one. Mrs. Weston was an eloquent de- 
bater, and she gained the day iu this 
matter. It is true the party was not a 
very extravagant affair; but it cost Joe 
$50. In the meantime Benjamin had 
paid quite as much lor advertising as his 
friend had for new iurniture and the par- 
ty. Joseph laughed at hint, and dually 
came to believe that he was insane, and 
would certainly come to ruin in another 
year. 
Mrs. Hen Weston, too, telt decidedly 
unpleasant about the improvements which 
had been going on in her sister’s house. 
•Why can’t we have a rosewood table 
and a set ot stuffed chairs, Benjamin?’ 
asked she, pouting her pretty lips into a 
very unamiable position. 
‘Simply, my dear, because 1 cannot af- 
ford it.’ replied the philosophical mer- 
chant. 
‘Ilow can Joe afford it?’ 
•1 presume he knows his own business 
best.’ 
‘He has put over a hundred dollars into 
his house.’ 
Hen whistled ‘T'other side of Jordan,’ 
and made no reply. 
‘Do, Hen, buy some new chairs.’ 
•Can’t afford it.’ 
‘Yes, you can.’ 
‘No, 1 can’t.’ 
‘You can afford it as well as Joe’ 
■Perhaps 1 can.’ 
‘Do buy some.’ 
‘1 should he very glad io gratify you, 
but I cannot take the money from my bus- 
iness. A year hence, if business prospers 
with me, you shall have them.’ 
‘A year hence,’ pouted the wife. 
I must spend a hundred dollars in ad- 
vertising the next quarter. 
‘Ilow foolish!’ 
‘Very foolish, my dear; but it must be 
done.’ 
‘That’s the way you throw your money 
away. You don’t catch Joe to do such a 
thing as that.’ 
‘True; but though he has the advantage 
of having a corner store. I paid three hun- 
dred dollars more on my mortgage note 
than he did.’ 
‘Then you can afford the table and chairs.’ 
‘Nay, my dear, 1 will not spend a dol- 
lar for superfluities while I am in debt.’ 
Mrs. Hen Weston felt very bad about it, 
her husband was firm, and shs was forced 
to content herself with plain furniture. 
Mrs. Joe Weston enjoyed her nice par- 
lor till the novelty wore away, and then 
she discovered that there were a great 
many other articles wanted to make things 
look uniform. The two windows must 
have drapery curtains, a pier glass was 
needed, and some pictures were wanted to 
relieve the walls. Her husband, who had 
once exceeded the limits of his means, 
found no great difficulty in doing so again, 
and the tilings were bought. 
Hut Joe had some scruples about it. liis 
notes began to be troublesome, and every 
day he was in the street borrowing money. 
His business, too, had not met his expec- 
tations. Instead of increasing in the ratio 
of the first year’s experience it hardly held 
its own, and the poor fellow began to have 
serious misgivings about the future. 
Hefore the year had halt expired, he was 
obliged to introduce a rigid system of re- 
trenchment into his family and business 
affairs, in order to keep his expenses with- 
in his means. 
CHAPTER III. 
Another year had passed away in the 
business experience of the young mer- 
chants. The books had been balanced, and 
the results stood in black and white before 
them. 
Ben had followed up his system of ad- 
vertising through the year. He had ex- 
pended large sums, but made the outlay 
with judgment and discretion. 
The results exceeded his most sanguine 
expectations, llis store was continually 
crowded with customers; with genuine 
bona Jide customers, and with but a small 
proportion of gadders and fancy shoppers. 
The. newspapers had bore to the best fam- 
ilies in the city and country full descrip- 
tions of his stock, llis name was as famil- 
iar as ‘household words’ in the dwelling of 
the rich and poor, of the farmer, the me- 
chanic, and laborer. 
Truly, the harvest was abundant, and 
Ben rubbed his hands with delight as he 
cast his eyes over the ligures which con- 
veyed to him the pleasing results of his 
year’s operations. He had the means not 
only ot clearing himselt of debt, but also 
of gratifying his wile by giving her all the 
new furniture she required, besides a hand- 
some surplus with which lo increase his 
business. 
The new furniture was bought ami set 
up; every debt was discharged, and the 
importers and jobbers were eager to give 
him unlimited credit. 
One day while he was ruminating on 
this pleasant state of things, Joe Weston 
entered the store. For some months past, 
the intercourse between the young mer- 
chants had not been as cordial as former- 
ly. Joe’s nice things had rather ‘set him 
up ;’some ot the upper ten had condescend- 
ed to visit him; and he attended the ‘Al- 
maek’ parties with his wife. 
lie was getting ahead fast in his own es- 
timation, and cherished a supreme con- 
tempt for the slow motion ot his friend. 
But, when, in the middle of the year, he 
found himself running down hill, and dis- 
covered that Ben’s store was crowded with 
shoppers, while his own was empty, a 
feeling of envy took possession of him 
Ben must be underselling, iie concluded, 
and sooner or later the consequences would 
appear. 
The prosperous merchant could not but 
notice the dejected mien of his friend, as 
he entered the store. 
‘How are you, Joe? You are almost a 
stranger, lately. U here do you keep your- 
self?’ asked Ben. 
‘Business, Ben; business!’ replied Joe 
demurely. 
‘Good! business before pleasure.’ 
‘Anything over to-day ?’ asked Joe; but 
the query was not put in that elastic tone, 
which had distinguished him in former 
times. 
‘A tritle; how much do you want ?,’ re- 
plied Ben promptly'. 
‘To tell the truth 1 am ‘bang up.’ I have 
a note for four hundred to pay, and 1 have 
not raised the tirst dollar towards it.’ 
‘l’ou are late; it is half past one,’ re- 
plied Ben, consulting his watch. 
‘Ben, J am in a tight place, said Joe, in 
a low solemn tone. 
Indeed ! 1 am sorry to hear it,’ and Ben’s 
face wore an expression of sincere sympa- 
thy. ‘it is nothing serious, I hope ?’ 
‘I am afraid so.’ 
‘What can 1 do for you ?’ and the young 
merchant took down his check book and 
examined the state of his bank account. 
‘I can give you a check for three hun- 
dred, if that will do you any good,’ he 
continued, taking up the pen to iill out 
the blame. 
‘Thank you, Ben; you are very kind, 
but I don’t know as 1 ought to take it.’ 
‘Not take it! Why not?’ 
‘It I should pay this note, there is hard- 
ly a possibility that I could get through 
the month. 
‘So bad as that ? Ton my word i am 
sorry to hear it.’ 
‘Smith and Jones advise me to make an 
assignment.’ 
‘How does it happen ? 1 thought you 
were doing well ? 
‘Business has been very dull for the last 
six months. Haven’t you found it so? 
‘Well, no; it has been driving with me.’ 
Joe knew it had; indeed, his present 
visit was not to borrow money, but to pre- 
pare his friend for the ‘smash’ which was 
now unavoidable. 
‘My sales have been light, continued he, 
I can’t account for it.’ 
‘1 can ; look here, Joe.’ 
Ben took down his ledger, and pointed 
to the account ‘Charges,’ where the sums 
paid for advertising had been entered. On 
a slip of paper he had footed them up. 
‘Five hundred and sixty-five dollars for 
advertising, Joe ! That’s what did the bus- 
iness.’ 
Joe was astonished. It was quite as 
much as he had paid for line things lor 
his home, and for parties and the opera; 
but the investment had been vastly more 
profitable, inasmuch as, taken in connec- 
tion with the careful management of his 
business and his economical manner of 
living, it had laid the foundation of his fu- 
ture fortune. It had given him a good 
start in business, and a good beginning is 
half the battle. 
Joe Weston failed, and paid only twen- 
ty cents on a dollar. His fine furniture 
was sold, and he was obliged to board out. 
But in his extremity Ben was his true 
friend. He received him into his house, 
and when his business was settled up, took 
him into partnership. 
The firm is now one of the most respect- 
able and prosperous in the city. Joe, ever 
since he was ‘bang up,’ believes in adver- 
tising, and any one who opens the Jour- 
nal, or, indeed, any of the daily papers, 
cannot fail to notice the conspicuous ad- 
vertisement of ‘Weston & Co.’ [Oliver 
Optic. 
Shocking Tragedy in New York. 
New York. .Jan, 29. This afternoon a resi- 
dent of Ureenpoint, J„ I., found the head of a 
man which had been severed from tin: body ly- 
ing between a pile of lumber and a fence in that 
section. The head appeared as though life had 
not been extinct more than 24 hours. It was 
convoyed to the station-house, where it was 
identified as that of a man named W. W. Sim- 
mons, of Derby, Conn., who had been missing 
since Thursday night. He had been working 
for Johnson, Henry ,fc Co., wagon manufact- 
urers, of Williamsburg, it was learned that 
Simmons hoarded with a family named Beck, 
and that not having arrived at home at midnight 
on Thursday the door was locked. When found 
tlie lower part of the head was wrapped in a 
part of the Brooklyn Freie l’resse. which is 
much read among Germans of that part of 
Brooklyn. A physician examined the head, and 
came to the conclusion that the murder had 
been committed within twelve hours, and was 
caused by a wound on some other part of the 
body, inflicted about an hour before the head 
was cut off. Simmons, who came here from 
Connecticut about three months ago, was sober 
and industrious, and was in the habit of going 
home every few weeks, his last visit having 
been at Christinas. The police have telegraphed 
to his family, and are endeavoring to find some 
clue to the murderer or the whereabouts of the 
body. 
LATER—TILE MURDERER DISCOVERED. 
New York. Jan. 31. The horrible butchery 
of. Simmons hv Fuchs, or Kretz, in Williams- 
burg, causes the most blood-curdling sensations 
throughout this city. It was never equalled in 
this country, except hv the Webster-Parkman 
murder in Boston. The details are as follows: 
After the police had become pretty well con- 
vinced that Fuchs was the murderer, he was 
taken to a private room in the 4th Street Police 
Station, and Inspector White questioning him, 
noticed a dark blotch 
LOOKING LIKE DRIED BLOOD 
on a leg of his pantaloons. One of Fuchs’ hands 
had been recently cut and was still bleeding, 
and as Inspector Waddy bent low to scrutinize 
more closely the dark spot, the Frenchman, 
with a quick nervous gesture, brushed his 
bloodv wound across it, besmearing it. Fuchs 
was nervous and excited, hut it was thought 
that the evidence against him was not sufficient- 
ly strong to warrant his detention, and he was 
permitted to return home. Soon afterward, 
however, it was decided to re-arrest Fuchs, as 
all the circumstances, the nervous and teverish 
condition of Fuchs while Inspector Waddv 
questioned him, and the accusations of drunk- 
enness and immorality against Simmons that 
Fuchs had made on Saturday night, led the 
police to think that the Frenchman had some 
knowledge of the crime. Detective Holland 
was sent to Fuchs’ house, and he there found 
Fuchs with his wile and his brother-in-law 
and his brother-in-law’s wife. Fuchs was wash- 
liing his hands, which were 
COVERED WITH SPOTS OF BLOOD 
in a strong preparation of lime. He was much 
excited, hut went readily with the officer to the 
police station. Detectives Folk and Short were 
sent to examine the house. They returned say- 
ing that there were pails in Fuchs’ kitchen and 
bedroom containing meat that they thought 
might he pieces of pickled pork. The inspector 
said at once that the meat was undoubtedly hu- 
man tlesh. and he went himself with the detec- 
tives to Fuchs' house. They searched every 
part of the kitchen, hut found nothing save the 
pails of meat described by the detectives, and 
which they saw were only pieces of prepared 
beef. They then went to the bedroom and found 
traces of the crime. Under the bed in a further 
corner was a tool chest, and on opening this they 
saw marks of blood. There was a heavy solid 
hammer that bore bloody stains, and a common 
handsaw that was steeped with blood and 
t ringed with bits of hair. There vVerealso heavy 
hatchets, or axe s, and these were covered with 
half obliterated bloody marks. In another cor- 
nel-, under a couch, was a small tin pail covered 
with a cloth. When the covering was removed 
the pail was seen to he tilled to the brim with 
THE FRAGMENTS OF A HUMAN BODY. 
They were from all parts of a man’s frame, and 
were cut into pieces not more than two or three 
inches in length. At the side of the bed, near 
the door, was a large piue chest, the lid of which 
was closed. When this was opened the officers 
saw that it was dyed in every part with blood, 
as though a bleeding body had been hastily jam- 
med into it as into a temporary receptacle. It 
contained nothing. Under the window stood a 
common black leather travelling trunk, and in 
it were found many other portions of the muti- 
lated body—strips of llesh and pieces of skin, 
in another part of the chamber was a large tin 
wash boiler. The officers lifted the cover. The 
boiler was nearly tilled with portions of a man’s 
limbs—legs and feet. In the midst of these re- 
mains was the trunk of the hodv. The ribs were 
STRIPPED CLEAN OF TIIE SKIN AND FLESH. 
The officers next searched the bed, and turning 
up the ticking, uncovered other fragments of a 
human body. Then they went through the 
kitchen and examined more carefully, and saw 
that the bricks of the llre-plaee had been recent- 
ly disturbed. They tore up the loose bricks and 
digging deep into the earth underneath, brought 
out many other remains similar to those dis- 
covered in the bedroom. They gathered the 
bloody fragments togi tlier and sent them to the 
morgue. The axes, saw and hammer were 
taken to the police station. Mrs. Fuchs was at 
once 
ARRESTED AND LOCKED UP 
in the police station. Her little girl, Ellen, a 
bright child of 8 years, was taken with her as a 
witness. The house is a little, low brown one, 
standing in the rear of .a variety store at 98 
North 3d, between 2d and 3d streets. It is sep- 
arated from the front house by a narrow yard. 
That is enclosed on each side by a high hoard 
fence. It is dirty and ruinous looking, and its 
interior is slovenly. The house was searched 
through and through for the clothes of the mur- 
dered man, hut, in vain. His silver watcli, which 
is valued at $20 or $25 dollars, was under some 
articles in a drawer ot the bureau, and his 
pocket book, containing $3, was on the person 
of Fuchs when the latter was arrested. As soon 
as the remains had been gathered up, and after ; 
the arrest of the woman, Inspector Waddy ac- 
cused Fuchs of murdering Simmons. The pris- 
oner, after lie had been told of the finding of 
the remains in his house, did not attempt to de- 
ny his guilt, and, admitting the crime, said lie 
j had killed the hammersmith because of the lat- ter’s criminal intimacy with Mrs. Fuchs. Fuchs 
is a small, solidly-built man, with a round, bul- 
let-head, round red face, black, restless eyes, 
and a furtive uud rather forbidding countenance. 
He is 32 years old, about five feet six inches tall, 
and is a native of Alasce. It is said he lias been 
married live or six times, and lie is of a jealous, 
cruel and revengeful disposition. He married 
his present wife who was a widow with one 
child, (the girl Elbe, as he calls her,) about two 
years ago. Fuchs talked readily and with ges- 
ticulations, yesterday, of his crime and of the 
manner in which he gave the death blow. He 
speaks English imperfectly, and communicated his story by the aid of an interpreter. 
A Curious Fact. Charles Francis 
Adams, in an article in the November At- 
lantic on “Some Railroad Accidents”— 
which, by the way, he considers blessings 
in disguise, since they lead to a greater 
care in the running of trains—states a fact 
curiously illustrating how rapidly the 
most severe shock expands its force. On 
an intensely dark and stormy night two 
trains, running at full speed, had come in- 
to collision. The shock was heard through 
all the neighboring village. One locomo- 
tive rushed on top ot the other, the for- 
ward cars were piled up on both, until a 
mound was formed which the descending j 
torrents alone hindered from becoming a 
funeral pyre. Twenty-live persons were 
killed and fifty injured, and yet it is said 
that two gentlemen in the last carriage of 
one of the trains, finding themselves sud- 
denly stopped close to their destination, 
supposed it was for some unimportant 
cause, and concluded at once to take ad- 
vantage of such a happy chance by getting 
out and walking to their homes, which 
they did, and learned only the next morn- 
ing of the catastrophe in which they had 
been unconscious participants. 
A boy in Foxeroft, named Bartlett, set a 
small trap for rabbits. The next morning it 
was gone. He set a larger one, and visiting it 
the next day found in the trap a large owl, firm- 
ly secured, and having attached to him the 
missing trap. The owl measured five feet from 
tip to tip. 
The Jews in Self-Defense. 
[From the Jewish Times. | 
The Jewish communities in the United 
States can have no rightful quarrel with 
Dwight I,. Moody, so long as he keeps 
his missionary labors within legitimate 
bounds. Now, however, this itinerant 
preacher has provoked every Jew in the 
world to take him in hand and give him 
a sound drubbing. In Philadelphia, on 
Wednesday of last week, and in his im- 
proyised church, into which a huge freight 
depot had been converted, he went out of 
his way to assail the Jews as a race with 
unusual venom and malevolence, and with 
a pack of lies which not even the Satan of 
Christian mythology could have improved. 
It an illiterate hod-carrier calls the Jews 
“Christ-killers,” he is to be pitied and for- 
given, for he knows no better. But for a 
man in the position of Moody to say the 
same thing to a meeting of ten thousand 
excitable people and to repeat it a dozen 
times in one breath, with all the fervor of 
his exotic oratory, is an unpardonable out- 
rage. •• The blood of Jesus is upon the 
Jews to-day, wanderers as they are all 
over the world,” said this blasphemer to 
his audience, and Ins intention evidently 
was to arouse prejudices against those of 
our citizens who worship God according 
to the religion of Moses, indeed, lie would 
even deny us the boon of American citi- 
zenship, since, it the Jews are merely 
“wanderers” all over the world, which 
means vagabonds, they can acquire no 
fixed residence anywhere, are outcasts 
and outlaws, are a people without a coun- 
try and without rights. Such is the logi- 
cal conclusion to which Moody would lead 
tiis hearers, and just such insane babbling 
brought about the persecution, wholesale 
robbery and massacre of Jews in other 
countries and in past ages. Does he want 
to haul down the bright flag of civil and 
religious liberty, the glory of America, 
and to raise the black banter of intoler- 
ance in its place? Is he intent upon tan- 
ning into a furious conflagration the sparks 
of bigotry that still lie mouldering in the 
hearts of the superstitious and uneducat- 
ed ? In law every man is presumed to in- 
tend tlie natural consequences of his acts, 
and Moody’s acts are his sermons. Apply- 
ing this rule to him, his indefensible on- 
slaught on the Jews as a race convicts 
him of the flaring crime ol attempting a 
breach of the peace and inciting a religi- 
ous riot. 
it would be useless to tell AIT. Moody 
that tlie Jews had but little to do with the 
crucifixion of Christ, if that event did hap- 
pen as it is related in tlie New Testament. 
The Jews had no part in tiie government 
ot their country,which was a Roman prov- 
ince, ruled by Roman officials, its Courts 
presided over by Roman Judges, and its 
town's garrisoned by Roman soldiers. 
These historical deductions are neither 
new nor have they been asserted by Jews 
only, but may be found in the erudite 
works of eminent divines, both ot the Cath- 
olic and Protestant Churches. Yet as 
Moody is a fanatic, and as fanaticism is 
simply prejudice intlamed to an exagger- 
ated degree, and inasmuch as prejudice 
always squints when it looks, and lies 
when it talks, we suspect that even these 
truths of history will make no impression 
on his mind. 
We have already said that on the occa- 
sion referred to lie lied most wickedly. He 
spoke of a meeting ot one thousand Jews 
in Paris some years ago, whore one ot 
them gloried in tlie honor of haying killed 
Christ, and every one present clapped his 
hands in applause. No such meeting was 
ever held and no Jew in the world ever 
made such an impudent and infamous as- 
sertion. Perhaps Moody lias read some- 
where a notice ot tlie annual meeting of 
tlie Alliance Israelite I’niversellc. which 
has its central organization in Paris with 
branches extending to every country on 
the globe. 
Let Dwight L. Moody look around him 
in Iiis own country. Here he will find 
that the Jews are among its best citizens, 
and contribute their full share of its pros- 
perity. 
it is probable that Mr. Moody knows 
nothing of all this. Before he “experienced 
religion” and was “coverted,” he had no 
opportunity of informing himself His as- 
sociations as a dispenser of drinks from 
behind a whisky bar were not of a kind 
to give him much knowledge ot the world 
beyond tlit; merest scum and dregs of so- 
ciety. That knowledge of what is low 
and mean he hasacqiured and the vulgar- 
ity by which he disgraces tlie pulpit, is 
the best evidence that he retains it. 
A Piece of Quaker Strategy. 
in Scribner lor February, in his “New 
York in tlie Revolution,” Mr. John F. 
Mines gives tlie following account of the 
way Putnam escaped from Howe when the 
British captured the city in ]77ti:—“ Nei- 
ther soldier nor fugitive knew how narrow 
had been tlie escape of Putnam’s army, 
that day. When Sir William Howe, ac- 
companied by Clinton and Tyrott, had 
landed at Kip’s Bay with the main body of 
the British army, they struck across to 
tlie Middle Road, intending to make their 
camp on tlie heights of lnclonburg, mid- 
way between New Y'ork and Harlem. 
They reached tlie road at a point just op- 
posite to where Putnam was stealing along 
under cover of the woods that skirted the 
Hudson to rejoin Washington. 'There was 
a house near by, from whose upper win- 
dows they might easily have discovered 
the dust created by the rapid march of the 
‘rebels’ and from its cupola the gleam of 
bayonets would have been plainly visible. 
The Americans were not distant, indeed, 
but there was another and more insidious 
foe near at hand. Close to the Middle 
Road at a point now designated by tlie 
Corporation as Fifth Avenue and Thirty- 
Seventh Street, stord the unpretending 
but exceedingly comfortable mansion of 
Robert Murray, a Quaker merchant of ap- 
proved loyalty to tlie Crown, as well as ot 
large wealth. Fortunately tlie shrewd 
merchant could not control the feelings of 
his household, and his wife and daughters 
were ardent patriots. When Lord llowe 
and his stall’ reached the edge of tlie Qua- 
ker’s gardens they were enraptured to tind 
Mrs, Murray and her beautiiul daughters 
ready to greet them with a warm wel- 
come. The parties had once met in more 
peaceful days. 
‘William,’ said the fair Quaker matron 
‘wilt thee alight and refresh thyself at our 
house ?’ 
•1 thank you Mrs. Murray,' said the 
pleasure loving commander, ‘but 1 must 
first catch that rascally Yankee, Putnam. 
The Yankee General was not to be 
caught this time it woman’s wits could 
save him, even if the truth must be tortur- 
ed into a shape that should deceive in or- 
der to save life. Very demurely the lady- 
rejoined, in that plain language of her 
sect which always carries with it such an 
emphasis of truth— 
‘Did’st thou not hear that Putnam bad 
gone ? It is too late to try to catch him. 
Thee had better come in and dine.’ 
The invitation was seconded by the 
brightest smiles of the daughters, and 
Howe wavered. Promising to pursue the 
hated Yankees after he had dined, the 
British commander alighted and entered 
the house, where the fascinations ot his 
charming hostesses made him torget for 
hours the object of his expedition. Putnam 
meanwhile was flying up the Blooming- 
dale road, never daring to draw breath 
until he caught sight of Washington’s 
tents. Thacher, in his ‘Military Journal,’ 
writes that it became a common saying 
among the American officers that Airs. 
Alurray had saved Putnam’s division.” 
Children,” said a country minister, address- 
ing a Sunday school, “Why are we like flowers? 
What do we have that flowers have?” And a 
sinMl boy in tiie infant class, whose breath 
smelled of vermifuge, rose up and made reply, 
Worms,” and the minister crept under the 
pulpit chair to bide his emotion. 
A Great ^Gas Well- 
A correspondent writes: In Millers- 
town. Pa., into the. very centre of Butler 
county 1 went up on the hill and counted 
forty- nine small burning wells. The 
whole heavens were aglow with light. 
The clouds were silver lined, and reflect- 
ed back the lurid glare from the wells. I 
could stand anywhere and read a news- 
paper. The boilers of fifty oil well en- 
gines heated with gas line the valley. 
Away to the south a glare like a city on 
tire lighted up the heavens. From toward 
the lighted horizon came a rumbling roar 
that drowned the hubbub of the street. 
All night long I listened to the roar ot 
that great Delamater mill, and the next 
morning I rode tour miles over scrub oak 
hills, through muddy gulches, and past, 1 
suppose, fifty pumping oil wells, to see 
the startling wonder. The noise grew 
louder and louder as we approached. 
Then the rumble changed to a hissing 
rush like a thousand locomotives blowing 
oil' steam. At an eight ot a mile the 
noise changed again to the continuous 
roar of a thousand cannon. The hum .n 
voice could nut be heard. Communica- 
tion was by pantomime. Tim flame shoots 
into the air like a steeple on tire. The 
hills were covered with snow, but lor two 
acres around the well the grass is green 
and growing, except close to the well, 
where the ground looks like burned lava. 
At a safe distance calves and sheep stand 
warming themselves and eating the hot 
house grass. This two acres of sterile 
Pennsylvania looks like a section ot fer- 
tile Florida. 
'“W hat makes it sound l ku the contin- 
uous report ot artillery?” 1 asked the en- 
gineers. 
“Because it is a live-inch cannon con- 
stantly exploding. Book,” said he, “you 
see the first llame twenty feet from the 
muzzle, that is the Hash, the explosion. 
It is like a cannon, only this is continu- 
ous, a million cannon a minute, in fact, 
one explosion and concussion going on 
forever.” It is wonderful to see this vol- 
vanic llame exploding in the air. The 
pressure is so great that the gas cannot 
ignite till it. gets twenty feet beyond the 
nozzle. The stream of gas comes up 
1600 feet through a live-inch iron pipe, 
and is conducted oft’ 200 feet through an- 
other tube, where it finds vent. The 
general pressure ol the gas with the 
valve open is iRMi pounds to the square 
inch. We partly close the valve, and the 
pressure ran up to 12<H): closed it a little 
more, and the tubing began to tremble, 
and the great toil weight holding it down 
began to lift. It was only a quick turn of 
the skilful engineer that saved 1000 feet 
of iron tubing, anchored down with sev- 
eral Ions weight, from shooting like an 
arrow into the air. You can better real- 
ize the terrible pressure of this gas when 
you reflect that the pressure ot an ordi- 
nary locomotive boiler is lrom MO to 12b 
pounds to the square inch, while the pres- 
sure from this well, if the valve is closed, 
would run up to fifteen hundred, and then 
tear the tubing out, and throw the heavy 
machinery into the air. The engineer 
conducted a half-inch stream of gas into 
a twelve horse power engine, and it ran 
so fast that the machinery broke. 
The amount ol heat and light in the 
gas escaping is equal to 2100 tons oi coal 
a. day. The gas would light New York, 
Philadelphia and Baltimore. It would 
run every locomotive in the state of Penn- 
sylvania. It would fill the biggest bal- 
loon in halt a minute, and burst it into a 
thousand tatters, or shoot it oft’ like a gi- 
gantic bombshell, and as it is very light— 
much lighter than ordinary gas—it would 
be ot immense value thereafter in trying 
balloon experiments. So great is the pres- 
sure that engineers say this gas would, 
tlow through tubing to Pittsburg, a dis- 
tance of forty miles, in ten minutes. The 
pipe lines here push oil twelve miles over 
hills and valleys with 1000 pounds pres- 
sure to the square inch, but ibis gas 
would push itself to New York in a tew 
hours I'lie well is estimated to produce 
2,000,000 cubic feet of the richest gas in 
a day. The well is named alter Mr. Del- 
amaler, who bored it. He was employed 
by Henry Harley, formerly connected 
with the Brio railway, who now claims 
the well, and if six men and six hickory 
clubs will keep him in possession against 
another claimant, Mr. Harley will con- 
tinue to own it. 1 saw James Murray, 
who assisted to bore the well. When 1 
asked him to give me the history of it he 
s:uu : 
Well, sir, after boring 300 leet we 
struck rock, solid rock, and followed it 
for twenty-two days. At the third sand 
we struck oil, and pumped several bar- 
rels. On October 4, after boring seventy- 
live days and IfibO feet, we struck a flaw 
in the rock about G o’clock. Well, she 
Hew 130 leet in the air. Stones, salt, wa- 
ter, oil gas, busted like a cannon, and the 
St. Jo people cum rushin over the hill to 
tind a busted biler and a dead driller, but 
—well, we run like the devil; w'e run to 
get away from the gravel, stones and gas. 
Hill AIcGuire says, ‘Jim, we vtf struck 
hell, and the devil is coinin’—run!’ And 
we got away from that well and stayed 
away till the next morning.” 
“Then it blew all night without being 
lighted, did it?” 
“Yes; we dassent go near her lor two 
days. The gas shot up like a mist, cold 
as ice. You could see it in the air. After 
two days 1 got a ball ot candle wickin’, 
soaked it in turpentine, tied a stone to it, 
and that night shied it into the gas.” 
“Did she make a noise, Jim ?” 
“Make a hoise ! Great sun, she busted 
like a cannon full of sand. You’d a 
thought the bowels ot the earth were Hy- 
ing out. And light! why, the whole 
basin here was as light as day. I could 
count Hocks of sheep way over in the 
woods, and lolks way over in Petrolia, 
ten miles away, saw it—and heard it, 
too, and they hear it just as loud to-day 
as they did that first night.” 
The Diary of an Exhausted Litigant 
A tattered memorandum book was re- 
cently found on the steps of a very hum- 
ble dwelling “out west.” Some of the en- 
tries are as follows:— 
“My father had a slight misunderstand- 
ing with a neighbor, about a division 
fence, which he had inherited from my 
grandfather. After several disputes, ho 
consulted a lawyer who had a good many 
children, and but little practice. This 
was fatal. A suit was commenced. 
Several years ago my lawyer said I 
must get ready for the trial. I did so, 
and went to court every term. But it was 
postponed upon every pretence which hu- 
man ingenuity could prevent. 
1870 March term—Counsellor defend- 
ant moved a continuance, because ho was 
engaged in the court of common pleas. 
Court granted the motion, but intimated, 
with great dignity, that such an excuse 
would never avail with him again. 
September term—Counsel trying a case 
in an adjoining count}'. Judge hesitated 
but yielded. 
December term—Defendant ill. Prov- 
ed by the certificate of a respectable phy- 
sician. 
1872. March term—Counsel had made 
an engagement to meet a client from New 
York, who could not conveniently leave 
his business again. Continued, the judge 
suggesting that New York clients might 
find counsel nearer home. 
1873. September term—Carried the 
title deeds to my lawyer. Surveyor ex- 
amined the premises, siid the defendant 
had encroached on me. But another sur- 
veyor, (partner and pupil of the first one,) 
said that my deed spoke of a hackmatack 
stump in the line of the fence, a foot in 
diameter; whereas, the only tree any- 
where near the fence was a pepperidge 
tree, not more than seven inches and a 
hall across; case postponed, to employ 
other surveyors. 
Uecember term.—Counsel agreed that 
Court might visit the premises in dispute. 
Judge refused to go. but said the jury 
might do so. provided that nobody went 
with them to explain and confuse. Next 
morning a heavy snow fell a fid the bound- 
aries were covered. Case continued. 
187-1. September term. — Motion to 
postpone, on the ground that the defend- 
ant's attorney wished to be absent, bunt- 
ing. fora few days. Motion prevailed. I 
remonstrated, but my counsel said, the 
lawyers were very accommodating gen- 
tlemen ; and the courtesies of the bar re- 
quired it. 
1877, March term—One of the jurors 
taken sick. Motion to go on witli the 
trial with eleven jurors. Defendant's 
counsel objected with great stength of 
voice, and demanded a full jury, pure and 
simple. I think he called it the -Palla- 
dium of our liberties.’ Case postponed. 
•September term—Received a bill for re- 
tainers, term fees, clerks fees and expens- 
es. One item was lor the amount of a re- 
tainer which my lawyer bad declined 
from the defendant. Offered him the farm 
provided I gained the case, lie said this 
would not be deemed honorable practice, 
but he would take it and give me credit 
as far as ii went. 
Took tlie ears for the west, coming 
mostly on freight trains and alter night- 
fall. 
Mem—Don’t forget inscription for my 
tombstone: Here lies one who died of r. 
lawsuit beejueuthed by hisf liter." [Hurl- 
lord Courant. 
Double Murder and Suicide. 
ISpecial Dispatch to the Boston Journal. J 
Sr. Joiih'.-SBL'KV, Vt., Feb. 1 A terrible 
tragedy was enacted to day in Lyndon, 
the next town north ot St, Johnsbury. A 
young man killed Ids father, aged so, and 
his mother, aged 73, and then killed him- 
self. The scene of the murder was near 
Ked Village, about two miles east of Lyn- 
don Village. Your reporter visited the 
place a few hours alter the occurrence, 
and obtained the lollowing tacts: 
Levi 11 Wilder and his wife, the aged 
couple, who were murdered, have long 
resided in Lyndon, and have borne a 
good reputation. At the time of the mur- 
der the family consisted of these old peo- 
ple, their sou Silas, aged 3:1. and his 
wife, aged about ii'. 
This morning when the family arose, 
the young man made some remark to his 
wife about the straps on his overalls, 
which she had shortened a tew days be- 
fore. She replied that it could be easily 
remedied, whereupon the mother, over- 
hearing the remark, said that she was 
glad that she did not iix the straps. It 
she had, there would have been a fuss, 
lie replied that she need not trouble her- 
self, as she did not do it. lie then went 
to the barn to do his chores, and his wife 
prepared their breaklast. On his return 
he sat down to breaklast alone, the old 
people and his wife not being in readi- 
ness. He ate very little, and iiis wile, as 
she was pouring his tea, noticed that his 
hand trembled and that his eyes had a 
strange, wild appearance. 
After drinking his tea he remarked that 
•‘This thing "has got to be settled." and 
went out into the shed. His wife, think- 
ing his actions peculiar, followed Him 
and met him returning with an axe. She 
caught hold ot the axe and asked him 
what lie was intending to do. lie re- 
plied, "You get out of the way or 1 will 
Iix youThe lather then appeared and 
said: “What are you about?" and took 
hold ol the axe also. 
The young man then took a kniie from 
his pocket and opened the small blade, 
saying: “If you will not let me use the 
axe I’ll use my kniie,” and struck his wile 
in the right breast, causing a slight 
wound, and then struck her again over 
the right eye, indicting a wound which, 
though not serious, partially stunned her, 
so that she did not realize what was go- 
ing on for a little time. 'The mother be- 
coming alarmed seized the dinner burn, 
rushed out ot doors and sounded it to 
alarm the neighbors. 
It is supposed that the young man alter 
stabbing Iiis wife attacked bis father and 
cut his throat with the kniie, then hearing 
the horn, picked up the axe, rushed out to 
the corner of the house where his mother 
was and killed her with the axe; that lie 
then came back, found his lather in the 
kitchen and killed him with the axe Mr. 
Henry Perry, the nearest neighbor, upon 
hearing the horn looked out from his barn 
toward the Wilders, saw the young man 
strike his mother with the ax. anil heard 
him exclaim, "There, lie there.- 
After killing his lather young Wilder 
went up to the shed, where his wile was 
just recovering consciousness, and ex- 
claimed, "For God’s sake. Fan. 1 havn’t 
killed you. have I?” lie then ran Irnni 
her toward Mr. Perry’s, and lie heard him 
say, "it’s all settled now.” 
Several neighbors soon arrived and 
found the mother dead by the corner id 
the house. Supposing that the murderer 
was in the house, and knowing that lie 
had weapons to defend himselt with, they 
were afraid to enter. About ID A. M. Hr 
Gaboon arrived, who with Mr. William 
Houghton went boldly into the house a.id 
found the old father upon tile Hour, dead, 
with the axe imbedded so firmly into hi.-, 
head that it required a vigorous etlort by 
Mr. Houghton to remove it. 
Search was then made for the young 
man. At length he was toinid in the barn, 
dead, hanging from the beams lie bad 
evidently gone upon the high scathdd, 
tied the rope to a beam and around his 
neck, and then jumped off. 
The iiend accomplished his work most 
effectually. He struck his mother three 
times, settling the whole bit of the axe in- 
to her head on either side, just above the 
ears, and inflicting a blow upon her neck 
which severed her head from her body 
two small pieces of skin only holding it. 
The father had. besides the cut on his neck, 
which laid bare tiie windpipe, two deep 
cuts in his head with the axe,reaching trom 
the crown of the head down below the ey e, 
into each ot winch a man’s hand could he 
inserted. The young man had a severe 
kniie cut in his throat, which shows that 
he first attempted suicide by cutting his 
throat, but failing in this, sought a more 
certain method. 
It is difficult to account for this triple 
tragedy. There seems to be evidence of 
his having a passionate nature, and that 
there has been an increasing ill-will on 
his part toward his mother since his mar- 
riage, which occurred a little more than 
a year ago, and that the mother has been 
displeased with his wile and found fault 
with her somewhat, as is quite commonly 
the case under such circumstances, lie 
has been subject to epileptic fits lor some 
years past, and lias recently been taking 
medicine which has stopped them. It is 
hard to believe that the man could re- 
solve upon such a fiendish and unnatural 
scheme ot murder in a mere lit of anger, 
yet some of his neighbors state that lie 
has made threats in times past that “if it 
were not for the law there would be less 
Wilders in the world.” 
There has been some difficulty in the 
family about the property. The father 
had deeded his farm to this son with the 
condition that he should support his pa- 
rents while they lived. It is thought by 
some that he has been brooding over an- 
noyances which have come upon him. 
and cherishing malice in his heart toward 
his parents, until it has culminated in this 
appalling tragedy, which might have 
been excited this' morning by his moth- 
er’s cutting remark with regard to his 
overalls. It may be that the medicine 
which he had taken for his lits had pro- 
duced such an ell'oet upon his mental con- 
dition that the arousing ot his anger pro- 
duced a kind of temporary insanity. This 
is the most charitable view of the ease, 
and perhaps the best, as no positive cause 
can ever be ascertained. 
Pwight Parsons was knocked down and rob- 
bed of two watches and some other articles at 
Bangor, Saturday night. Frank Briggs and 
John Wall were arrested and identified by Par- 
sons as his assailants. 
A recent settler in Nebraska writes: “We 
are burning corn in otir cook stove, and it 
makes the best fuel I ever used for a quick, 
hot tire. I pay IS cents for 70 pounds, and I 
think it fully as cheap as wood at #0 a cord.” 
A boy, giving the name-of John II. Perkins, 
claiming to belong in Atnesbury, Mass., has 
been arrested at Augusta, for offering for sale, 
under its value, a $50 Government boud. 
--- 
■ 1 ? srr 
W ashingtois M at ter s. 
The debate on the proposed amendment 
making the Presidential term six years, 
with ineligibility for a second term, was 
closed on the second— 
It was closed by Air. Knott, Chairman of the 
.Judiciary Committee, who, in the course of his 
remarks, thus pictured the allurements of the 
Presidential other: 
A >:ilar\ of s.'mmioO. a mansion sustained in a 
style of luxury that few persons dreamed of, 
furnished, repaired and heated at an annual 
r\pcn>r of mm, with the very air breathed 
there perfumed with rare exotics, propagated 
in a s.Vi.ouo irardi n house, maintained by an 
annual exp. n>c of £f).000; a private secretary 
at >:’..noo a year to do the President's writing; 
two a-sMaiit secretaries, at -,o00 a year, to do 
tie- work of the private secretary; two clerks 
at >•_,:!Ai) to do the work of the assistant secre- 
taries (laughter); a steward at £-.000 to sup- 
ply the President's table with the choicest 
\vim > and the richest viands that could tempt 
or satiate his appetite; with tf(i.Ooi) a year for 
books, periodicals, stationery, telegrams and 
(a comical pause) other contingencies. What 
that meant he did not know, hut lie thanked 
Cod for the *• contingencies” (Laughter.) II 
ill children of Israel sighed for the tleshpots 
of Kgypt, what must be the anguish of a sensi- 
tive soul when taking a last long farewell of 
sin h salary and luxuries. 
Several unimportant amendments were of- 
fered and the vote was taken on the passage of 
the hill, which was lost by 1-U yeas to 100 nays. 
1 II F N VI ION \I. OF.MOCKATK CONVFN HON. 
si. Louis. Cincinnati, Philadelphia and Chi- 
'■■ig'» an- all talked ef as places tor holding the 
National Democratic Convention, and advo- 
ah's n| each are pressing their claims on the 
membiTs of the National Committee. who will 
li\ tlii* place and time on the JJd inst. '1 he 
-1st of June and the 1th of July are the two 
dates most prominently mentioned 1<»r the 
holding of th«- eoii\ention. 
Cl: VXT \ X1 > ItKIS'lOW. 
\V.\siiiMiT(ix, !).< .. Feb. *, The question 
< d ino>t interest here just now is tbv relations 
l' the Secretary of the Treasury to President 
emit ami the other members of tlie Cabin* t. 
has been known for some tinn ti. Mr. 
Bri-tu\v ha- had lit 1U* s> illi»a111y and m .ip- 
1 «-ri from other m»moers of lie Cabinet in hi- 
ilort- t-» “let no guilty man esenpe,*' while the 
President lias Lrn»wu dailv more dissatisfied 
with the relentless pro-emtion of hi* friends 
and the increasing popularity of Mr. Bristow. 
It i- a safe statement that the relations be- 
tween the White House and the Treasury De- 
I artmeiit are of such a delicate nature that 
there may be an open rupture, and Bristow 
m iv go out of the Cabinet, any daw It chafes 
<. rant terribly to have an otlieer ot his Cabinet 
so strong with the country that lie does not 
laiv to remove him. Pierrepont s.*ems to he 
working against Bristow, w ho is being treated 
exactly as jf lie were using his office to make 
li'iii.-i it Pie-ideiit. and this is tb<‘ charge which 
Cram'- laiends are beginning to bring against 
him. >une of the Republicans are talking 
about a plan lor getting rid of Bristow and 
having Ro-rne * 'onkling resign hi- Senatorship | 
and go into the Cabinet in Ids place. It is 
thought it Bristow were to “get mad and re- 
sign that only the appoinlmcui of some man as 
strong a- < onkling could prevent tie- \ilminis- 
tration from going to smash. 'There are ru- 
mor- to-night of trouble at the Cabinet meeting 
t -day between Bristow and <irant, but it is 
impossible to establish the truth or falsity of 
them. 
rixfiin.vciCs cask. 
cade an cmhurrasing silence ensued to-day 
when Morton took his seat after hi- Pinc.hhuek 
harangue. A reply was expected, but mini 
eaine. and Simon Cameron finally came to the 
i'e-eii. with a motion to go into executive ses- 
sion. The Republican Senators were afraid to 
take their chance- in the event of a vote being 
readied, her at I-e two or three of t heir colleagues 
Were absent and they were fearful that the loss 
of those Notes might defeat Piiichhaek. Sena- 
tor < anieion. of Wisconsin, is quoted as saving 
that the only thing that will unite the Republi- 
cans so a- to cause them to voh solidly for 
PinehbadCs admission is tin* absolute neeessitv 
w !iieh tle v realize of providing against the pos- 
sibility of their losing control in the Senate, 
that contingency being in t he threatened expul- 
sion of Bruce, of Mis-issippi; Spencer, of Ala- 
bama. and. po-sibly. West, of Louisiana, and 
Dorsey, of Arkansas, or in the death ot some 
of the number, in which latter case chances are 
that appointment- to till vacancies would tail 
upon Democratic Governors. 
Tin: xk\y aklfi mu.. 
Doubts an* expressed abeut tin* fate of the 
lew TaritV bill in the Ways and Means Com- 
mittee. It i- expected that the bill, if reported 
back at all. will In* so ditlerent from the origin- 
al as referred to tin* < ommitte that it will 
hardly be recognizable to tin* framers of tie..* 
first, 
nillSTOW TO KKSKiX. 
< ientlemen who have observed the signs pre- 
dict that Bristow will vacate his place in tin* 
* ahinet at or about the time of the conclusion 
of the Babcock trial, no matter what may be* 
the \ erdict in that ease. 
t XKKOIU CTIN K ( L SH).MS IUSTKK IS. 
There are seventeen ports of entry in New 
Fngland in which tin* expenses of collection 
Iasi year were greater that tin? receipts on ac- 
count of bti-iue.-s done. 'There are lifty-six 
Midi ports in all, as will appear by the an-wvi 
1" < Hoii<e n -olution of inquiry prepared at 
the 'Treasury Department. This table gives 
tin* following names of ports in New Fngland 
when* 1 here w a* tin* following excess <»f expen- 
diture- last year over receipt-: Aroostook. 
M. si:. Bangor, Me*. ST.Hs ::i : Bdfa-t, 
Me., >:7:;j jo astine. Me., sbo>:iFrench- 
man's Bay. Me., Nhklsrd: Kennebunk, Me., 
•>I!»J!»I; Maehia-. Me., s-:11 *; J1 : Saco, Me.. 
1 Till; \\ aldohoro. Me., >J TJ!» U!*: Wiscassct, 
Me.. s;k;i<h;u; York. Me., vjsj si; Barnstable, 
M i--., slbsl 10: Fdgartown. Ma-s.. sj:lj c.b: 
Marbh C ad. Ma-s., •'sJI.'I.VJ; Nantucket. Mass,, 
•Mils; Bristol and Warren, R. L. slDIbJ; 
Newpoit, R. L, f'JblT 10. At tin* following 
port- there appears to have been no import or 
< xport hii-iiie-s at all: Saco. Me., Fdgartown 
and Nantucket. .Mas-. Jfthese ports are con- 
solidated with others, as proposed, Bangor. 
Bdfa-t, < a-1 ilie. \\ al<loboro and Wiseasset will 
be united with Bath: Aroostook. Frenchman's 
Bay and Maehia- with Fast port: Keunduink 
and "ae with Portland: 'i ork w ith Portsmouth 
Barnstable with Bo-ton: Marblehead with 
Salem: Fdgartown and Nantucket with New 
Bedford; and Bri-lol, Warren and Newport 
with Fall Riser. 
The crooked whiskey victim.- in Indiana 
presented a picture id griel and despair 
wlien tin y were taken to the State Pris- 
"ii to serve out their two years’sentence, 
1 hursday evening. They had all been 
promi lent eib/eus and hail occupied j*osi 
tionsof honor and trust under the Govern- 
ment. Alter the prisoners had shaken 
hand.- with their friends and bade them 
good-bye they were marched out of the of- 
fice ii.Pi the prisoners’ reception-room, 
where they were relieved ol such articles 
as they had about them which it was 
contrary to the rules for them to keep. 
I hey were ne\t taken to the prison bar- 
ber, where t Heir hair was cut and their 
whiskers shaved nil They were then ta- 
ken tn the clothing department and the 
striped convicts’ suits given them, which 
they put on, and which altered them so 
much that they were scarcely recogniza- 
ble. One of the prisoners. Albert MoGrilV, 
who is a gray-headed old man. Ob years 
old, wept when he entered his cell. ’••My 
God!'’ he exclaimed, “to think that I 
would ever come to a place like this. It 
will kill me; my heart is crushed now.” 
lie spoke in a voice deep with emotion, 
and was greatly agitated. “It it were not 
for my poor wife and son 1 believe 1 could 
stand it, but to think ol the disgrace 
brought upon them is more than i can 
bear. It will kill my wife.” Mi-Grill'was 
well-known amjhighly respected in l.'vans- 
ville, having been for seven years tiie city 
clerk in that placet and a leading member 
of the Presbyterian Church, Ilis trial and 
conviction have told heavily upon him, and those who know him well say that he looks ten years older than he did two 
months ago. I he other eight prisoners 
» 
were inclined to be more cheerful, though 
some ol them winced when the barber 
shaved off their beards and clipped their 
flowing locks. All ol them are upwards 
id do years ot age, and have families, so 
that the grief occasioned by their down- 
fall is not confined to themselves. 
A Lady Gets a Big Verdict. 
Xew York, l'eb. Mrs. Yirginia Burke lias obtained a verdict ot $00,000 
in a suit against the widow of Ira (J. Gar- 
diner and others of the family. Mrs. 
Burke’s father died in the Gardiner’s 
boarding house while known to be in pos- session ot a large amount of bonds and other valuables ol which, alter his death, 
only a tew thousand dollars could be found 
which the Gardiners claimed were theirs 
by gift of the dying man. Later other 
bonds known to belong to the dead man 
were traced from the market to the Gar- 
diners’ possession. 'The latter family had in the meantime sprung lrom poverty to 
comp.uativc wealth. 1 he verdict was re- 
ceived with applause. 
Governor’s Staff: Gov. Conner has 
made the following appointments for his 
military staff- 
inspector, Gen. Charles YV. Tihlenof Castine; 
Surgeon-General, l>r. Horatio N. Small of Port- 
land; Judge-Advocate General,Col. Horace II. 
Ilur hank of Saco; Commissary-General, Col. J. It. Peaks of Pittsfield; Aids, Col. J. W. .Spaul- 
ding ol Richmond, Col. Philo Hersev of Belfast, Col K. E. Heath of Waterville, Col. J. 1’, Rich- 
ards of Gardiner; Additional Aid, Col. G. L. Beal of Norway. 
Y’oung Napoleon has a mustache. It will be 
a good while before he will be able to show an 
imperial. [Lowell Courier. 
Maine Legislature. 
In the Senate Wednesday Senator Swasey 
spoke at length on the resolve in favor of the 
State College. The bill relating to taxing dogs 
was indetinitelv postponed. The bill to incor- 
porate the old Orchard Beach Railroad passed 
to he engrossed. The house referred a bill to 
repeal the “sheriff enforcement act" to the tem- 
perance committee. < ommitties reported legis- 
lation inexi cdient on order looking to limiting 
the authority of judges of probate to grant wid- 
ows allowances in insolvent estates: same mi 
bill to reduce the travelling expenses of sheriffs: 
.same tit petition for greater penalties for liquor 
selling. Bills were reported extending the time 
of building and locating the Portland and <>g- 
deiisburg railroad: lbr the appointment of a 
commission of five members to codify and re- 
construct the law relat ing to savings banks, and 
commission to be appointed by the governor 
and have no pay. The House took up the gen- 
eral railroad bill. Amendments we-re offered, 
adopted and ordered printed and the bill tabled. 
In the Senate Thursday, bills were reported 
to incorporate the Maine. State Temperance 
Campmeeting Association : authorizing barbers 
to do business on Sunday if municipal ollicers 
deem it expedient, l’he House passed orders 
directing the ways and means committee to as- 
certain the amount necessary to raise by tax to 
meet the demands of the State Treasury; direct- 
ing the judiciary committee to inquire into tin* 
expediency of amending section 1". chapter <», 
of the Revised Statutes, by striking out the 
words, “and shall asses- on the taxable polls 
therein one-sixth as nearly may he, of the whole 
sum to be raised." Committees reported a bill 
amending the election laws so that the names of 
persons may be added to the voting lists by affi- 
davit- of persons applying for them; to place 
the Montgomery Hoard- on a footing with other 
military companies of the State. The general 
railroad bill was then taken up. Amendments 
were adopted making the office of commission- 
ers appointive and putting in the hane.s of 
county commissioners the setilemont of land 
damages. Further consideration of the bill was 
postponed until Tuesday next. 
In the Senate Friday the hill relating to the 
sheriff enforcement aei., which the House re- 
ferred to the legal affairs committee, was refer- 
red to the temperance committee. < 'ommitters 
reported a resolve appropriating sl.Udt for the 
Industrial school for girl-at Hollowed: legis- 
lation inexpedient on the onb r relating to the 
transfer of scholars from districts to free high 
j -clouds; same on order to amend the school laws -o as to secure a more punctual attend- 1 
I ance in public schools; a bill declaring that no 
j savings bank shall declare a semi—annual divi- j 
dciid exceeding 2 1-J jut cent. The House lb- 
teiic-d to speeches on the interest bill by Messrs. 
Lynch, Frank. Anderson and Bike, and tlnm 
concurred in the report of the finance commit- j 
tee that the bill ought not to pass, veas 7L 
nay I-*. 
in tin* House Saturday, committees report' d 
legislation inexpedient on order relating to the I 
expediency of giving counsel for prisoners tie 
closing argument: bill in relation to tin* assess- 
ment ot poll tax [Provides Unit assessors shall 
asse-< on the taxable polls sueli a part of the 
whole sum to be raised as they may deem \- 
pedieiil, iu-tead ol as now provided, “one sixth 
part as nearly as may be of the whole sum to 
be raised :"] ought not to pass on bill to prevent 
the careless ust; of lirearms: bill relative to the 
recording of assignments of wag s: ought not 
to pa-s on bill to authorize the cities and towns 
to charge interest on certain taxe-. Hill an act 
to amend section lb, rapter ! Revised Statutes, 
relating to elections, was read twice and laid on 
the table. 
Feb. 7. House—Committees reported a re- 
solve for removing the military equipments in 
the arsenal at Portland to Hangor: in favor of 
the Hath Asylum for .s-'.mkio; hills relating to 
taxation of dogs; regulating certain fees of Reg- 
isters ot heeds; amending the statute relating 
to meeiiug-houses. Adv» rse reports w-re mad* 
on the bill relating to the jurisdiction o! tin* Su- 
preme Judicial < 'ourt: relating to rev iews. The 
bill to provide for injuries sustained by rail- 
roads in the hands of trustee- we> tabled and 
passed to be engrossed. 
Senate—The .Military Committee reported in 
favor of the orphan-' institutions at Hangor 
and Portland &-00U each. An order wa- pass- 
ed looking to the amendment of the law so Unit 
Registers of Probate may issue decrees of tin 
Court upon which tin-name >fthe Judge may 
he written or printed, \ bill was pn -ented 
for the eolleetion of taxes on corporation-. 
Enacted—Arts to amend sections <>:; and bl, 
chapter •!!». Revised Statub relating to For- 
eign Insurance Companie-: m amend section 
J, chapter T'1. Revised Statute-, relating to tin- 
time in which assignees shall til<• inventories in 
the Prohate ( ourt; to amend chapter s.s, >.-■<•- 
tion Is;. iievised Statutes, relating to the parti- 
tion of real estates: to amend chapter <V>, sec- 
tion 1, Revised Statutes, in relation to libraries, 
charitable soeietie- and public cemeteries. 
'I’lie Interest bill was dele afed in the S nub* 
to-day without debate or division. A legisla- 
tive party will come olf at the Augusta House 
on the loth iiist. The governor will give a re- 
ception Wednesday evening, Itit.li in-t. 
in the Semite. Monday, the military commit- 
tee reported resolves appropriating sg.ooo for 
the Female Orphan Am him at Portland, and 
S"J,(H>u lbr the < 'hildren'- Home at Hangor. in 
the I louse emu mil tees reported, resolve provid- 
ing for the removal of the military property in 
the arsenal at Portland to Hangor: resolve in 
favor of the Hath Asylum for S'ti.ooo. 
In the Senate, the bill authorizing tile open- 
ing <>f barber's shop- on Sunday was ind< Unite- 
iy postponed. The resolve appropriating 
s 1 o.ooo ior tie* Stair Cent* i.niai Commission, 
was pas-ed. In the House the general railroad 
bill w as amended and passed to be engro-sed. 
|Correspondence of the New York World.1 
The Storm at the Centennial. 
l'nii adeli'iiia, Feb. 1. Tin1 oxtraordinarv 
gale wiiicli this nmrning rose, “roaring sea- 
ward," and blew with such unexampled fur. 
over so long a range ot our Atlantic coast, >uh- 
jeeted the great, buildings on the Centennial 
grounds to a more livelx lest probably than xvas 
dreamed of by the architeei- xvho eonstnteled 
them. All is well that cuds well, however, 
and the result, of this ordeal have gixvu tin 
managers of the cnt< rprise fresh eoiiii ienee in 
the skin and judgment xvith which th it* work 
has thus far been done. 
When we consider the \ ad area of light glass 
and ironwork exposed to this furious'dorm— 
tbei'- are twenty acres of glittering spidrr-xveb 
ar«*hiteettire in wild is known as the “Main 
building" alotn --it max well excite both amaze- 
ment and admiration that *o little damage was 
eau^ d by it. Horticultural Hall which, with 
ii> crxd.d and it' color, seems rather a huge 
tlowri- of the !aiiey “rising like an exhalation" 
tr >m the earth than a substantial product of 
re n ix human labor anil ingenuity, bon* the shock of the tempest as unconcernedly as the 
gt'anite of the Memorial building. Yet from 
Horticultural IJali dreteln s xvedxvard a long 
"i.t Ai vista intended to be carpeted in June xx it it 
-ii' h a wreath of Moral beauty as has never be- 
fore been '■.ecu in this country, and this atlord- 
ed the wind the fairest opportunity which the 
most unreasonable ot the demons of ^Kolu** 
could have asked, for trying conclusions with 
the fairy-like''structure it assailed. The gale j 
forcedJts xvay under the wedern end of'the 
1 roof of the Machinery building, wliieh. stand- 
ing in line with the Main building, gives the 
exhibition a continuous perspective* of M,:tun 
tcet of exquisitely liglit and airy architecture: 
a perspective ot which New York readers max 
form a more adequate idea if tin y will consider 1 
that it represents just about the distance from 
Washington square on the !*'it";It avenue, to the 1 
I' itih A venue Hotel on -Madison square, but the portion ot the roof of the Maehinerx build- 
ing thus disturbed xvas so small and the work- 
manship of the building is so solid in spite of its lightness, that the mischief done in the morn- 
ing xx as repaired before sundown. 
The r. S. Government building, wliieh is 
much smaller than either of these, was parliallx 
unroofed, but not so seriously as to alfeet thi 
work upon it, wliieh is rapidly approaching 
completion: and six crockets on tin- Agricul- tural building, wliieh occupies a peculiarly ex- 
posed situation, wen- toppled oxer. beyond Ids no damage worth mentioning was done, 
and early in the afternoon the xvnrkmen were 
going about their xvork, and x i>ilors of both 
sexes were promenading, as they daily do, on their tours of volunteer inspection. 
The Japanese, who have housed themselves 
in a kind of basket house, put together with 
ropes, and who have became objects ot so much 
curiosity, especially to the more curious >• \ 
that they have solemnly hung up over their 
doors a pair of masculine unmentionables as a 
warning to spinsters not to abuse the Christ ian 
leap year and disturb them with otiers of mar- 
riage, succeeded in keeping oil' the wind, if not 
the xvomen. Their curious habitation swaved 
but stood linn, like a well-built wooden house 
in a t ropical earthquake. 
The work of erecting private or extra build- 
ings on the Centennial Ground, such as state 
pavilions, trade buildings, restaurants, Ac., is 
progressing with great activity at present. The 
foundations for the Spanish building, between 
Machinery Hall and the T. A. b. Fountain, 
have been laid. The new otlice of the ( enten- 
nial Commission, at belmont and Kim avenues, 
is under roof, and Lauber’s Restaurant and the 
french Restaurant are well under wav. Tin* 
State buildings of Ohio, New Jersey, Kansas 
and Indiana are all in forward condition. 
De Witt Talmage wants the following; clause inserted in the bill appropriating 
money by congress for the centennial”; Provided that no portion ot the public 
money herein granted shall be applied to and purposes of any exhibition which shall be open tor the reception of visitors on the first day of the week, commonly called 
Sunday.” The Louisville Courier Journal 
has the following, and it is an excellent 
comment on what Talmage proposes: 
W men Sunday. Every civilized nation in 
the world will take part in the centennial expo- 
sition. The commission has decided to close it 
on the Sabbath—that is on Sunday, the Sabbath 
of the Christians. If they close it on the Sab- 
bath of every nation represented there—and 
why should the nations he shocked in their mor- 
al sense by a failure to do so?—it will always be 
closed. For the Greeks they will close on Mon- 
day; for the Persians on Tuesday; for the As- 
syrians on Wednesday: for the Egyptians on 
Thursday; for the Turks, Arabs, and all Mo- 
hammedan nations, on Friday; for the Jews 
and Seventh-day Baptists on Saturday; and for 
us Christians they will close it on Sunday, ami 
open the beer garden for us. 
Robert Hollins, who stabbed his wife in the 
back and neck with a pocket-knife Friday even- 
ing, at Gonic Village, N. If., was arraigned at 
Rochester Saturday, pleaded not guilty, waived 
examination, and was sent to Dover .fail to 
await trial in February. His wife is in a criti- 
cal condition, a piece of the broken knife re- 
maining in her back between the shoulders. 
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Republican Extravagance null Ex- 
penses. 
The line :uul cry which the organs anil 
leading men of the Republicans are mak- 
ing over the Democratic efforts towards 
retrenchment is in keeping with their re- 
cent party history. It has all been in the 
direction of excessive expenditure and ex- 
travagance. The Cincinnati Commercial, 
in a recent article on the subject, points 
out some of the many instances in which 
this is apparent. New bureaus have been 
created which have no proper relation to 
the powers of Congress, as clearly ilelin- 
cil in the Constitution. Instead ol cutting 
down the offices and enforcing economy 
in all directions with the natural decrease 
of the enormously extended business of 
the departments and bureaus which grew 
immediately out of the war, we have seen 
the whole Republican forces in and out of 
Congress combined in the successful effort 
to held on to every avenue that led to po- 
litical patronage, and every channel that 
communicated with the public crib. The 
expenses of the (Jovernmcnt, which it was 
promised in the last Presidential campaign 
of 1872 should he largely reduced, have 
instead been steadily and largely increased 
with l lie single exception, perhaps, of the 
hist fiscal year. For the liscal year of 1872 
they were $lo:>,000,000, exclusive of the 
interest of the public debt; lor the year 
187:1 the\ were $180,000,000; for the year 
1871 they rose to $191,000,000, and tortile 
y ear 1S7-h the amount is placed at $172,- 
000,000. This, too, at a time when uni- 
versal economy and curtailment have been 
t lie order ol the day in all private business 
and public corporations. 
1 lint tiui whole weight ol President 
('■rant's personal influence is in favor ot 
the expansion of expenditure and the 
consequent burdens of taxation is evinced 
in tlie following facts: lie has directly 
recommended in his message and pressed 
personally upon the attention of Congress 
all those enormous internal improvement 
enterprises which, if carried into effect, 
would add hundreds in millions to the 
National debt, and seriously eniharass 
the public credit, lie is in favor of the 
■lames River and Kanawha Canal job, the 
great jetty system ot Captain K ids, and 
that comprehensive plan for exhausting 
the Treasury known as the Mississippi 
Levee Improvement. He has again and 
again recommended expensive schemes 
ol enlarging the navy and swelling the 
army expenditure by additional appropri- 
ations. He urged upon Congress the 
purchase id all the telegraph lines of the 
country by the Government, and the 
management of this purely personal and 
business agency, which is used by com- 
paratively a small part ot the population, 
by a corps of Federal oll'ieers, and at the 
expense of the whole people. He recom- 
mended I’ostmaster General Cresivell's 
bullish scheme ot l’ost-ofiiee Savings 
•tanks, by which the United States Gov- 
ernment would have gone into the hank- 
ing business on mi enormous fcalc, swell- 
ing alike the power and the temptations 
to iraiul and embezzlement of every Post- 
master in the land. 
W Idle such have been the course and 
the attitude of the President on domestic 
questions, his foreign policy, so far as tiis 
own individual guidance of it i- concern- 
ed, has been in the same direction of ex- 
panding the power ol government and 
increasing the taxes of the people, ilis 
preposterous scheme for the purchase of 
San Domingo lias almost faded from the 
minds of our easy-going and rapidly pro- 
gressing people. It would have been, if 
carried out, the annexation of a foreign 
race of ignorant and uncultivated people 
to the Republic at an expense of millions, 
and the carrying on a kind ot personal 
government on a foreign island, the mili- 
tary and naval expense ol which would 
have entailed a perpetual drain upon the 
I'reasury. Duly last year lie sent, with- 
out the slightest authority of law, a per- 
sonal envoy to the Samoan Islands, arm- 
ed with l nited States cannon and other 
presents, to a savage king, and it is 
understood that his influence maintains 
Colonel Steinherger there to-day, nomi- 
nally Prime Minister, but virtually sover- 
eign, over a tribe ot half-naked savages. 
His well known desire to extend the 
glory of his administration by interfer- 
ence i 1 the affairs of Cubi,, so long curb- 
ed by the prudence and wisdom ol his 
Secretary of State, has of late appeared 
in a more palpable form than ever. The 
United States does not want Cuba; we 
have enough unsettled and turbulent ele- 
ments at home, and we have no men to 
waste and no money to fritter away in 
abortive attempts to compose civil wars 
abroad. 
While such has been the course ol the 
President in regard to great public ques- 
tions, he has signalized his administration 
by introducing an amount and variety of 
nepotism heretofore unheard of into many 
departments of the public service. Not to 
speak of the number of his brothers-in-law 
whom he appointed and still maintains in 
oflice (none of whom, it may be remarked 
without doing the slightest injustice, pos- 
sess any conspicuous qualifications for their 
posts,) he has enriched his favorites and 
friends in other directions, and has thrown 
the all-powerful influence of the adminis- 
tration in favor of making the path of for- 
tune smooth. Ho was the well known 
friend ipid confidant of the District ot Co- 
lumbia King—even going so far, after 
Congress had abolished the King govern-. 
nient for its misdeeds, as to nominate its 
head, the notorious Boss Shepherd, to he 
oue of the now Commissioners for the 
government ot the District; although in 
this matter, as in the San Domingo busi- 
ness, he has apparently been convinced 
against his will that he had made a mis- 
take—at least it is a lact that his last an- 
nual message to Congress omits all men- 
tion of the merits ot the municipal “im- 
provements” which have bankrupted the 
District of Columbia, and are now charged 
upon tlie National Treasury. 
The Republican party have proved no 
exception to the general rule that parties 
long possessed of power tend inevitably to 
corruption. The Custom house frauds, the 
Sanborn moiety contracts, the peculations 
and embezzlements of the l’ost masters 
and Paymasters, the Pacilic Mail Bribery, 
the Credit Mobilier swindle, the navy ring 
frauds, and the robberies of the whisky 
thieves, all perpetrated within the bosom 
of the party ot Republican office holders, 
are evidences of the crying need lor puri- 
fication and reform. The bribery at elec- 
tions, the open purchase ol seats in the 
Senate of the United States by promises ol 
office and payments of money, and the 
loose and indifferent way in which politi- 
cal corruption is regarded in many quar- 
ters, are mournful signs of a deeadenee “I 
honor and conscience in our political life. 
It rests with the people to say whether 
the government shall ho still further de- 
graded, and the men who have brought 
it to its present low estate intrusted with 
a longer lease of power. Shall it he said 
that the breed of noble men is lost, and 
that the conduct ol affairs in this Republic 
is permanently captured by political huck- 
sters, by men who make merchandise ol 
office, and treat power as a perquisite of 
their personal ambition ? 
The statement lately published in some of the 
papers in this State that Lucius II. Mulch has 
become assistant editor of the Progressive Age 
is entirely untrue, lb1 never lots written aline 
of editorial matter for Mils paper. For Die Ins! 
few weeks that the Weekly Advertiser \v:i< 
published Mr. Murcli, who was editor of that 
paper, furnished us with some local news items 
for the Age. and lie continued to furnish some 
of the same class ol items for a week or two 
after the Advertiser suspended publication, but 
lie has had no other connection with this paper 
in any way. Mr. Murcli is a Democrat of the 
most radical kind, and is now one of the lead- 
ers of his party in tins city and county, lining 
at present a member of the Democratic Stale 
Committee, and also chairman of the Demo- 
cratic County Committee, so it. is not at. all 
likely we shall ever employ him as assistant 
editor of this paper. [Prog. Age. 
it seems Mint the statement alluded to 
gave Air. March a position of too great 
consideration—and that by the explana- 
tion ol the Age he descends from the po- 
sition <d assistant editor to that of an oc- 
casional furnisher of local items, who 
conies and goes as lie is hidden, iroui 
week to week. The sneer with which 
the Ago parades tiic standing in the 
Democratic party ol the member of the 
state and county committees who con- 
sents to become its lackey, is illy con- 
cealed. Whole columns of the Age’s 
abuse ot the Democracy, end with this 
sinister thrust, and some mock compli- 
ments to “a Democrat of the most radi- 
cal kind" who, as the representative oi 
the party in this county, gives the Age an 
opportunity to sot its own party on the 
broad grin by the allusion quoted. ••One 
of the leaders of the party" has no right 
to make the Democracy a laughing stock 
—at least without an inquiry as to whither 
that leader is leading. 
And all this sad lament because Jeff. Davis is 
not to ho amnestied, so as to tip pour :i-j u 
ocratic hero at the Centennial Celebration. \V» 
have great, fear that the editor of the Journal 
who is one of the Commissioners for the .State 
will get mad and not go to Philadelphia ju<! 
on account of it. [Prog. Age. 
We wonder that the Age, with its ac- 
customed sharpness, don’t sen special rea- 
son why we should attend that celebra- 
tion, without reference to .Jell'. Davis, 
That paper lias for many years accused I 
us of sympathy with rebels, and at f’hil-' 
adelphia is to be commemorated the re- 
bellion ot a hundred years ago. We 
want to refresh our memory with remin- 
iscences of (ieo. Washington, Thomas 
Jefferson, Hen. Franklin, John Adams, 
and all the rebels of that time—and to 
forget as far as possible the patriots of to- 
day who have got rich on paper credits, 
shoddy contracts, salary grabs and whis- 
key thieving. We shall go, sure. 
The charges of Blaine concerning the 
responsibility of Jeff. Davis for the death 
oi Union prisoners, has brought out a re- 
sponse from the ex-president of the con- 
federacy. lie says that both federal and 
confederate records, disprove the charge, 
and that all the ingenuity of government 
attorneys failed to substantiate it lie 
says that no exchange could be procured, 
alter repeated applications, that northern 
prisoners received all the attenti >n and 
care that was possible under the circum- 
stances, and that 0000 more confederate 
prisoners died in northern prisons, than 
federal soldiers in southern prisons, al- 
though the number of prisoners held in 
the South were CO,000 in excess. The let- 
ter concludes ns follows— 
Mutual, respect is needtui, for the eoinmoti 
interest is essential to a friendly union, and when shunter is promulgated from hi^h planes the public welfare demands that, truth *h:ili 
strip falsehood of its power for evil. 
Two more of the intimate friends ol the 
President have gone to the penitentiary 
One is McGee, editor of the 1st. UouisGIobe 
—a sheet that it is needless to say, has 
been for Grant all the time Maguire, 
revenue collector, also immensely loyal, 
plead guilty—the case being too clear to 
admit of a doubt. These eminently re- 
spectable believers in Democratic dis 
honesty, will now adopt the fashion pre- 
vailing among their class, of shaved heads 
and striped] clothing. Babcock is next in 
order. 
^It is time to start a Blaine Club in Bel- 
fast. Why don’t the faithful wake up? 
Collector Marshall, Postmaster Thurlow, 
and others of the magnates, you are ex- 
pected to be moving. But we forget— 
there’s Grant as a candidate, lie musn’t 
he offended, or else heads will tumble in 
tho basket. It seems to be so perilous a 
time that even the Prog. Age don’t dare 
to declare an opinion against a third term. 
The truly loyal in Maine were never in a 
position of quite so much embarrassment. 
Those who have paid attention to the 
matter, say that fifty thousand dollars 
worth of sheep are annually destroyed in 
Maine by dogs. Yet a bill compelling the 
taxation of dogs, which passed the House 
at Augusta, was killed in the Senate. It 
ought to become a law. Those havin'’ 
dogs that are worth anything can afford 
to pay a dollar a year, while the sooner 
that worthless and dangerous curs are 
killed the better. 
—The Gardiner Reporter says that the 
Reform Club of that city numbers over 
1200 converts; but its statement in another 
place that the city rum agency dispenses 
over $2000 worth of liquors indicates that 
there is still a field of labor there. 
Concerning Nuisances. 
The conductor of the Bangor Daily Com- 
mercial has for a long time uttered pro- 
tests against a terrible nuisance that has 
been permitted to exist tor three months, 
in a building directly opposite his office. 
A. collection of wild animals, managed by 
one Dan. Ducello, is housed there, for ex- 
hibition to such misled spectators as can 
be enticed by the sound of a discordance 
Irom tlie usual instruments of such places, 
reinforced by the grinding ol a hand organ 
of diabolical size and power. The effect 
of tiic roaring of lions, howling of tigers, 
laughing ol hyenas and chattering of 
monkeys, to the accompaniments of such 
a band, upon the indispensable peace and 
quiet of a newspaper office, may be im- 
agined. Let any one who has endured 
such a nuisance for an hour or two, imag- 
ine it stationed under his window for six 
months, with no escape from it. 
Mr. Emery’s appeals to the city solicitor 
for the enforcement of the law, and for his 
rights as a citizen and tax payer, are met 
by the reply that lie has no better remedy 
than tn buy otf the disturbers ol the peace 
ot the neighborhood. Such lias not been 
the opinion ol preceding legal lights, “It is 
sufficient." says Lord Mansfield, “if a nui- 
sance lessens the enjoyment of lile.” 
High's treati.-e oil the Law of Injunctions 
says— 
“Nor is it necessary that tin* nuisance he injurious 
to health t>» warrant the interference, hut a men- 
mlist* will, in a proper ease, sultii••.* to justify a court 
of equity in interfering, ami tin n lief has lu*eu 
orautetl a train--l the nnj*in£ of bells in such a wa\ 
:ts in annoy a neighboring resident.” 
The Bangor Whig lias the bad aste to 
permit, the proprietor of the show to use 
its columns to abuse and insult tin editor 
ot tile ('oinmereial on account ol the pin- 
test. It is a poor return ol the kindness 
of the Commercial in giving its space for 
the present editor ol the Whig to ventilate 
fii.t personal grievances at a time when 
the columns ol that paper were closed to 
him, and argues cither a very short mem- 
ory or a poor appreciation of courtesy 
The Legislature having required the 
opinion ot the Supreme Court on the con- 
stitutionality ot tiie school mill tax, the 
Court assembled at Bangor on Monday to 
give it consideration. It is claimed by 
the opponents ol the tax that article eight 
of the constitution, making it the duty of 
the legislature to require towns “to make 
suitable provision at &i ir on'n < ,r/« w* lor 
the support end lnainteiiaiiee ol public 
schools,” cannot be construed to mean 
that they can require other towns to con- 
tribute, ns 1 >y the mill tax they are com- 
pelled to. But tho court lias unanimously 
decided the mill tax to be constitutional. 
Landis has been acquitted of the mur- 
der ot CaiTuth, tiie Vineland editor. That 
lie put a bullet in his head was admitted, 
blit tiie lawyers conl'us >d tiie jury with a 
theory that Landis was insane, and that 
the doctors killed the man by poking in 
his brain after tiie ball. And besides Lan- 
dis is rich. But, in all truth and justice, 
there was never a cooler or more deliber- 
ate murder since Cain. It this sort c! 
tiling is to continue, it will bo necessary 
for an editor to be as expert with the pis- 
tol as the pen. 
— \ man at Liiincns accidentally killed him- 
scir tin' other day. hi- axe glancing and cutting 
his head nearly off while he was chopping wood. 
It is curious to observe how often like 
events are .simultaneous At Washington 
recently, while Maine's leading represen- 
tative was hacking away at the tree ofro- 
couciliutiun, under the branches id which 
tin: country desires to abide, the axe glanc- 
ed and wounded him severely. 
—Wo have received some inquiries in regard 
to licit r/mu factory we recently located at New- 
port. Wc have got beyond our depth. Will 
the llcxtcr (ia/ctic kind'll help us out? It was 
a "fresh” enterprise of -ome kind wilii which 
wo me ill to credit the \ illage. and we do hope 
we liaui't got another libel .-niton our hands. 
Portland Transcript. 
The Gazelle says it is a churn iaetorv. 
tiie dam Iaetorv lias long been in opera- 
tion on tiie shores of Belfast hay. The 
productions are "I the most approved pat- 
tern. 
—W hen a Maiuc cil'lnr u ants In alui-c another 
lie considerately hurl- li;n.t I.atin -u him. [Hus 
toil Host. 
Ami why shouldn't it he ns effectual in 
war as in love? Byron, who used to travel 
in Italy, and study these t,biggs, speaks of 
“Thill soft h.'istaril I.nliii 
Which nulls like ti-se- front a ll-nntle limtilh.'’ 
The poet didn’t want any dirlimiarv in 
his. 
—“The Grays on deck again,” is the 
title id some doggerel eireitiat.’ng in radi- 
cal papers, to illustrate the spirit of 
Blaine’s anti-amnesty speech. Well, its 
customary to call all hands in times of ex- 
treme danger on shipboard. Bet the next 
refrain be “Radical pirates to the yard 
arm.” 
—Gen. Sherman writes a letter to say 
that he never will be a candidate for the 
Presidency. All right. General. The speci- 
men we have on hand hasn’t impressed 
(he country lavorably toward military 
ehioi magistrates, and it won’t lie forced 
upon you. 
—Bituminous coal is one of the articles on the 
l!"‘C list ill Mr. Morrison’s jiroposeil r“\ i-iun of 
the tariff. Maine ought to give a snliii vote for 
that section of the hill. | Portland Adv. 
But how can she when her candidate 
tor the Presidency owns coal mines in 
Pennsylvania ? 
—The intelligent and rcllecling I leinocrals arc 
in a solemn mood about these davs. They sec 
the handwriting. [Portland Press. 
The handwriting of the Babcock de- 
spatches? It is enough to make relleeting 
men ol all parties solemn, 
— The winter amusement of sliding 
down bill, so dangerous to pedestrians, is 
sometimes perilous to sliders. At Bruns- 
wick, Saturday afternoon, Eddie While, 
S years old, went under a passing railroad 
train, and had his head cut oil'. 
—Gen. Banks says he has written no let- 
ter stating that Gen. Grant will be the 
next Republican candidate lor President. 
'1 hose Washington correspondents some- 
times shoot wide of the mark. 
—Camden is moving strongly for a new 
public hall, and a large delegation of 
prominent citizens has urged legislative 
action, permitting the village corporation 
to raise the needed sum by taxation. 
—Through unfortunate investments the 
Bucksport Savings Bank is in difficulty, 
and will probably wind up its affairs. Too 
many western railroad bonds was the 
main trouble. 
—The editorial control of tho Oxford 
Register has passed to Percival J. Parris, 
Esq., son of the late Virgil 1). Parris, who 
will make it a vigorous and able Demo- 
cratic sheet. 
—An alarm ol (ire caused a panic in a 
Cincinnati theatre, Friday night, and in 
tiie rush eleven persons were killed and 
several injured. 
—Uabeock is afraid of his eoming trial, 
lie says tho juries are under rebel influ- 
ence, and that a loyal man stands no 
chance!! 
Letter from Washington, 
Corret'pouji'iice ol' the Journal. 
^Vasiiington, Feb. Oth, 1870. 
My friends, I wish I had something 
fresh and new to tell you, something that 
you hadn’t heard repeated a thousand times 
or more in oneway and another; but then 
you know alter a little.it is always the same 
round of prosaic events, the same faces 
everywhere, the same chatter purling in 
and out betviTeen the spaces of life, the 
same thoughts, the same existence, varied 
intensilied and shaded, to he sure, by cir- 
cumstances and individuality—and tiial is 
all. There is really nothing new under the 
sun, unless it ho a genuinely honest gen- 
eration somewhere away in the “dim 
shadowy future”—tor which, and the ces- 
sation of this reign of glitter and tempta- 
tion and the rest .ration ol prudence, fru- 
gality and honesty we will ail be humbly 
and devoutly thankful. At present mod- 
esty, worth and integrity seem to be at a 
discount, and Iraud and deception ami vil- 
lainy at premium. So ipiiekly is one bold 
crinic succeeded by anotliei that one lias 
hardly time to breathe between, and be- 
ing surprised so much and so often, have 
at last sunk into a state of apathy which 
nothing starts. Do you think that a break- 
last of vinegar-cruets and ten-penny nails 
must have led to seeing the world thus 
crookedly and awry this morning. Not 
so; 1 have simply been listening to the te- 
eital of a "Romance of a pooryoung man,” 
which isn't a romance at all, only the same 
old story of criminally weak and foolish 
parents, and a child beginning life in hav 
ing its own sweet wav and winding up in 
the penitentiary. Says the prematurely 
old and broken hearted lather, last hasten 
mg to the grave, "1 blame, only myself 
for my son’s sad end. In infancy 1 com- 
menced to yield my will to his, and until 
now he has never known restraint or con- 
trol.” The scone! was the forging of the 
names of his lather and others lor means 
to go on in his fast career, and consc>|Ucnt 
arrest by the law’s strong hand, and when 
next he stands beneath heaven’s pure sky 
and on hod’s lair earth a tree man, he v ill 
be past the prime of life—with hope and 
youth and strong manhood all gone, and 
only poverty, shame and remorse as com- 
panions for his old age. It went the length 
and breadth ol the land through the watch- 
ful press, at the time, and has long ago 
been forgotten in newer, more startling 
and fast receding crimes. All but the pool- 
despairing father who net or, never forgets 
—the mother died months ago, killed by 
the burden of sorrow and shame. It is but 
the told outlines ol what has come to be 
too common a story in our lair land, made 
fresh and impressive to me in its details 
by one long and nearly connected with the 
family- and its sad history. Rut who shall 
*- 1 k 
lift the veil from all the successive down- 
ward steps. You may know the beginning 
and sec tiro end, but who shall read the in- 
tervening life or trace the insidious ap- 
proach of the tempter? 
-■ What’s dune we partly may compute, 
tint know not what’s lv-isletl.” 
But to pleasanter themes; and forget- 
ting that there arc such things in the 
world as want, sitllering and crime, let's 
trip gaily up to the private mansions of 
the great shining lights of our beloved 
land, or with the long roll ol the carriage 
is the properest way to go, and entering 
modestly in at the wide-open, hospitable 
door, see what all this entrancing whirl 
of power and place and pleasure is like. 
1 have a well-grounded belief that Wash- 
ington receptions wore one of the devil's 
own inventions, wherewith to torment 
poor struggling humanity, when he 'tai l- 
ed out simply to have a nice time. Upon 
your lirst entrance at the door you are 
seized up like the Salem witches ai d 
treated to a ride through the air,’ 
coming down occasionally upon a 'tail- 
or some unfortunate neighbor's sensitive 
corns; next squeezed horizontally until 
you gasp lor the vanishing breath; then 
perpendicularly until vou arc sure you 
are dead, and begin to see stars; after 
which life is suddenly restored by a tre- 
mendous whack in the back or a punch 
in the stomach, and you come reluctantly 
back to a realizing sense that a stair ban- 
ister is after all the chief hold on life, and 
a vague, rambling idea of setting up an 
opposition to all philosophers and think- 
ers in a theory that mankind is all el- 
bows, nothing more or nothing less. Ii 
you struggle bravely tnrough ll these 
trying ordeals lor halt an hour or so, you 
will reach the dressing room and dually 
the parlor, hut oh. so shorn of your glory, 
with your hair mashed and your garmenl s 
tattered, and be introduced to tile host 
and hostess, (ii'you didn't chance to know 
them before) and they will remark to you 
pleasantly that (lie weather is lair or the 
weather is foul; it is windy or ii is wet; 
it is warm or iL is cold; lor which inlor- 
niation you won't leel profoundly thank- 
ful, but will bow and smile and murmur 
your thanks all the same and pass on to 
the “vast beyond,” where you will be 
sure to see never a lace that you know, 
and will wander around as hopelessly and 
helplessly and aimlessly as the lost heir 
in a tilth rate novel; and alter awhile 
reach tile supper room, and partake gen- 
teelly of the cold dainties and weak wine, 
and then struggle back again; and so 
reach home thoroughly crushed, demor- 
alized and depressed, willing lo vote all 
life’s allurements a vain snare and delu- 
sion, and mentally resolved if you ever 
discover Alladiu's Lamp, or own a Ne- 
vada silver mine, or strike a big bonanza, 
you won't invest in general receptions 
for comfort—not much. 
The other great divertisement ot fash- 
ionable life peculiar to Washington is 
“the German.” Sonic one has malicious- 
ly said, “A llostonian asks ‘What do you 
know ?’ a New Yorker, ‘IIow much are 
you worth ?’ a Philadelphian, ‘Who was 
your grandfather?’ a Washingjferian, 
‘Can you dance the German?”’ It’s all 
a libel of course, though it must lie con- 
fessed that a knowledge of the German is 
one of the essential requirements of good 
society at the Capitol. When one lias 
wandered all a lifetime in the slough of 
ignorance, don’t you know they naturally 
presuppose the same want of knowledge 
in others? So 1, having only recently 
boon initiated into the mysteries of the 
German, naturally fancy you need the 
same enlightenment. And this was the 
way knowledge came. A kind princess 
took me under her patronage, touched 
me with her golden wand, and whirled 
me oil' Cinderella fashion to the ball, 
lacking only the fairy toot, the crystal 
slipper and the handsome prince—three 
important items of a ball; but reflecting 
that the gods never shower all their good 
gilts in one place, 1 survived the omis- 
sions. And it was only a waltz after all 
—at least, since it is necessary to lie a 
correct, an impartial historian, it was 
mostly ywaltz and very little cotillon. 
The “lavors” in this case were tiny flags, 
which are at other times crosses, crowns, 
wreaths, anchors, chains, and every 
jtlier device that can bo fashioned into 
silk, muslin, and paper badges. The la- 
dies pin “favors” to the coats of the gen- 
tlemen, and the gentlemen to the ladies 
dresses, and whoever gets most is decid- 
ed tiie belle or beau ut the evening. The 
figures are simply the well known changes 
ot the cotillon and quadrille, brought in 
at the fancy or caprice of the leader. The 
leader of the German is the gentleman 
who has charge ot the whole attair, sig- 
nals the music to begin and stop, selects 
the first couples, who in turn select others, 
and directs the changes of the dance, lie 
is always selected for four great qualifica- 
tions—his thorough lack ot knowledge ol 
anything else but dancing, the smallness 
ot his foot, the good clothes he wears, 
and the unvarying regularity with which 
ho parts his hair in the middle, llis eye- 
brows are trimmed and pencilled like a 
belle's; his complexion toned down to 
.•esthetic lines by pearl powder; bis whis- 
kers brushed until they look like the 
fuzzy little balls used for cleaning gla-s: 
and i- otherwise as faultless a- kid glma .-. 
corsets and the tailor can make him. in 
beginning to dance, be first strike- an at- 
titude painfully suggestive ol cramp, that 
makes your sympathetic nature th olf l" 
thoughts of pain killer and Winslow'- 
soothing syrup; next throws out his el- 
bows at an angle of lorly-live degrees; 
clutches the cloud ot foamy mu-lin ami 
silk standing near him, and starts olf in 
the most frantic slides and desperate 
whirls, that give only an occasional 
glimpse of Hying coat-tails and tierce, 
excited lace, s-ernly resolved on dying at 
the post ol doty rather than give way. 
So you drop oil' into dreams about that 
dressed up amusing little i'ricml id the 
hand organ man, and wonder if after ail 
Darwin couldn't convert you to Ids theory 
w ithout logic or rhetoric. 
To those Germans come the best., most 
honored and wisest ol Washington society 
—to lie amused, doubtless, and have the 
cobwebs ot care chased from their brains, 
partly in compliment to the hostess or tin- 
lady chosen to receive, who is always 
from among the grand dames -the matron- 
ly ladies wlio presid -s over the homes ot 
the cabinet ministers and foreign ambassa- 
dors, dressed in their richest and brightest 
array. On this particular evening .Mrs 
Robeson was the hostess—lovely in an ex- 
quisite robe ol soft pearl-gray s:ltjn with 
overskirt and corsage ot pulled gray erepe- 
lisso. One could not imagine anything 
more becoming to the, lair fresh complex- 
ion and somewhat stout figure. Hut then 
how she is dressed, is what one does not 
so much consider with Mrs. liobesoti, as 
with some other ladies, her toilettes al- 
ways being so much a part of herself, that 
one forgets all but that it was graceful and 
harmonious, and remembers only the love- 
ly crown of wavy gray hair, the bright 
eyes, the pleasant, winning face, and the 
easy, gracious manner. Without excep- 
tion Mrs. liobesoti is the most self-poised, 
self-possesseil, and brilliant woman in 
Washington, ever ready in bright, sharp 
conversation, and witty rejoinders. Among 
the acknowledged belles of Haiti more even 
in her young girlhood, she has always 
seen the best id American society, and 
holds her position as an inalienable right, 
without thinking about it; so that one 
naturally yields deference and homage 
without anv more consideration. 
The past two weeks have been busy 
ones, so (Ur as societs is eoneerneil, here 
at the Capital. The m u' approach el 
Lent is crowding the festivities thick and 
fast, and already the traces ot fatigue and 
midnight hours are visible in the faces o! 
fashions devotees. The grand ball ol K\- 
(Jov. Shepherd with its six hundred iuvi- 
tations, its costly lloral decorations and 
its superb supper, lias been the great c\ cut 
ol the season, however. And in this, as 
in a good many other tilings, the “Loss” 
carries oil'Hie palm lor magnificent,iavish, 
enterprises. The Ii mse-warming at the 
British Legation, an entertainment given 
by Sir Bdward and Lady Thornton, has 
also come in tor it- large share of talk 
The house lias recently been completed at 
an expense to tile British (ioveniineiit ol 
SBHi.ooO, and is designed as the future 
residence of all the British ministers. .-mi- 
tainiug also the otliees and apartments o| 
tile attaelics ol the legation, a thorough 
and beautiful government building, pret- 
tily located on < 'omieetieut Avenue, in the 
most fashionable part of the west end. 
Yesterday gave us the lirsl snow storm 
of the season, and in sulHcient i[uantities 
to make what is a rare tiling in Washing- 
ton, a number of hours ot right good 
sleighing. All Inst evening and to-day 
the air has been vocal with jingling bells 
and the merry laughter ot the happy trav- 
ellers. .Many of the sleighing parlies last 
night, were accompanied by music in the 
shape of violins, accordions, drums and 
tiles; certainly a novel idea. 
Among the temporary \ Biters at the 
capital this week has been U illiam Met lil- 
very, 1 ls<|., ol Searsport, passing through 
VYasliiiiglou en-roule to S mill Caroliui 
on a visit, to his daughter, Mrs isuek ot 
Bueksville. 
Clarence Hale, Ids.j., ol Portland, broth- 
er of lion, laigenc Hale, lias also been 
mingling in the attractive gaieties ol the 
past two weeks, and looking on the ani- 
mated scenes ol Congress. Brian 
11 ’orrc-tpomlcncc of tin* .Journal 
North IIyvkn. Tliegaleof last week broke 
up tin* ice in our harbor, and parked it up on 
the leeward shore. In its passage it took a wax 
two fishing schooners, tin; Oasis ami Nevada, 
owned by (.’apt. Lewis McDonald, that was 
moored for winter. A crow from the short' 
with a great deal of difficulty, hoarded the 
(>a>is and let go another anchor, but she finally 
dragged and drove against the ice. She isn't 
probably damaged to much extent. The N«* \ a*la 
held her ground and rode it out. It was a very 
severe gale.The packet sell. (J ivy hound t hat 
was ashore at Pulpit harbor recently, has be. u 
condemned and sold at auction by ln-r under- 
writers. She was bought in by (’apt. Mills, 
her former owner, and will be repaired and 
placed upon the route again. She was not 
damaged so bad as at first supposed.New 
eases of the diptheria have appeared, and one 
fatal ease since Mav last. * 
Correspondence of the Journal. 
Cviivrcn's llAKUOK. A man named Snow, 
a religiously crazed fellow, hailing from the 
Penobscot region, has been prowling about 
here the past week, lie enters houses and 
commences to pray, hut succeeds only in 
frightening the women. Saturday lie entered 
the store of one of our traders, put on an over- 
coat and attempted to walk away with it. 
when the proprietor stopped hint. He said the 
l.ord had directed him to come for the gar- 
ment, hut of course his game was up. the 
town authorities then shut him up, and are 
now anxiously waiting to hear from his friends. 
.Geo. Huberts has commenced the cutting of 
ice, and will till his houses.Vessels dragged 
ashore in our harbor during the gale of last 
week, but no serious damage was done. * 
—There are tltiT poles in Camden Village Cor- 
poration. | Herald. 
Probably liberty poles for the centennial 
year. Ilow many polls are there ? 
Generalities. 
A citizen of Waldoboro drives a bull in har- 
ness with reins. 
Heed, Welt A Co. of Waldoboro will build a 
bark this season. 
A large number of ease- of pension frauds in 
Maine arc to bo investigated. 
The lioddand (iazotle celebrated its thir- 
tieth anniversary on Saturday, January 22d. 
A family in Bangor, missing their cat, went 
to look for it, and found it in the stove well 
roasted. 
Tilings have come to sm-li a pass on the East- 
ern raiiroad that conductors take tickets from 
their wives and children. 
At eleven o’clock yesterday the wind blew at 
the rale of one mile a minute, which is the 
worst we have ha l since Blaine’s last speech. 
O'. V. lleraid. 
Lawless dog> in (L ay have been killing the 
sheep ol that town. Cephas lVrloy has lost 
eighteen sheep out of his Hock, and Mr. Herrick 
has lost fourteen. 
Colliding may as vvll give it up. No “C” 
can he President. Think ot Crawford, Cl.n- 
ton, Calhoun, ( lav and (.'ass. People don't 
“( ** it. [N. V. World. 
At Borkland Marion Staples and John H ui- 
laliau, saloon keepers, were each sentenced to 
throe months in jail for keening liquors with 
intent to sell. Both appealed. 
In tearing down an old house in Jersey City 
t!ie other day two bags of gold and silver com 
of tin1 tine- of(»i orge IV. of England wore dis- 
covered. I’lieir value is about frduoo. 
Kieth, charged with poisoning the well of his 
neighbor Thomas, in Leeds a lew weeks ago, 
was arraign* <l Monday before the Supreme 
( art at Lewiston, and pleaded guiltv. 
M (i. \V. IJ"Wri. «»t Tunbridge. \ t.,elaim- 
lo lc hm-al d» in laut ol 11 a tin th 1 >u > ti n and 
to -till have the towel in which the heroine 
wrapp'd the -ealps of tin* Indians she slew. 
Tin- Anson Advoeate -ays that Solon Saving- 
Hank ha\ ing nu t w:!li lo-s* ,u consequent •* -i 
depreciation in tin- market value of railroad 
bond- in wliieh ii had invested, had undertak- 
en to wind up it- all airs. 
A tel grain from South V st I Iarhor says t hat 
din ing tli* gale Wednesday night, seh Sarah of 
a 1 ai- pa I* 1 chains, aml drifted and fouled 
with sell Northern l.ight of Treniont. Ihdh ve- 
-els were considerably damaged. 
'Idle New- -ar- th-• ship Ah xamler MeNeil, 
('apt. d iioma- F. *s p !"< ill I of W a!d"b -ro. wliieh 
sailed from < irditf. Wale-, Jan. 17th. for Hone 
Kong, returned mi the b"h, tie- * iplain having 
broken hi- leg from a roili-ion u ith a tug. 
ddufleap year nrektie" for gentlemen is out. 
We have not -eell it, hut su-pert I! i- young 
lady’s sleeve, with an arm in it, and gor- all 
the way around the nrrk. Fvcry eiilt-rpri-im: 
young geniieiu.ii sjioii!• I have one. 'Norris 
town Herald. 
Idle arehhi-hop of Haris lias receive*! from 
th'* archbishop of He\r<>ui 12 large planks ot 
e- da. cut from a tr*r on Mount Lebanon that 
had recently blown down. \ t**w tree- yet re 
main, -uppo-* d to b* a- old a- the time wlc 
Solomon built tie d'< inple. 
Idle I *oe k pol't M lee (’..mpaUV a'e Opel 
at ing in lull tore* In one day llcy iiou- <1 7*2“ 
block- of ire, equal to "ic- ihoiisaiid and thirty 
tons, ddiey a I-* at pre-oil **miiloying nearly 
two liutidred men and -uni" forty team-. 
Her*1’- one of tile curiosities ,,f Mississippi 
navigation. Tie earner Katie, which all* : 
being carried thro igh a en \ tsse the other dav 
stranded a half mile back ill a earn* field and has 
since been pulled ml ami rea* lied her destina- 
tion uninjured, i- fully a- large a- oik- of the 
Hudson or ''mind bonis. 
Idle Free ITc-s udls of a erne! man named 
John Hratt, w ho with others ti* d a rope to the 
tongue of a balky Imrse and actually pulled it 
Ollt of hi' he.t file lior-e. of "OUl'-e, was 
killed, an I Hratt has paid f.»r him. but it i- 1<> 
lie hoped he wilt b» vi-ile*d by a heavier penal- 
ty by the law. 
A house i- in course of construction at Woon- 
socket, U. 1.. tor w hi* h the contracting carpen- 
ter gets £2*00. Last year he built a dwelling 
precisely like it fin the -am- owner, and re- 
lived $U«M‘ for mat. rial and labor Here i- a 
decrease of s- lJuo within tic last twelve months. 
(hie of tin nest attractive incidents of tin 
coining <cntemiial eelebratioii will be the ap- 
pearand* of t In* milennial Legion” now form 
ing, w hich is to consist of on** military organiz- 
ation from each of the original lliTteen Slate-. 
Maim* dmft appear mi that list, though sic 
entitled to be represented as a part, of Massa- 
chusetts. 
Tin* >t» atn-liip Ala-ka ha- brought t«> San 
Francis, o tifteeii carloads tor material tor Jap- 
anese hoiisi t*> lc erected -n the exposition 
grounds, f* n Japanese carpenters accompany 
the wood, which i in the main bamboo. It is 
already pn pared in a gn at im-astii--; ill He 
hewing. He dn*"ing, We., ha- been ilom*, and 
m» labor remain for the arp- ui- r- e\«*«*ptin ; 
the task of finishing tin mateiia ami putting 
lie Iraucs logeiher. Several >ty l**> ol hou-**- 
vv ill be mi exhibit i•»n. Id. y an* eniin I y devoid 
of nail-. 
The Beecher Businos. 
The great scandal is not yet finished A 
church council is to consider the matter, 
preliminary to which a committee of Ply- 
mouth church is arranging its -ide of the 
ease. Henry lh»wcn. it will lie remem- 
bered, was not summoned by either side 
in the Tilton trial, although in* said he 
knew much of the case, but would not in- 
dicate, Indore appearing as a witness, what 
his testimony would be. The Plymouth 
committee, by a letter addressed to Bow 
en, have brought out a response, in which 
he makes very plain talk. It concludes n- 
follows- 
I ha\«* know n Mr. I’.«*«!i unite intimately 
Mllee the .lav of iii- alTIV tl in III ookl\ II. I huv 
Im .n :iMi|iiaiiU«'ti vv itii him socially a ml private- 
ly. in liiinch and in the tainii> in bn-ine-s mat- 
te r> and in religions matter-. I have heard at- 
tentively. hut w ah profound grief, what ha- 
il..n -aid P> im- eonlidetitiallv again.-t him. I 
have fell mv h ari -tit r<■ d lo it- depth.- for deal 
friends who, \. ars helore the pre-ent scandal 
wa- pu Mi-lied. -o|T'*\\ fully hcgge.| my oiun-l 
a< I lie\ assured me that their pae»r, and mine, 
had 
»i:\ri!i.\ nt: 11: w i.i* rm sam iiiv oninii; 
IU)MI 
the very eharge long after presented i.* me by 
The...lore Tilton in regard lo hi- own home. 1 
ne \er eaii or will be ba-e enough t< allow a -in- 
gle ii;. to l.e bruited before til-' World, al- 
though I am now ready to testify foe.-sential 
fart- l>. f..re any proper tribunal. These do.- 
nine- I heard willi a -ad heart, and tried to ae- 
» rpl the e\ idell e brought to 111. that Mr. B M-eh- 
er wa- grief-stri« k * 11 and peuu.-nt. I have read 
mu Is tiiat ha- b.-eii -aid for and against Mr. 
Bereher ill tile llhiic piv--. I have, with lltti 
ama/em- nt. read and reread and pondered over 
iii- pul.Idi. .1 Ivlin- and written oute--ion- in 
regard t.> serious aeeusation- made agaiu-t him. 
I iiaVe tried to Weigh all the evideiie* which ha- 
eoine before me. with judicial fainic-s and 
< ‘hristian honesty I ha\ read the 
withi.kim; « ii \*:« iv.. vt\sr him 
which have h ■ ii published t«- the world. 1 
have se n fhe-e charge* again and again hurled 
at him, and he aluilv and boldly ehallengc.l !.• 
appear before any impartial tribunal to meet 
lie m. I have -. ii him. with all this cloud of 
darkucs- gathering about him, apparentlv de- 
fying tin* advice of old lile-long friend-, embrac- 
ing the soundest, "iblc-i and hc-L clergymen in 
I lie country, and seemingly, defying again and 
again the very (i .d of 11. ;ivi-u himself, to cut 
him down. Now. being summoned here to 
-peak, and to -peak the truth, the whole truth, 
and nothing hut the truth, I solemnly give ii 
as my unwavering opinion, in view of all the 
facts and evidence piv-eiited to me, that B. v. 
Henry Ward Beeeln r, without even a shadow 
of doubt iii my mind i- 
(.iti. \ oi t ut: v\\ ri i. < i:imi -or vi>t 1.1 kky 
n:n.n ti\ vnd hypo. ki>\. 
Tl.is I >:.v airain, ami lii-lorf* the liar of Him 
roiiniiitti'r. i' my ili-liliiTaif t>[.iiii*in, ami I ma\ 
I"' in-riiiilto 1 tu allinn tiiat I give it inlmU, 
w it In mi. malii-r. ami with no other limn »in- 
i'i iv d.-iiv I" il" mi In: v faithfully In ..ml ami 
in man, lo the Clilii'i'li ami to the world. 
IIi NltY Iii*\vi:n 
Congress. 
1 he >i nate 'levojed the \\ edm sday session to the 
consideration t the District of Columbia interest 
bill- I bo House instructed the foreign affairs com 
mittce !i* repi.rt upon the expediency id' a more favorable < ommereial treaty with France. The pro 
posed constitutional amendment limiting tin Pre.- 
idential term was taken up. After rejecting Me. 
Frye’s amendment kyeas Hi'.», nays HI), the bill was 
lo.-t, yeas, 1H, nays Dili. 
flu* Senate I’liursday instructed the District com 
mittce to report a proper form of government for the 1 hstrict. ( ousiderai ion of the District of Colum- 
bia bill was resumed. Amendments were adopted 
prohibiting the further issue of 3.*>a bonds and an 
increase of indebtedness. 1 lie bill then passed. 
File* House went into committee ot t he whole on the 
consular diplomatic appropriation bill which shows 
a reduction of $ h'oyii u over last year’s estimate. A 
message was received lrom the President vetoing 
the act transferring the custody of certain Indian 
trust funds from the Secretary of the Interior to the 
Treasurer. 
In the Senate, Friday, Mr. Morton spoke ut length 
in favor of the admission of Pinchbuck as Senator 
from Louisiana. In the Mouse the bill to pay the 
interest on the bonds of the District of Colum 
bin with the Senate amendments was referred to 
the District committee. 
The Senate, Monday, passed the Mouse bill pro 
viding for the payment of judgments rendered by 
the court, of Alabama .Claims. Consideration of the 
resolve admitting Pinchbuck was resumed. The 
Mouse .refused to. suspend the rules to vote upon resolutions denying Congress the constitutional 
right to issue legal tenders in time of peace, and 
pledging legislation in favor of resumption. The 
Mouse refused to concur in the Senate amendments 
to the District of Columbia interest bill and appoint 
a committee of conference. In committee of tlu* 
whole the consular and diplomatic appropriation 
bill was considered. 
—The trial of liabcock began at St 
Louis on Tuesday, but no details have yet 
been received. It hasn’t got to be inter- 
esting yet. 
News of the City and Connty. 
Next Monday will be Saint Valentine's Day. 
It is time to be thinking who will make a 
good mayor. 
The Odd Fellows* assemblies commenced on 
Wednesday evening last. 
The sell. Carrie Walker arrived Sunday with 
a cargo of 11,000 bushels corn. 
In Belfast it costs to run the custom house 
S.'kT.TJ more than the duties collected. 
This April weather in February is making 
the ice harvest of Maine inor< valuable. 
The mild weather of Monday and Tuesday 
about spoiled what little sleighing there was. 
The Dickens party, by the ladies of the Uni- 
tarian "<>riei\. take> place next Friday evening. 
Belfast l odge of Odd Fellows are conferring 
the Kcbeckah degree upon the wives of the 
members. 
The plan for consolidating the custom houses 
and cutting down the otlieials is worrying the 
brethren slightly. 
*<»me of the B "ton packets are leaving their 
winter quarters, and will oommmee their regu- 
lar freighting business. 
l’itehei Bros., Carle, Whittier A Co. will 
commence the rutting of ire next week. They 
exp. -‘I to harvest a large quantity. 
Tin eommi""ioiu,rs on the Alabama award 
ha\e allowed in full the claim lbr tile drslriic- 
11'mi “I bark M. .). Cohord of Stockton. 
A swb-M iber in Morrill says in a recent let- 
t« i' that 1 lie -iiiall pox is about over, and that 
the sellixil" will reeointncncc next week. 
A. B. Snirdlev, Fast Master of the Iowa State 
an- and now Lecturer in the National 
Cran-n will "peak in Belfast on the loth. 
< .•!t-i-1.Table I- made in the harbor and bay 
> *.'» 1.' iglit, but vv::< broken lip Sunday by 
\ ]s p:i""in,g tlirougli it into the harbor. 
ITr.""ed hay i" now selling to Belfast dealers 
! >i from Ss to <\:> per ton tV>r good Fnglisli. and 
r '■ for meadow. Mraw brings $0 per ton. 
11 vv Si!H'Mi:\ is. Fiteher A Son have loaded 
sell l.tin L. Tra- tor Wilmington. Woods 
MatheW" A Baker lia\e loaded sell Lillian for 
Boston. 
III. lb-' •Inlm W. Hinds, of P.-llast, latterly 
•I Augusta, ha- -i •.• |>ft• 1 a ••all. and has settled 
a- j-.istor tin I inviT-alist rhumb at Oak 
{’.irk, illinois. 
non. many |.< n|h. am try ing to persuade 
in that n.iii-h and potatoes are as 
x ■ ! i« -11*• n—n steaks—hut the theory 
isn’t a slier--. 
I a. !eoaeh dog belonging to Josephus 
.it hit a young man Monday, and was 
.•■mediately shot. lie lias before bitten a 
number of peopl-1. 
\ -n. ladle was ln-ld on Saturday evening, at 
lie Methodist Vestrv, m aid id the Hill .Mission, 
.! which reeitatinii, singing, Ac. was had. 
\bout s 1 a was raised for Mr. Hill. 
Kvening services at the Initarian 4’hurch 
next Sunday at 7 o’cloc k. Leetlire by Rev. J. 
T Bixuy. Subject, ’*< ioing on in the Temper- 
lin e Life,” to be followed by a social sing. 
Tin* agent is delivering copies of David 
Barker's poem- tv* subscribers in this city. 
Those desiring extra copies can procure them 
by living orders with Mr. Dyer, at this office. 
Mr. L. F. Rowe, a son of the Hon. John T. 
Rowe. *t Frankfort, who lias had large exper- 
ience in quarrying granite, has gone to Rial 
Reach to take charge of a new granite quarry. 
Rev. Howard R. Abbot, a well known Meth- 
odist preacher, died last week at his home in 
Watcrville, aged flik He was a brother of lion. 
Neliem.ah Abbot, and formerly resided in 
Belfast. 
The prospect for ship-building next season in 
Belfast is not flattering at this time. We learn 
hat (.eorge 4 ottrell is absent cutting the frame 
tor an sot) ton vessel, which he will set up at 
his yard. 
The steamers from the Penobscot to Portland 
and t<* Boston are doing a good business, favor- 
ed by the mild winter, ami are earning lots of 
passengers and freights. They make trips about 
as regularly as in summer. 
The latest from the sell. Ralph Howes, ashore 
at < ape Henlopen. is that -he has been floated 
•tl and is leaking badly. She will be taken to 
1'hiladclphiu for repairs. The damage is larger 
than was at lirst supposed. 
The scheme t<. make two towns of Montville 
:id not succeed, the committee giving the peti- 
tioners leave to withdraw. But it was voted 
» report a hill to set otf a portion of tin* town 
Liberty, which wilt no doubt become a law. 
The scii. Ralph Howes, (apt. Reuben II. 
Burgess, of Belfast, went ashore on rape llen- 
iopcii, during the gale of last week. She was 
"it the passage from this city to Baltimore with 
hay. A portion of the cargo will have to be 
discharged before she can be got otf. 
"n Friday the sheritl attached the goods of 
Kuowiton A Knight,grocers, on Church street, 
i" satisfy th«* demands of creditors in this city 
oid Boston. The trouble seems to be that they 
I'Ostcd out too many goods, and in these hard 
‘imes were unable to make collections. 
4 har!i > ookson, the married man who was 
■ bewitched bv the charms of the Ihivis 
-irl ot Stockton, has left town, and it is said 
companied b\ the girl. At a meeting of the 
4-ood Templars last week, jjdd.Tb wen* raised 
■ enable Mrs. ('ook'on ami her children to i 
0 h tlnir friends in < al:ii>. 
1 m .'Saturday a pair of restive horse s, tether- | 
1 "y the sidewalk, thrust the pole of the car- ! 
ix through the window of Hiram 4’base’s ! 
i•• w.• 1 rv store, 'flu* Colonel unscrewed tin 
magnifying glass from his north eye, surveyed 
dc ruin with unspcakahle disgust, and sent for 
glazier. 
«'ii on*- of the windy nights of last week an j 
: ui pt ki from the guard that surrounds the ! 
upoia m tin- top of City Block, broke off, slid 
down the roof upon the next building and 
through tin- skylight window of the outer ante- 
room of the Odd Fellows’ II ill, and stuck into 
tin* floor. It required considerable force to ex- 
tricate it. 
A Rr.MAKK.vm.i: ('ini.i>. Samuel R. <;il- 
ium on Bay View street, lias a little daughter 
three years old last (Jctober, who displays won- 
d- rful musical talent. At this tender age she 
is a good player upon the piano, having unaid- 
ed learned to execute some difficult tunes. She 
uses only the index lingers of each hand, and 
:ui play fifteen or twenty different pieces with 
remarkable distinctness. 
Joseph Jewett w as on Thursday of last week 
taken before .Justice Wallace on complaint of 
Leslie Adams, for taking an overcoat. This 
< use needs a little explanation. The parties 
work in the shoe factory where they have a 
great fashion for playing jokes by hiding each 
other’s clothing. Adams’coat was thus taken 
uid put in another place where he could not 
see it, and he went shivering home without it. 
Tim next morning he got a warrant for Jewett. 
When the Justice learned these facts he dis- 
missed the ease. 
Last week an exceedingly good looking young 
woman called at several business places in this 
ity. requesting 51 loan on a handsome gold 
chain. She had very winning ways, and the 
story sin* told of her great need of funds, and 
perhaps tin* witchery of her appealing eyes, is 
said to have drawn out several pocket books, of 
well t«* do gentlemen. Those chains, for she 
was well supplied with them, verified the 
saying that all is not gold that glitters.” 
The lenders had rather talk about most any 
subject than gold chains. She is said to have 
come from Bangor, where several gentlemen 
made her acquaintance in a business wav. 
The ease of the fourteen barrels of liquor 
seized at Lincolnville recently, came before the 
1’oliee Court, Monday. Henry Wyman appear- 
ed and claimed the liquors and entered an ap- 
peal. The ease goes to the April term of the 
Supreme Court. Capt. Hickey, of sell. Lizzie 
Tool", who brought and landed the liquors, re- 
cognized for his appearance at court as a wit- 
ness. The two barrels of wine seized at the 
same time, but at another place, and held on a 
Trial Justice warrant, was taken before Justice 
Wallace, on Monday afternoon. Wyman claim- 
ed these also, entered an appeal, and they take 
the same course as the other. The liquors in 
the meantime remain with sherifT Norton. The 
fact that Wyman claims the liquors is evidence 
that they were intended for sale, the Reformers 
say, and a warrant has been issued to that ef- 
fect—and the end is not yet. 
Attention is called to the poetical effusion of 
Andrews Bros, in our advertising columns.— 
House for sale, by Timothy Mayo, of Monroe.— 
Lewiston Business College. 
The people of the quiet town ot Prospect 
repudiate the charge that the Davis girl who 
courted the Belfast ship carpenter Cookson, 
alias Smith, is a native of that town, and locate 
her residence in Stockton. 
Early Tuesday morning a mail was seen 
driving a horse and cart hurriedly through ttic 
streets, heading up river. In the cart was a 
barrel mark'd Hour, the swash from which 
could lie heard a.- the barrel danced up and 
down in the cart. 
The Mvstekious Mon:, A subscriber to 
the Journal, living in the vicinity of Huston, 
writes to us—"The item concerning the note 
found in an unoccupied house in Belfast. I shew 
to my neighbor Brown, of the linn of Thomp- 
son it Brown, stationers, ( onihill, wtio said it 
was their note. How it came there lie could 
not tell." 
There has been in this r.-Jon sharp pursuit 
of a Boston lawyer, formerly a resident of this 
county, who is wanted t<» answer to some 
charges ot sharp practice. On Tuesday, Sheriff 
Norton hoarded the Katahdin just in season to 
see the vanishing coat-tail ol'the limb of the 
law. as lie went into a room and locked the 
door, which !be otlleer decided not to force. 
Speaking of the reasons for setting olf of a 
portion of Montville to Liberty, the Kennebec 
.Journal says— 
The bedroom of an ol I genlleman was on the 
line of the two towns—Montvillt* and Liberty, 
lb went to bed in the town of Montville, blit 
when In* turned over in bed he found himself 
in the town of Liberty! Ilethouglil it rather 
hard that a man couldn't turn over in bed with- 
out going out of tow n ! A nd thus the town was 
divided. 
The Dickens party by tin* ladies of the li nPa- 
rian society will take place at Jfayford liall 
Friday evening, Feb 11th. Refreshments at 7. 
only 10 cents. Admission 2b cents, dancing free. 
All arc invited. Doors open at 0. It is request- 
ed that contributions of food be sent in by ti 
1 o’clock, and that tie persons representing char- 
acters enter b\ the -ide door, and be present l>\ 
(i 1-2 o'clock. 
The mild weather of late has loosened the ire 
at the head of the ba\ and up the Penobscot 
river, and scut it down stream, (’apt. Roix, of 
steamer Katahdin says the ice is breaking lip 
above Winterport and that he experienced 
much trouble with it Monday night. On Tues- 
day large fields came down the bay, and lodged 
between tin* Bluff and Islesboro, makinga com- 
plete bridge across. Vessels that Jett Belfast 
that day could not pass through it, and returned. 
>laKsrmu. A curious meeting of Sears- 
port captains took plac< last month. The brig 
Libertv, ( apt. Ralph D.*\creaux, from New 
York for Barhadocs. -poke the brig (’. C. Rob- 
inson, ( apt. ('. B. Dcveivaux, from ALobile for 
Cenoa. in mid ocean, The commanders, who 
are father and son. bad a short conference, ex- 
changed greetings and news, then stood on their 
courses, and were soon lost to sight. Such arc 
tin* strange happenings in the life of the sailor. 
.The closing exercises of the winter term of 
schools in Fnion District, were held at Fnion 
Hail on Friday evening of last week. Then 
and there met the scholars of the four schools 
comprising this district, with their teachers, 
the school otlieers, the parents of the scholars 
and invited guests. The exercises consisting 
of recitations, declamations, singing and speech 
making were of the highest order and of great 
credit to all concerned. After the conclusion 
of the school exercises, a line pie-nie collation 
was served in the hall dining-room.\ tele- 
gram from England to Hon. Win. AlcDilvery 
announces the death by drowning of ( apt. Ros- 
eoe Carver, master of bark Talavcra. The ves- 
sel wafc abandoned at sea and the crew, with 
the loss of their captain, have arrived in Eng- 
land.In consideration of the meritorious ser- 
vices of W. (>. Barney. Esq., Chief Engineer of 
the tin- department, a splendid lireman's hat 
was recently presented to him by the members 
of Penob-cot lire engine company.V Winter- 
port turnout of some twenty sleighs, with oc- 
cupants both manly and fair, visited our place 
Monday evening and were the guests of the 
Searsport House. During their stay some 
roughs from Belfast, created a disturbance and 
smashed thing- and assaulted the landlord, 
for which they will be dealt with....The re- 
main- of (’apt. A. .1. Ross arrived from Florida 
via. Boston on Steamer Katahdin, Saturday. 
A Belfast Man’s Experience at An- 
clersonvillo. 
In all the talk that is being made about 
Amlersonville prison by agitators and pol- 
iticians who hope to profit by stirring up 
dead animosities, it is noticeable that no 
evidence is produced Irom men who were 
prisoners at that place. In order to get 
the views and experiences of an actual 
prisoner, we called a few days ago upon 
Mr. John F. Frost, whose business place 
is a stone's throw from our olliee, Mr. 
Frost says— 
"I was orderly of rapt. Bugler's com).any. 
Nineteenth Maine, was made prisoner a! Pe- 
tersburg in June, lsifi. and was at Amlerson- 
ville eleven months, or imlil the war ended. 
There was sulfering among the men who were 
sick, from tin* lack of medicines and delicacies— 
but alt had their rations a» full and regularly 
a> the confederate guard did. There were 
times of scarcity, when supply trai is were cut 
olf by the federal forces, and at such times 1 
haw known the guard to oiler to bu\ the pris 
oner's rations, being very shot*/ themselves. 
Oil those occasions tin* guard would take por- 
tions of their scanty supplit s from tin* people 
of the country to feed the prisoners. The reb- 
els were anxious t<» etfect an exchange and gel 
the prisoners otf their hands, but if was report- 
ed and believed among the prisoners that the 
federal authorities refused. At one time I was 
witli a detail of .‘*,000 prisoners who were 
marched *jnu miles to tin* coast to be exchang- 
ed, but it was declined by tin* federal author- 
ities, as was reported, and wo marched back, 
with no enviable feelings. I believe that the 
larger share of the responsibility for the suffer- 
ing in that prison belonged to our own govern- 
ment. Wirz was harsh and cruel to the pris- 
oners, and deserved hanging, i>tit I believe 
tin* confederate authorities did as well as the\ 
could for the prisoners in the matter of cloth- 
ing. provisions and medicines." 
This, let it lie remembered, is not the 
talk ot a designing politician who stayed 
safely at home, but the testimony ol a sol- 
dier ol good record, Irom an actual exper- 
ience of eleven months in Amlersonville 
prison. 
The speech of (Jem. Bartlett of Filtsfield, 
Mass, which attracted so much praise from 
the press of both parties, appears to have 
passed Irom the minds of the Republican 
editors. Merely to refresh their memories 
ami to recall to their minds what they at 
the time commended in high terms but 
now harshly antagonize, we republish 
the following extract from the General's 
speech : 
If we cannot in forgivness “kill the fatted 
calf," do not with coldness kill “thi*: rnom- 
GaL.” Men cannot always elioose the right 
cause; hut when having* chosen that which 
conscience dictates they are ready to die for it, 
if they justify not their cause they at hoist en- 
noble themselves, and tin* men, who, for con- 
science sake, fought against their government 
at Gettysburg, ought easily to be forgiven by the sons of men, who for conscience sal e, 
fought against their government at Lkxix ;- 
ton and Bi .NKin: Bill. 
—if the customs districts of Belfast, 
Bangor, Castine, Wahlobore, Wiscasset 
and Bath shall be united, as proposed, the 
question is which of the distinguished Col- 
lectors will be selected to rum the consol- 
idated machine. Gen. llall, it we remem- 
ber rightly, is the only one among them 
who went to the front, and ran the risk of 
stopping a rebel bullet. But party reso- 
lutions of merit for that reason seem to 
have lost their force ot late. We shall 
see. 
—'lhc Portland Press ot Tuesday has a 
strong article favoring the withdrawal of 
the Bible from the public schools. It is the 
correct position for the people of this coun- 
try to take. 
—Burglary continues to llourish in New 
York. Five thousand dollars worth of 
silks were taken from Clatlin’s store on 
Sunday night. 
l'rom the Bangor Commercial. 
A Female Forger. 
Several years ago Mr. Allen Tup per and 
lamily resided in this city. After a time 
they moved to lloulton, thence to the 
West. 
Within the past two or three years Mrs. 
Tapper has made tor herself quite a fame 
as a “bee culturist,” and has apparently7 
maintained herselt and made quite a for- 
tune by raising bees. 
She held an enviable reputation in the 
city of Dos Moins, being greatly respected 
by7 every one who knew her, and very 
prominent in religious, social and business 
circles; but it now appears that she lias 
been engaged in a long series ot forgeries, 
having been driven to them by extreme 
financial pressure. Two years ago the 
signatures of Gov. Carpenter and the lion. 
John A. lvasson were discovered on com- 
mercial paper as indorsers, made by Mis. 
Tupper, and were forgeries, but were taken 
up before maturity. 
Set eral other business men were victim- 
ized, but allowed the matter to be settled 
without exposure, yet with some saeriliee. 
Hut after a while the cashier of the First 
National Hank at Dubuque received letters 
from banks at Davenport, Anamosa, Mont- 
icello, making inquiries as to the tinaneial 
standing of General John Ilodgdon and 
Platt Smith, whose notes had come into 
possession of Hie banks. General Ilodgdon 
denied that he had any notes out, and en- 
quiries traced the forgeries to Mrs. Top- 
per. 
East Friday evening the City Marshal 
of Dos Moines received a dispatch Iroin 
the Cashier of the Monticello Hank to ar- 
rest Mrs. Topper on a charge of forgery 
on that bank to the amount ot $17(>ii. No 
arrest was made, as she had left the city 
for Cedar llapids ten days before. Hast 
Saturday, a dealt drawn by Mrs. E. S. 
Tapper on ('. ,). Johnson, and directed to 
the savings Hank ol I. N. Thomas of l)es 
Moines, was received. It bore the indorse- 
ment of J. \V. Hull of Cedar llapids, where 
the dealt was dated and had been cashed 
by a bank there. The amount was for 
$U16. No such man resides in the city, 
or is known at Dus Moins, and the dealt 
was returned lor protest for non-payment. 
This seemed to indicate that she was 
there and still working her schemes; hut 
Saturday intelligence was received that 
she had been arrested oil charges made 
by the Monticello Hank, Two of the 
notes purchased by this bank were tor 
$li76, and signed by John Ilodgdon, Du- 
buque. 'Three were for $1191: signed 
by Ilodgdon and indorsed by Hiatt Smith, 
both of which signatures are pronounced 
lorgcries. 
Mrs. Tuppcr was a Providence woman, 
the daughter of Noah Smith, the Assist- 
ant Secretary of the United States Senate. 
In 1*1:1, at the age ol 96, siie married Al- 
len Topper, a wealthy lumberman at Port- 
land. and they came to this city. Here they 
resided for some time, then moved to I loul- 
ton. His health failed in a few years, and 
the family, having become impoverished, 
moved to Washington county, Iowa. 
Mrs. Topper provided for her children 
and her invalid husband by teaching school 
and carrying her baby back and forth with 
her on horseback. In 1868 she began to 
raise bees and was extremely successful. 
She lias edited two bee newspapers, pub- 
lished a book on bees, has lectured fre- 
quently and still iound time to give her 
personal attention to her business and 
manage her own correspondence. She 
has lour daughters and one son, a boy 
about 11 years old. 
His eldest daughter is the wife of a 
prominent lawyer, and is the pastor of a 
church in Colorado, and of reputed high 
standing as a speaker and member of so- 
ciety. Another daughter is a graduate of 
the State Agricultural College and is a 
teacher in the High School at Marshal- 
town, which labor she has assumed while 
Idling herself for the practice of medicine. 
Another daughter is well known to fancy 
poultry breeders in Iowa as a dealer in 
that stock. 
It is thought that Mrs. Tuppcr began 
to commit forgery about two years ago, 
when she was sick for a long time in con- 
sequence ot overwork, and her family 
physician declares tn.it she has not been 
responsible for her acts for some time. 
Pennsylvania Gas Wells. 
The last sensation in the Pennsylvania 
oil regions are tlie gas wells. The large 
ones are located on the southern edge of 
the oil deposits—from twenty to forty 
miles south ol Pittsburg. There are now 
three gigantic gas wells—the Hums, the 
Modoc and the 1 telemater. The Modoc 
well lias been burning at a terrible press- 
ure for two years, showing no diiiiinuatioii. 
The gas ot all these wells is rich. It con- 
tains a third more carbon than ordinary 
gas. It burns without smoke, produces a 
lcartul heat, and when properly purilied 
and cleansed, it is a superior illuminator 
to the gas used in New York and Philadel- 
phia. The gas companies in Pittsburg are 
now “bearing” the gas in order to get 
possession of tlie wells. 
The natural gas is being used every 
where. Mr. \Y. T. Scott and Mr. 1!. 1- 
1 racy of Erie use toon cubic feet daily in 
their rolling mills. In Westmorland Coun- 
ty 1 saw them boiling salt with il. 
At New Cumberland an old man is mak- 
ing a fortune by burning it in smothered 
wire frames, so as to produce lampblack. 
Every morning he goes to his several 
rooms and shovels out a wagon-load ol 
pure lampblack. 
Arrangements are now being made by a 
gas company U) run this into Pittsburg. 
If it works there, a company will lie form- 
ed to lav pipes at an expense of §2,.ri00,iMio 
into New York city. 
When I asked an engineer, to-day, what 
lie thought of the feasibility of supplying 
New York with gas from the gas wells, be 
replied— 
“The idea is reasonable. It is no vis- 
ionary project. 'I here is plenty of gas 
Imre to supply New York and Philadel- 
phia, and with a natural pressure of loljit 
pounds to the square inch, it would al- 
most push itself through tubes to New 
York. The whole theory ot making gas 
in cities is wrong. It must be changed.” 
“How wrong?” 1 asked. 
“Why, gas might be made at the near- 
est bituminous coal fields, and then be 
pumped to New York. It is live times as 
easy to transport the gas to market as it 
is to transport coal. I’ve put down a 
thousand miles of oil tubing in the oil re- 
gions, and pumped millions ot gallons of 
oil over mountains, and forty miles to 
l'ittsburg. I know what 1 am talking 
about. lias in Pittsburg is worth sixty 
cents 1000 leet, ami in New York $2.7.7. 
1 can pump the gas Irom the Pelemater 
gas well to New York lor $1 per 1000 
leer, and do away with the silly humbug- 
gery of shipping coal there to make gas 
with; and, mark what I say, in less than 
four years the big gas works in New 
York will have nothing to do. The gas 
will be made at the coal mines, or taken 
from these gas wells, which are wasting 
their billion.- of cubic leet in the air, and 
transported to New York through pneu- 
matic tubes. Eastern engineers do not 
know anything about ‘piping,’ or gas oil. 
Why, they ail told us we couldn’t pipe 
oil over three miles with one engine, and 
I’ve got one engine now piping oil 
through a 2 1-2 inch pipe, over moun- 
tains and down rivers twenty miles, and 
it comes out with a big pressure, too. 
Why, with a six-inch pipe, 1 could pipe 
to England.” 
1 am satisfied that the engineer who 
lias laid 1700 miles of pipe lines in the oil 
regions, knows what lie is talking about. 
[Letter to New York Paper. 
Great Fire in New York. 
New Yohic, Feb. 8. A fire occurred 
ou Broadway to-night, the largest in the 
city for many years. It was discovered 
about C o’clock, in a block bounded on 
the west by Broadway, on the east by 
Crosby street, on the north by Grand 
street, and on the south by Howard 
street. 
A large portion of the block was de- 
stroyed. But live buildings on Broadway and all those on Grand street, except the 
one where the lire began, were saved. 
The Continental Hotel is a heap of ruins, 
and about thirty other houses. 
The loss is estimated at $4,500,000 
One firm—Catlin, Brundrett & Co., 448 
and 450 Broadway—estimated their loss 
at $1,500,000; fully insured. 
Trouble in High Places. 
[Special Despatch (Feb. 6) to the Mew York He: aid j 
As the trial day of Gen. Babcock draws 
near there is evident here a subdued but 
increasing excitement. The great number 
of convictions in St. Louis, the success of 
the Government in Indianapolis and Mil- 
waukee in not only exposing the local 
Whiskey Rings but convicting the princi- 
pal offenders, and the large interests in- 
volved in Chicago, where the Government 
has obtained confessions implicating in- 
fluential local politicians ot both parties, 
have alarmed the meaner kind of politi- 
cians. These mutter that “This thing has 
gone about far enoughthey tear that 
“the party” may suffer injury; they talk 
about’-higher statesmanship.’’which would 
not imperil the interests ot the country by 
such ruthless exposures and convictions; 
they exclaim cautiously against the “rage 
of economy and retrenchment, this craze 
for reform,” and talk about people who 
seek to become great as reformers and 
detectives; they suggest that if these whis- 
key triais goon they must strike in incon- 
venient places; that it they could be stop- 
ped the American people, who forget 
everything so quickly, would forget all 
about it before the Cincinnati Convention 
meets, and nobody would be hurt. With 
all this talk there are growls of vengeance 
against the troublesome people whose in- 
judicious passion for detecting revenue 
trauds have brought so many conspicuous 
persons to grief. That is to say, there is 
a formidable influence here and in St. 
Louis in favor of so managing the remain- 
ing whiskey trials that nobody of any 
consequence shall lie hurt. This power is 
ion .strong 1.(1 oe made lignL ol. It con- 
sists id politicians, some ot them promi- 
nent, anil influential men; some ot them, 
unfortunately, able to Imve tree access to 
the 1’resident, and shrewd enough b1 seek 
prejudice Ids mind and to alarm him by 
-suggestions that the party may be fatally 
hurt and that the rigid and straigliilonvard 
pros rution ol the whiskey thieves, with- 
out, regard to their standing in society or 
the r political influence, may in the end 
help the Democrats to a victory in the 
Presidential election. There is, as yet, no 
reason, so far as can he ascertained, to 
believe that stteli suggestions influence the 
President. lie still says, “Let no guilty 
man escape.” Put it is known that ell'orts 
are making to put prosecutions in some 
places in the hands ot weak or incompetent 
men and in other inconspicuous ways to 
cripple the attack and secure immunity to 
iidluential men. 'The cry ot “persecution” 
is raised in favor of such persons, and it 
is said that there is no sense in dragging 
everybodv down. 
t he annual report ot the directors ol 
the Lastern Kailroad makes a pretty tree 
exhibit of the bad management which has 
brought the company to its present uutor- 
tunate condition. The speculative and 
grasping spirit which controlled it led it 
into ventures that have nearly all proved 
disastrous and lott the road in a bankrupt 
condition. The annual interest of the pres- 
ent debt ol the road at seven per cent, is 
about j?1 ,0(10,000, a sum which it cannot 
possibly pay, and probably never will at- 
tempt to pay. 
Pimples, Eruptions, Rough Skin 
Tin* system being put under tlm influence of 
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery for a 
lew weeks, the skin becomes smooth, clear, soft 
and velvety, and being illuminated with tile 
glow of perfect health from within, true beauty 
stands forth in all it> glory. The Gleets ol ail 
medicines which operate upon the system 
through the medium of the blood are necessari- 
ly somewhat slow, no matter how good the 
remedy employed. While oik* to three bottles 
dear the skin of pimples, blotches, eruptions, 
yellow spots, comedones, or “grubs,*’ a dozen 
may possibly be required to cure some eases 
where the system is rotten with scrofulous or 
virulent blood poisons. The cure of all these 
diseases, however, from the common pimple to 
the worst scrofula is. with the use of this most 
potent agent, only a matter of time. Sold by 
dealers in medicines. 
Pills, Potions and Pungencies. 
An old firmer being informed that one of hi- 
neighbors owed him a grudge, growled out. 
•‘No mailer; he never pays anything.*’ 
Mothers Save tin* Lives of your daughters when a fleeted with consumptive coughs or % cl- 
ient colds, bv administering to tin in without 
delay, the Standard specific, ILvr.ifs Hom.y or 
IloiiKnot xi) ani> Tail 
Pike's Toothache Drops euro in one minute. 
“When shall we get cotton:" said a northern 
manufacturer to the late President. “When 
the Southerners get worsted," was Abe's reply. 
“Tikkd N \ t in:*-Swia/r Ui:shm;i:u. Pai.m\ 
Si.iiki*." Put there arc times when this “llc- 
newer of Strength" is denied us. times when 
our minds and bodies have been so overworked 
and are so worn out that we “woo the drowsy 
god in vain." The Peruvian Syrup (an I roil 
Tonic) renews our strength, and makes our 
rest sweet and refreshing. 
“Ould woman! a st«■)» farther in front ot that 
locomotive, an* yor childer- would have a step- 
mother, he jabers !*' 
Oh, mv back. How often we bear these 
words. That pain in your back nine times out ol 
ten arises trom kidney disease. IJtml's ll< tih.th/ 
used as directed will cure all diseases of tlie 
kidneys, bladder and urinary organ-. Try it. 
A negro, overpaid >'!<><< on a check, returned 
I lie money : a sure indication that the race can 
never be ci\ i'i/ed. 
All eases of < V»wgh>. Colds, Catarrh or Con- 
sumption may be mil' ll relieved by Foivst Tar 
and Forest Tar in Solution, and curable ease- 
may be cured by a continued use of it. Forest 
far Salve lias great healing power in ea-es of 
Cuts, Bruises, Ibiriis, or indolent Sores. Forest 
I ar Soap cures Salt Iilieum and all diseases of 
the skill, and i- the best shaving soap in the 
market. Prepared by the Forest bar Co.. 
Portland, Me. Ask your druggists for them. 
A French paper says, “Not one American in 
a hundred ha- a handsome chin.** Of course 
not; their time is devoted to the cultivation of 
check. 
Th© Peojilo Want Proof. 
There i- no medicine prescribed bv physi- 
cians, or sold by Jiruggists, that carries ,-ucli 
evidence of its success and superior virtue as 
lb »sciikk’s < i t'.n.M vn Svitfi'lbr sevi re Coughs, 
Colds settled on the Breast, Consumption, or 
any disease of the Throat and Lungs. A proof 
of that fact is that an\ per.-mi atllieted. can get 
a Sample Bottle for |(i cents and try its superior 
clicet before buying the regular size at To eegts. 
II lias lately been introduced in this country 
from Cermany. and its wonderful cures are as- 
tonishing everyone that use it. Three doses 
will relieve any ease. Try it. Sold by IL JL 
Moody, Belfast. (*»mos32 
“And did you bear him call her ‘Mv dear," or 
anything like that r" asked the lawyer. “No. 
sir! of course not; -lie was bis wife,” answered 
the la<ly witness. 
Remember This. 
Now is tlm time of the year for Pneumonia, 
Dung Kevor. Coughs, Colds, ami fatal results 
of predisposition to Consumption and other 
Throat and l.ung Disease. liosi iii:i;\st;i:i;MAN 
Svitrp lias been used in this neighborhood for 
the past two or three .years without a single 
failure to cure. If you have not used this med- 
icine yourself, go to your Druggists. K. Jl. 
Moody and ask him of its wonderful success 
among his customers. Tw-o doses will relieve 
the worst case. If you have no faith in any 
medicine, just buy a Sample Bottle of Boscboc's 
Herman Syrup for 10 cents and try it. Regular size Dottle to cents. Don't neglect, a cough to 
save To cents. t!mos32 
Jones's friends visited the artist to see Jones's 
portrait. They were welcome; lint the artist 
said. “Don't touch it; it ain't dry.’’ "No use 
looking at it, then," replied an old geiilleman: 
“it can't be Jones.” 
Consumptivks Takic Notick. 11 very mo- 
ment of delay makes your cure more hopeless, 
and much depends on the judicious choice of a 
remedy. The amount of testimony in favor of 
Dr. Sehenek’s Pulmonic Syrup, as a cure for 
consumption, far exceeds all that can lie brought 
to support the pretensions of any other medi- 
cine. Sec Dr. Schcnck's Almanac, containing 
the certificates of many persons of the highest 
respectability, who have boon restored to health 
alter being pronounced incurable by physicians 
of acknowledged ability. Schcnck’s Pulmonic 
Syrup alone has cured many, as these evidences 
will show; but the cure is often promoted by 
the employment of two other remedies which 
Dr. Schenck provides for the purpose. These 
additional remedies are Schcnck’s Sea Weed 
Tonic and Mandrake Pills. By the timely use 
of these medicines, according to directions, Dr. 
Schenck certifies that most any case of Con- 
sumption may be cured. 
Dr. Schenck is professionally at his principal 
office, corner Sixth and Arch streets, Philadel- 
phia, every Monday, where all letters for ad- 
vice must be addressed. 4wlll 
• 
We ask attention to advertisement in special 
column of JACKSON’S CATARRH SNUFF 
and TROCIIK l’OWDER—a reliable reme- 
dy. tf 
Why tvrr.T, you sui iku from Rheumatism, 
Sprains, Still' Joints, Swellings, Burns, Scalds 
or Weak Back, when the Centaur Liniment af- 
fords certain relief. Many articles soothe pain 
to a certain extent, but the Centaur Liniment 
cures. The While Liniment is for a human 
family, the Yellow Liniment is for horses and 
animals.—3m23 
Cross axi> sicki.y cinr.OKKN can be made 
healty and strong by regulating their stomachs 
and bowels with Custom. It is more effective 
than Castor Oil and is as pleasant to take its 
honey, For \V ind Colic, Sour Stomach, Worms 
and Costiveness, there is nothing in existence 
equal to Custoria.—3m2s 
A New Era in Cookery. 
The groat and long felt want of housekeepers 
for suitable cooking vessels, is at last supplied 
hy Potent Uronift; Ironware, acknowledged 
| at sight, to he without a rival in the kitchen. It 
is light, easily cleaned, handsome, wholesome, 
and handy, it will neither corrode and poison, 
like eopperware. crack, like cast iron or earth- 
enware, rust, like tinware, or crackle and Hake 
oil, like porcelain-lined ware. Kvery piece war- 
ranted. Ih.ware of imitations, as every piece 
is stamped, < i ran it e Ironware." on the bot- 
tom. A good line will be found at Messrs. 
Wadlin A Merrill, Delias!. 4w2(i. 
Positively the Best 
I>r. Morris’Syrup of Tar, \\'ru> Ciikkry, 
amt IIoiiiaioiM) js the very best compound 
c\or prepared for the immediate relief and per- 
manent, cure of < oughs. C olds, Croup, \\ hoop- 
ing Cough, Dronchitas, Asthma, and all dis- 
eases of a Consumptive type. It will thorough- 
|\ eradicate these aiarming symptoms in one- 
half the time required to do so by any other 
medicine. It is purely vegetable and contains 
not a particle of opium or other dangerous 
drug. Physicians all over the country endorse 
it as the most efficacious antidote known for all 
disorders of the throat and lungs. It, never 
fails. Do sure to obtain Dr. Morris'Syrup of 
Tar, Wild Cherry and Horehound. Trial size, 
10 cents. AVm. <). Poor A Son sob agents for 
Dellast. A..I. .Iordan agent for Orlaiid. It. D. 
Stoykr. Agent for Dueksport. lv22eo\v 
Lyno's Kytuairon provi tits the flail* from 
f illing out or turning gray, renews its growth, 
and gives strength and vigor. It is delightfully 
perfumed, and makes a splendid dressing, it 
is the cheapest ami most de.-Arable Jlair Tonic 
overproduced. Used bv the elite. Price only 
50 cents. lyr 
SPECIAL NOTICES. 
CONSUMPTIVES, TAKE NOTICE. 
Kvery moment of delay makes your cure more 
hopeless, and much depends on the judicious choice 
of a remedy. The amount of testimony in favor of 
Dr. Schenck’s l’ultnonic Syrup, as a cure for con- 
sumption, far exceeds all that can he brought to 
support the pretensions of any other medicine. Sec 
Dr. Schenek’s Almanac, containing the certificates 
«>t many persons of tin* highest respectability, who 
have been restored to health, after being pronounced 
incurable by physicians of acknowledged ability. 
Sehenek’s Pulmonic Syrup alone has cured many, as 
these evidences will show; but the cure is often pro- 
moted by t he employment of two other remedies 
which Dr. Sehenek provides for the purpose. Tnese 
additional remedies are Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic 
and Mandrake Pills. l?y the timely use of these 
medicines, according to directions, Dr. Sehenek cer- 
tifies that most any case of Consumption may be 
cured. 
Dr. Sehenek will be at the Quincy House, Boston, 
on the following Wednesdays, from 0 to •> o’clock; 
Dm. nth and 27th, l eb. 10th and 24th, and March 
loth and 24th. Consultations free ; but for a thorough 
examination of the lungs, with the Itespiroinetor, 
the price is $5. 
Dr. Sehenek is professionally at his principal of- 
fice, Corner Sixth ami Arch Streets, Philadelphia, 
every Monday, where all letters of advice must be 
addressed. 
Jackson’s Catarrh Snuff 
AND TROCHE POWDER. 
A DELPHITITL AND PLEASANT KK.MEDY IN 
Catarrh, Headache, llad Breath, Hoarseness, Asth- 
ma, Bronchitis, Coughs, Deafness, 
And ail disorders resulting from COLDS in 
Head, .Throat and Vocal Organs. 
This Remedy does not “DRY CP” a Catarrh but 
L< M >SI. NS it ; fri es the head of all ullcnsi\ e matter, 
•inieklv removing Rad Preathnml Headache; allays 
and .-oOthes the burning beat in Catarrh; is so mild 
and agreeable in its etlects that it positively 
Cures Without Sneezing! 
As a Troche Powder, is pleasant to the taste, 
and never nauseates; when swallowed, instantly 
gives to the Throat and Vocal Organs a 
Delicious Sensation ol Coolness & Comfort 
Is the best Voice Tonic in the world! 
Try it 1 Safe, Reliable, and only 35 Cents. 
•Sold by Druggists, or mailed free; address 
COOPER, WILSON &CO., Prop’rs, Philadelpin. 
IV. W. Whipple & Co., Portland, Mo.; (ieo. C. 
Hoodwin & Co.; Weeks & Potter; Rust Pros, & 
Pil’d, Poston, wholesale agts. ly’.’b 
PERSONAE NOTICE, 
Notice is hereby given that all officers, sailors, 
and soldiers, wounded, ruptured, or injured in the 
late rebellion, however slightly, are entitled to a 
pension, and thousands of pensioners are entitled to 
an increased rate. Apply immediately through 
DK. K. P. JACKSON, 
Late Surgeon, L. S. Navy. 
No. 1 New Chambers St., New York. splyrU 
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT. 
Corrected Weekly for the Journal 
lJy Cii vki.ks II. Sain;kxt. No. s Main Slr»*t»t. 
Flour $5.o0a1 1.00 
Corn 75a80 
<'orn Meal 75 




Feans c‘ -'.0O;i?.^5 
Potatoes ::5a40 
Apples OOasjU.OO 




limind 11 • >loal 1 
Pork Hacks 15 
laird 16a IS 
Heel' SalO 
Veal OaO 
Dry Cod 5u7 
Pollock 4a5 
< ’orued Pood* U);il 1 
Mutton ,x 
Lamb 7ad 
Til key lsa’JO 
Chicken lJalo 
Fowl 10a 1J 
(leese loalJ 
Dock 1 ja 11 
Hay $lo.00a 1 l.on 
Straw ijo.onas.oo 





Hard Wood s?-l.o0a5.00 
Soft *• $:;.00a.‘t.f>0 




Brighton Cattle* Market. 
W EDNESDAY, Feb, 2. 
Arrivals of stock at market—Cattle 1000; Sheep 
ami Lambs 4725; Swine 4000; number of Western 
Cattle 1731; Eastern Cattle 01; Milch Cows and 
Noilli <'utile 175. 
Prices of Beef Cattle, per 100 lbs, live weight 
Extra quality $7 02 i-2:i0?5c; first quality $0 12 l-2a 
0 50; second quality $5 37aO 00; third quality $4 25 
a5 25; poorest grades of coarse Oxen, Bulls, &e., 
$3 :'»oa4 00. 
Brighton Hides 7 l-2cperlb; Brighton Tallow0 l-2r 
per lb. Heavy Country Hides 7 c per lb; light 
Country Hides 5 l-2a0c per lb; Country tallow 5 l-2.i 
0c per lb. 
Calf Skins 15ullc per lb; Sheep and Lamb Skins 
$1 25a 1 75 each. 
Working < >xen—Not a large supply in market, tin 
call being limited to a few pairs each week during 
the wintt r months. We quote sales of ! pair, girth 
7 feet, living weight 3350 lbs, $135; 1 pair, girth 7 
feet, live weight 3300 lbs. $105; ] pair, girth 0 feet 3 
inches, live weight 2SOO lbs. $150; 1 pair, girth 0 feet 
0 indies, live weight 2550 lbs. $110; 1 pair, girth 0 
feet 2 inches, live weight 2300 lbs. $115. 
Store Cattle —Yearlings $ 11a 10; two year olds 
$10a2S; three year olds $25a45 per head 
Milch Cows—Extra $55a‘J5; ordinary $25a50 per 
head ; Store Cows $lSa45 per head. 
Sheep and Lambs—'Those from the West were all 
owned by Mr. Hollis and taken direct from the cars 
to bo slaughtered, costing from GaS per lb. landed at 
Brighton, f rom the North the supply was light and 
prices the same as those of one week ago. 
Swine—No Store Pigs at market; not much call 
for them. Fat Hogs—4000 in market, prices SaS 1-4 
per lb. 
BOSTON MARKET. 
Monday, Feb. 7. 
Better—'Wo quote fine fall New York and Ver- 
mont butter at 32a3lc per lb; fair to good lots at 
about 24a23; common and bakers at 18a22c. 
Cheese—We quote line factory at 12 l-2al3c; 
good do at 11 l-2al2c, and common and medium at 
loalle per lb. 
The market remains dull at 18a20cper doz. 
for Western, and21u22cfor Northern and Eastern. 
Beans—We quote medium beans at $1 35al 40 
per bush ; pea beans at $1 OOal 05 for Western, and 
$1 70al so per bush for Northern. 
Poeltry—We quote at 15al7c for Western Tur- 
keys ; 13al5efor Chickens: 20a22c for choice North- 
ern Chickens, and 13a20c for Turkeys. 
Potatoes—The market is dull, and there i9 a 
large supply of potatoes, which are selling at 40a42c 
for Peerless; 43a4Se for Rose, and 50c per bush for 
.Jackson Whites in lots. 
A holes—We quote at $3 00a3 50 per bbl for Green- 
ings, and $3 25a3 75 for Baldwins. 
Hay and .Straw—We quote coarse hay at $20 00, 
with now and then sales at $21 00; medium at $17 00 
alN 00, ami line at $10 00al7 00 per ton. Swale hay 
sells at $11, and Straw at $24 00a24 50 per ton. 
MARRIED. 
In this city, Feb. 7th, at the residence of B. C. 
Dinsinore, by ltev. S. Goodenough, Mr. Waldo B. 
W'ashburn and Miss Cynthia E. Dinsinore, both of 
Belfast. 
In Searsport, Dec. 25th, by Rev. «T. E. Adams, Mr. 
Robert Erskin, .Jr., of Stockton, and Miss Tryphosa 
E., daughter of the late Capt. Win. Shute of Belfast. 
In Rockland, Feb. 1st, Capt. Luke A. Spear and 
Miss Lucia Emma A. Case, youngest daughter of 
Geo. W. Case. 
Ih Rockland. Jan. 20th, Mr. William E. Kilpatrick 
and Miss Mary E. McLain, both of Rockland, 
At Tenant’s Harbor, Jan. 8th, John A, Fuller and 
Mary L. Green, botli of St. George. 
In Appleton, Jail. 22d, Lewis F. Marsh of Rock- land, and Lucy E. Guslice of Appleton. 
In Brunswick, Jan. 1st, Mr. Edward S. Farwell 
and Miss Addie E. Gregory, both of Rockland. 
In Vinalhaven, Feb. .‘Id, by Rev. Mr. Bartlett, Mr. 




Obituary notices, beyond the Date, Aame and Age 
must be paid for.} 
In this city, Feb. Gth, Kate, daughter of Michael 
Casey, aged 21 years. 
In Searsport, Olive Howe, wife of Henry S. Howe, 
aged 5«S years, 9 months and 21 days. 
In Liberty, Feb. Gth, Joseph R., infant son of 
Matin n J. and Lucinda 11. Creasy, aged 12 days. 
In Lincolnville, Jail. 10, Clarence E i.aveusaler, 
aged 1 year 3 mos. 
In Morrill, with small pox, Jan. 11th, Mary J. 
Greer, wife of Nathaniel ,S. Greer, aged 74 years. 
Cease your mourning, childien, dear, 
For I am free from pain, 
And lie who watches o’er my dust 
Will bid me rise again. 
With sadness did L leave thee, 
In this world of grief and pain, 
Be reconciled for your great loss Is my eternal gain. In Rockland, Jan. 29th, Melinda E., daughter of 
George E. and Fanny Cross, aged 7 years and 5 mos. In Rockland Jan. 29th, Mrs. Holly Berry, relict of the late Benjamin Berry, aged 74 vears, 5 months 
and 14 days. 
In Rockland, Jan. 29th, Melissa J., daughter cf A. •L and Sarah Haye, ugfd 15 years and 15 days. In Rockland, Jail. 29th, John, soil of Phillip and Hannah E. Stanley, aged 1 year, 5 months. 
In Rockland, .Jan. 9,0th, Bertie E., son of J. E. and 
M. D. Wallis, aged 4 years, 1 month and 12 days. In St. George, Jan. 27th, Janies C. Keller, aged 7l 
years aad 29 days. 
In riioiuaston, Jan. 9,1st, Mrs. Betsey Willis, aged 95 years, 5 months and 1C. days. 
In Eden, Jan. 23d, Mrs. Matilda Pierce, wife of Joseph Pierce. 
In Boston, Jan. 9th, Lillie I,. Whittaker, aged 17 
years and 9 months, formerly of Franklin. 
__ 
SHIP NEWS. 
PORT OF BELFAST. 
ARRIVED. 
Feb. 4th, Schrs. Young Chief, Frye, Camden. 
Feb. :1th, John L. Tracey, Mesorvey, Hath. 
Feb. «'»t h, (Jeo. Shattuck, McCarty, Host oil. Win. 
Tell, Waterman, Uockland. Carrie Walker, Chad 
wick, Baltimore. 
F»-L. sth, Ocean Queen, Parker, (lloucoster. M. 
1». Mahoney, Weseott, Castine. 
SA1LF/1). 
F«-b. Mil, Schrs. Young Chief, Frye, Camden. 
Feh. 7 til. Martha Fninia, Burgess, ('arver.s Harbor. 
Feb. n(1i. John L. Tracey, Meservev, Wilmington, 
A. C. Earl, Cunningham, Boston. U. I.. Wilson, 
Patterson, Uockland. (The last two returned same 
date on account of tloating ice in lower bay.) 
a n s rr u a o rr 
CRIMINAL COSTS 
AS AIJ.OWKl) liV Till: 
State vs George G. Wells, 
nrigi lulled before (ieo. I'.. .I.ihn.son, I'-.j jfKvl.s | 
State vs George G. Wells, 
Originuied before same, le.fr 
State vs Henry Wyman, 
Originated bcfoie same, l*»,ls 
State vs Henry Wyman, 
Originated before same, 11 
State vs Manley K. Dodge, 
Originated before (ieo. II. Wallace, I'.mj., 1 i.o> 
State vs Manley K. Dodge, 
Originated before same, o.Os 
State vs Samuel Lear, 
Originated before same, lO.O.s 
State vs Koscoc II. Mitchell, 
Originated before same, Jo.us 
State vs Augustus It. < aider. 
Originated before same, l.VoiJ 
State vs llenry Wyman, 
Originated befor* (ieo. 10. .Johnson, Ks.j 17.‘.is 
State vs Intoxicating Liquors, 
Originated before same, 10.71 
State vs Lot A'. Bartlett, 
Originated before same, 1(J.*J7 
State vs Fred W. Feltman, 
Originated before J. W. Knowlton, ICs^., n«.1;{ 
State vs Harvey II, Smalley, 
Originated before (ieo. K. Johnson, Ksq., 11.Id 
State vs Levi L. Larabee, 
Originated before finery Sawyer, M.f,g 
State vs Clias. A. Leighton. 
Originated before lteubcn A. itieli, 1. ., Mj.l'-' 
State vs John Mohan, 
Originated before same, .A/::, 
State vs I!enj. Nickerson, 
Originated before Oeo. K. Johnson, Ks'|., l'.i.iv. 
State vs William Chapman, 
< Jriginated before-, 
State vs John Fogerly, 
Originated before-—, 17.70 
State vs William Ward, 
Originated before' Knoeh K. IJagley, i 
State vs Intoxicating Liquors, 
Originated before-—, 5.50 i 
State vs Theodore It. Thomas, 
Originated before (jeo. K. Wallace, Ks.j,, 1 ] 
State vs Aimer G. Gilmore, 
Originated before-, mo. 20 
State vs Augustus 11. Carter, 
Originated before-, 2>.:;i 
$557.'.'.'' 
Treasurer’s Office, Waldo County, 
ItlCHAItl) II. AH n >1 >Y, Treasurer. 
House for Sale. 
A one and a quarter story house with one story Kil, wood-shed 
and small barn, with one and three 
quarters acres of good land, a good 
well of water, with a small orchard 
w.urn nears to iu oustieis apples yearly, all of 
which was form* rlv the late Dr. Files resilience at 
Monroe Village, Wal'lo Countv, Me. For sale by 
TIMOTHY MAYO, j 
Monroe, l«eb. d, 1870. tf!2 
Lewiston Business College. 
A DMITS STUDENTS FOR IN- 
Jla. struction in Book-keeping, Penmanship, Ma 
tin unities, Languages and all the collateral studies 
pertaining to a complete Business Kduration. $85 
pays Board, Tuition, and Stationery 12 weeks. Lite 
membership, $d5. Students enter any time. Ad 
dress for catalogue giving terms without hoard. 
Lewiston Business College, Lewiston, Me. ;;md2 
Andrews Brothers, 
Successors to Arnold Harris, Dealers in 
Ready Made Clothing, 
As good as the best 
And the cheapest in town. 
The place to get your clothes 
Made black, blue or brow». 
No matter what, shade 
Your fancy may take. 
We have all the icest 
file manufacturers make. 
All wool we will warrant 
And good wearning collars 
Will make a nice pair of 
l'ants for even s v dollars. 
And all other goods equally low, 
And not a few people have found 
that its so. 
But we want a few more 
To give us a call, 
And we will warrant satisfaction 
To one and to all. 
MAIIK ANDBFWS, .11 LIPS ANDBHWS. 
Phenix Bow, High St., Belfast. 
State of Maine. 
WAi.no ss.—Supreme Judicial Court, January Term, 
1870. 
Edmund II. Nealley and Andrew 15. Whitten, Co' 
partners vs. Joseph Clark. 
AND now on suggestion to the Court that Joseph Clark, the Defendant, at t• time of service of 
the writ, was not an inhabitant of this State, and 
had no tenant, agent, or attorney within the sunn 
t hat his gv»ods or estate have been att ached in this ac- 
tion, that he has had no notice of said suit and attach- 
ment, it is ()itdkk i:i). that notice of the pendency 
of this suit be given to tin* said Defendant, by pub 
lishing an attested copy of this Order, together with 
an abstract ol‘ the Plaintiffs’ writ, three weeks suc- 
cessively in the Republican Journal, a newspaper 
printed at Belfast, in the County of Waldo, the last 
publication to be not less than thirty days before the 
next term of this Court, to be hidden at Belfast, 
within and for the County of Waldo, on the third 
Tuesday of April, 1870, that said Defendant may 
then and there appear, and answer to said suit, if 
he shall see cause. 
Attest: W. G. FRYE, Clerk. 
(Abstract of riff. Writ .•) 
Action of assumpsit on a promissory note for 
$39.84, dated January 28, 1874, signed by said De- 
fendant, and payable thirty days after date to the 
order of E. II. Nealley & Whitten, the Pitts, at their 
store. Demand of payment alleged at maturity of 
note. 
Also, on account annexed, dated Nov. 9, 1874, for 
51 lbs. cheese, and interest on same, $8.05. 
Writ returnable to January Term, 1870, ad dam- 
num $100. D. S. Flanders, Pills’ Atty, Monroe, Me. 
A true Copy of the Order of Court with Abstract 
of the Writ. 
3w32 Attest: W. G. FRYE, Clerk. 
Freedom Notice. 
I HEREBY GIVE to my minor son, Willis II- Nickerson, the remainder of his time during his 
minority. I shall claim none of his earnings, nor pay 
any debts of his contracting after this date. 
BENJ. L. NICKERSON. 
Soarsport, Feb. 1, 1870.—aw.31* 
Small Pox Preventive! 
DR. HOMER. 
Would respectfully announce that he has just re- 
ceived a fresh supply of reliable Vaccine matter and is now prepared to Vaccinate children or adults 
without pain. 1130 
TREMENDOUS 1 
d0wnfall ! 
— ON THE—• 
PRICES 
—OF— 




CLOSING OUT SALE 
AT— 
h. W. Burkett & Co.’s 
Previous to taking our annual account of stock, 
we shall sell for the next *%U days, our goods at a 
Fearful Sacrilieo in Prices ! 
Dress Goods! 
H e shall sell goods in this department, at C< >ST 
and MOSS IIIaN COST. All Wool Dress Hoods 
that sold for f»7o per yd., we are now offering at 40c 
per yd. All Wool Merinos, over a yd. wide, former 
price* $l.oo per yd., now selling at 7do per yd. 
Black Alpacas! 
Marked down from f»7e to .Vie. Alpacas at due mark 
ed down to P.v, ami tho-r at l.v per yd. marked 
down to ;;0c per yd. 
India Striped Double Shawls that sold for $.50.Oo, 
have been marked down to $vd,(..», those that weri 
$ 'd.uu, an* now offered for $jo.uo. 
I 
ll.imieK <;tssi meres. 
Undershirts and Drawers, 
WATERPROOFS! 
and in fact nearly our « utire* stock, has been MAHK- 
Kl» DOWN at I’rices that must insure a ready sale. 
-- -«#«• 
We have just received a larger stock of Humhurgs 
than has ever been seen in this City. (Mease look 
at the Hamburg* we are selling at 1\! l-.’c per yd. 
-- 
1 lie trade would do well to examine our Stock and 
I’rices. for we are rigidly in earm ~t about the re 
dmtion of our goods ami arc willing to aaeritice 
profit tor the accomplishment oi reduction. 
Geo.W.Burkett&Co. 
Hayt'ord Block, Church St,, 
I {K LFAST. M A1NE. 
h. L (silty Si Go., 
sn-gessous to 
POTE & QUIMBY, 
Would give notice to VEST MAKERS that they 
are now having plenty of work and can give » in 
ploynient to good sewers. 
< >ur customers in the vicinity of M< >NU<>E can ob 
tain V ES I S from oer SII< »I* at that place. 
We are the SOLE A GEN IS of the 
IMPltO V E 1 > 
Domestic Sewing Machine! 
The BEST in the MARKET, which we will sell on 
the Mos r LIBERAL I HUMS' old) MACHINES 
taken in exchange. 
We also have a number of M A< 111N ES that have 
been used a little, which we will sell at a bargain. 
Parties having machine accounts with us tire re 
• pie -ted to send for work. 
GEO. A. QUIMBY & CO. 
P. -lfast, dan. 10, 1>7Y>. 
The partnership heretofore existing under the 
m ine of POTE & IMBY has this day been dis- 
solved by mutual consent. All bills of the firm will 
b< settled and all accounts assumed bv 
GEO. A. GC1MBY & CO, 




A NICE LOT OF 
Messina Oranges! 
ALSO NICE 
Providence River Oysters! 
I)OX'T FOIKIET T1IE PLACE! 
W. G. CLARK, 
CHURCH STREET, 
Second store south of Court House. 
For Sale ! 
The schooner MARTHA SARGENT, 
about fiO tons register, sails and rigging 
in good condition. She is well adapted 
to carry Corn, Coal and Lime, and is a 
good sailer. Apply to 
31tf J. ii. LANE, Soarsport. 
FREEDOM 
ACADEMY ! 
SPRING TERM WILL BEGIN 
Monday, February 28th, 1876, 
and continue ten weeks under the instruction of 
MARCELLUS J. DOW, of Brooks, with such as- 
sistance as the wants of the school may require. 
Board can be obtained at very reasonable rates. 
Also gOL-d conveniences tor self-boarding. 
T U i~T~7 0 N : 
PRIMARY,.$3.50. 
COMMON ENGLISH, 4.00. 
HIGHER ... 4.50. 
LANGUAGES, .... 5.50. 
For weeks more than one-half, and less than the 
whole term, 25 per ct. advance. 
Correspondence with parents and pupils solicited 
by the Principal. Kor information in regard to 
rooms and board, please refer to E. H. Fuller, Esq., 
or to J. 1>. Lamson, Esq. 
WM. S. FULLER, Sec’y- 
Freedom, Jan. 24th, 1870.—4w3l 
THE CENTENNIAL 
Tidy Button 
Latest Novelty of the Season 
Useful, Ornamental, 
Durable and Cheap. 
This new invention prevents the tidy 
from slipping off, and is easily adjusted 
without injury to the furniture. 
For sale by 
H. H. Johnson & Co. 







W E L E S' 
ET E W STOCK 
FROM— 
NEW YORK! 





B. 1*. WXSIaliS 
Gr REA T 
CLOSING OUT SAL© 
CLOTHING. 
OF II stock of clothing to be closed out to make room for spring goods. 
OVERCOATS. 
Black Beaver Overcoats only §.'..o0 each, f.-rm. 
prices $s.oo and §1o.im». 
Very Stylish Fur Beaver Overcoats onlv §x 
mer prices §lAuu and §11.no. 
A .Job Lot of Undercoats only §:;.oo « ach. 
A complete stock of Furnishing Hoods, I In-, 
Caps and Woolens. 
We are adding a tine assortment of oil Cloths, 
Hemp and Woolen < urpetings, which w ill lie >old .n 
lowest cash prices. 
Kemernher the place, at tlie store formerlv oceu- 
pied by Arnold Harris. 
ANDREWS BROTHERS, 
I’lnenix How, High stre-d. 
MARK ANIU:l-:\VS. Jw.’.O .11'I.U ASl'Rl '\ 
Coin Silver and Plated Ware. 
Jewelry tfc Fancy Goods 
CLOCKS'. ('LOCKS clocks: 
Spectacles and Eye Glasses 
POCKET KNIVES. 
SCISSORS & SI I KARS, 
CIO I f\H. Hows <t 1,1 s TillXU s. 
A large ami lull stock all selling at gn al 
ly reduced prices al 
Ilervey’s Jewelry Store. 
1st E W- 
Fisk aai Oyster Market! 
Ml I. F. W. COLLINS 
Would announce to the citizens of Belfast and vicin- 
ity that he has opened a new 
FISH AND OYSTER MARKET. 
HIGH STREET 
(Next door to dray & Patterson's,> 
Where he will keep a complete stock of 
Smoked, Dry, Salt and Fresh Fish. 
9-0'"Nice Oysters and Clams a specialty. ;;m:.;' 
Vases, Marble Busts, Buffalo 
Horn Back Brushes and 
Combs, Fancy Goods of 
all Kinds,Parlor Cro- 
quet,Tool Chests, 
&c., &c., &c. 
TO BE FOUNT) AT 
MOODY'S 
COll. MA1.X ,t- moil STS. 
Something New 
BOTH ORNAMENTAL & USEFUL 
G R A N IT E 
Iron Ware! 
CALL AND SEE IT 
-AT — 
WADL1N& MERRILL’S 
68 MAIN STREET. 
A Woman’s Question. 
Do you know you have asked for the costliest 
thing 
Ever made by the hand above— 
A woman's heart and a woman’s life, 
And a woman’s wonderful love? 
Do you know you have a*ked for this priceless 
thing 
As a child might ask for a toy ? 
Demanding what others have died to win, 
With the reckless dash of a boy. 
You have written my lesson ot duty out, 
Man-like you have questioned me— 
Now stand at the liar of my woman’s soul, 
l util 1 shall question thee. 
You require your mutton shall always be hot, 
Your socks and your shirts shall be whole; 
I require your heart shall be true as God's 
stars. 
And pure as heaven your soul. 
You require a cook for your mutton and beef; 
1 require a far better thing; 
A seamstress your wanting for stockings and 
shirts— 
klook lor a man and a king. 
A king for a beautiful realm called home. 
And a man that the maker. God, 
Shall look upon as he did the first. 
And say, “It is very good." 
I am fair and young, but the rose will fade 
Emm mv soft, young cheek one day. 
Will you love me then, 'mid tin* falling leaves, 
A- you did 'mid the bloom of May? 
1' your heart an ocean so strong and deep 
I may launch my all on its tide? 
A loving woman finds heaven or hell 
( Hi the day she i.« made a bride. 
I r- quire all things that are grand and true, 
All things that a man should be; 
II you give this all I would stake my life 
to be all you demand of me. 
li vou cannot do this—a laundress and cook 
You can hire with little to pay ; 
But a woman's heart and a woman’s life 
Arc not to be won that wav. 
Elizabeth Barrett Browning. 
Boston. 
liv Ralph waldo kmkksox. 
The rocky nook with hill-tops throe 
Booked ea-twanl from the farms, 
\nd twice each day the flowing sea 
To"k Boston it its arms; 
1'he nu n of yore were stout and poor, 
And sailed tor bread to every shore. 
And where they went on trade intent 
They ditl what freemen can. 
Their dauntless ways did all men praise. 
The merchant was a man. 
The world w as made for honest trade,— 
I'o plant and eat be none afraid. 
The waves that rocked them on tne deep 
To them their secret told; 
Said the winds that sung the lads to sleep, 
“Like us, be free and bold!” 
l ie- honest waves refuse to slaves 
The empire of the ocean caves. 
Old Kurope groans with palaces. 
Has lords < nough. and more;— 
We plant and build by foaming seas 
A city of the poor; 
Lor day by day could Boston Bay 
Their honest labor overpay. 
The noble ( raft sman we promote, 
I >i-own the knave and fool; 
Kuril honest man shall have his vote, 
I.:i< h child shall have his school. 
For what avail the plow or sail. 
Or land, or life, if freedom fail? 
We grant no dukedoms to the tew. 
We hold like rights and shall,— 
Li I u a I mi Sunday in the pew, 
< m .Monday in the mall. 
The wild rose and the barbery thorn 
Hung “lit their Summer pride 
When now “ii heated pavements.worn 
The feet of millions stride. 
Lair rose the planted Hills behind 
The good town on the hay ; 
And where the western hi is decliued 
The prairie stretched away. 
What rival tower- majestic soar 
Along the -tornn coast,— 
Penn’s town. New York, and Baltimore,— 
If Boston knew the most! 
Thev laughed to know the world so wide; 
The mountains said “Good day! 
We greet \ou well, vou Saxon men, 
l |» with your towns, and stay!” 
Tin world was made for honest trade,— 
To plant and eat be none afraid. 
“Lor you.” they said, “no barriers be, 
Lor you no sluggard rest; 
Kach street leads downward to the sea, 
< >r landward to tin.* West.” 
<3 
0 happy town beside the sea, 
Whose roads lead everywhere to all; 
Than thine no deeper moat can be. 
No steeper fence, no better wall! 
Bad news from George on the English throne. 
“Y<m are thriving well,” said he, 
“Now l>\ the.-e presents be it known, 
You shall pay us a tax on tea; 
'Ti- very small,—no load at all,— 
Honor enough that we send the call.” 
“Not so.” said Boston; “good my lord, 
We pay for Governors here 
Abundant for their bed and board, 
>ix thousand pounds a year. 
1 Your Highness knows our homely word), 
Millions for S( l f-(/overrnnent, 
lint for tribute never a cent.” 
The cargo came! and who could blame 
If Indians seized the tea, 
And. chest bv chest, let down the. same 
Into the laughing sea? 
For what avail the plough or sail, ♦ 
Gr land, or life, if freedom fail? 
l'lie townsmen braved the English king, 
f ound friendship in the French, 
And Honor joined the patriot ring 
I.ow on their wooden bench. 
< > bounteous seas that never fail 
< > day remembered yet! 
<» happy port that spied the sail 
Which wafted Lafayette! 
Pole-Mar of night in Europe’s night, 
'1 hat ne\cr faltered from the right. 
Lings Miouk with fear, old empires 
file ->» er< t (oree to lind 
Which tired the little state to save 
1 lie rights of all mankind. 
But right i might through all the world; 
Pro- me to province faithful cling, 
rhrough good and ill the war-bolt hurled, 
fill fre-dom cheered and the joy-bells rung. 
1 he sea returning d.iy by day 
lb-lores the world-wild mart; 
cadi dwelier on the Buy 
I old Boston to his heart, 
'fill tln-e echoes be choked with snows, 
>r over tlie town blue ocean Hows. 
I. t the blood of her hundred thousands 
Throb in each manly vein; 
And the wit of all her wisest 
Make sunshine in her brain. 
For you can teach the lightning speech, 
And round the globe your voices reach. 
And each shall care for other. 
And each to each shall bend, 
l o the poor a noble brother. 
To the. good an equal friend. 
A blessing through the ages thus 
shields all thy roofs and towers! 
(> ■'! with the fathers, so with us, 
Thou dai ling town of ours! 
Blaine in Pennsylvania. 
l'liila N Iphia Itfgulur Correspondent N. V. Tribune. 
1'rom tin- comments ot the press of the 
state and the talk ol republican politicians, 
il would seem beyond question that Mr. 
Maine has in a single day lost his hold up- 
"ii Pennsylvania. It was his main reliance 
bn- success in liis presidential ambition, 
end a week ago lie had good reason for 
counting with absolute certainty, upon its 
vote in the national convention. Now 
there is not a prominent candidate, with 
the single exception of Senator Morton, 
who has not a better prospect ol obtaining its powerful support. Pennsylvania, the 
politicians say, has no use for a man who 
insists upon dragging in the skeleton ol 
the rebellion at the centennial festival ol 
peace and good will about to be held with- 
in her borders, i lie lack ol statesmanship 
in tlie ex-speaker’s speech is remarked on 
all hands, but what surprises his old friends 
here the most, is his sudden blindness to 
popular sentiment, lie has always been 
regarded as a remarkably sagacious poli- 
tician, who. while he lacked the great 
qualities which enable men to lead public 
opinion, was bar sighted enough to see its 
<1rilt and place himself in the current and 
not cross it. 
People who thought they knew him 
thoroughly and could predict his action in 
any event, now ask each other if he has 
become demented. lie has obviously quite lost his balance. If anything in our cur- 
rent ]nilities is as clear as the noonday sun, it is that all sections desire to bury the an- imosities ot the war, and strengthen the lies of a common brotherhood. Just when 
this feeling is the strongest, Mr. Blaine de- 
liberately tries to destroy it, to gain a per- sonal end. llischanceof reaching tho goal ot the presidency, toward whicli he has 
toiled for many years, was better than 
that ol any of his rivals, but he has nearly 
destroyed it by a single act. His Iriends 
here are greatly chagrined, and cannot 
understand how they could have so mis- 
judged the man heretofore. As htr as Penn- 
sylvania is eoneerned, Mr. Blaine's name 
must be stricken Iront the roll of presiden- tial candidates. The vote ol this state in 
convention will in all probability be given 
to .Secretary Bristow, after Ihe complimen- 
tary vote is thrown for Gov. llartranft, 
which was pledged to him by the republi- 
can state convention la9t June. 
Thirty Quails. 
[Louisville Courier-Journal.] 
A little more than a month since there j 
appeared an article, which went the rounds 
of the city press, setting forth statements J 
to prove the impossibility of air apparent- ] 
ly very simple and feasible accomplish- ; 
ment. Tim proposition was that no man ; 
was capable of eating thirty quails in as j 
many days, allowing that he eat only one 
quail a day, the bird to lie cooked in any j 
manner that lie might desire. Among tiie j 
instances cited to prove that such a tiling [ 
had never been done were numerous vain 
attempts inKiiglaud, France and America. 
The most striking case was that oi a man 
in Cleveland, Ohio, who boasted a stom- 
ach like that of an ox (or as a matter of 
strength,) a hog, or any other beast. The 
individual wagered $lOd against $:>0,000 
that he could eat thirty quails in tiie man- 
ner prescribed, lie lost. After eating 
only a few ot tiie favorite fowl he grew 
very sick, and then threw up—tiie sponge. 
A certain Main street merchant in Lou- 
isville carefully took notes ot all these 
statements, and becoming convinced of 
tiie truth of them, introduced tiie subject 
while at dinner in his boarding-house one 
day'. The proprietor, who was no less a 
personage than Mr. (1. F. Hronnert, tiie 
French restaurateur, on Market street, 
said lie knew he could eat them and not 
half try. Thereupon the merchant pro- 
posed a wager of a champagne supper for 
twelve persons that lie could not. 
Mr. Hronnert readily accepted the bet, 
Mr. Alex. l)e Marel, the umbrella-iuaker, 
who was also sitting at the table, propos- 
ed to "go him halves.” Tiie proposition 
was accepted, and preparations were 
made at once, a friend of the merchant 
agreeing to pay for tiie birds. 
Thirty days ago last Wednesday Messrs. 
Hronnert and l)e Maretate their first birds 
and at noon Wednesday ate their thirtieth, 
every quail being broiled. 
in order that no cheating could be done 
witnesses for both parties were employed, 
who saw that tiie terms of the wager were 
faithfully complied with. 
Many wiseacres, among them numer- 
ous sagacious M. D.’s, during the discus- 
sion of tiie subject caught up tiie various 
suggestions in tiie experiment, and were 
tree to declare their belief in the impossi- 
bility of the tiling. Some went so tar as 
to say that a man would die before lie 
could devour the number specified. Hut 
notwithstanding all these discouraging 
and terriiyiug opinions, Messrs. Hronnert. 
and i)e Maret were looking as well last 
night as ever they did in their lives, and 
were in a jubilant condition ot spirits over 
their triumph. 
Mr. Hronnert was confident that lie 
could eat thirty more broiled quails, and 
said he would not be afraid to try it. not- 
withstanding he lias been told by two 
physicians that lie will have a very se- 
vere spell ot sickness in less than sixty 
days, lie said, however, that tne lent 
was not accomplished without a great deal 
ot difficulty and suffering. Alter tiie iiitli 
day lie became very sick, and it was with 
the greatest lorce that lie swallowed the 
sixth bird. From ('iiristuias-ilay until 
January otli he suffered great nausea, and 
each bird was eaten with equal dillieulty 
and disgust. He said that if tie hadn't got 
mad every time lie sat down to ins bird 
he uever would have accomplished the un- 
dertaking. Said the little Frenchman : 
"Veu i sits down ze bird lie looks good 
mais by gar 1 feel zo zick in ze stomach 1 
think 1 can't eat him no more, but by gai 
I go mad, 1 chew him up bones and all.” 
Mr Hronnert further explained that 
when lie ielt so sick of tiie eating that 
he thought it impossible to retrain from 
vomiting, lie would take a glass of wine, 
and after awhile lie would get all right 
again 
After tiie Mil inst. lie suffered no more 
sickness, and lias eaten tile last seven 
quails with a great ileal of relish. 
Tiie merchant who lost tiie wager lias 
signified his willingness to pay, and at 
tiie pleasure of tiie winners there will be 
tiie cheerful popping of corks and the 
clang and clatter of knives and forks. 
Remarkable Coincidence, 
The Atchison (Kail.) Patriot tells the 
following wonderful story: The old 
adage that “truth is stranger than fiction” 
lias had many verifications, hut none, per- 
haps, more remarkable than the follow- 
ing: Yesterday, on the Missouri Pacific 
Railroad train which reaches this city at a 
few minutes after 13 o'clock, a .stranger 
arrived, who sought out the Lindell Hotel 
for a comfortable meal and a lew hours’ 
rest before proceeding on his journey 
across the continent to California. Alter 
his baggage bad been cared lor he regis- 
tered his name on the hotel register, 
“Frederick Mollatt, Bangor, Me.” The 
gentleman was soon shown the dining- 
room, and began eating bis dinner. 
A lew moments after these events hap- 
pened, the ‘bus drove up to the entrance 
ol the hotel and a stranger, just arrived 
by the lv. <J., St. Jo. & C. it. Railroad, 
stepped out and into the hotel, and after 
divesting himself of overcoat and wrap- 
pings lie proceeded to register his name 
and location. Much to his surprise, lie 
found his name, “Frederick Mollatt,” al- 
ready registered. He had not written it, 
he had but just arrived; he was a total 
stranger — who had written the name? 
He could have almost sworn the writing 
was liis; lie was puzzled, but a better look 
at the register disclosed the fact that Mof- 
fattNo. 1 hailed lrom Maine, while lie re- 
sided in San Jose, Cal., Mollatt No. 3 
wrote his name on the register, and turned 
to the clerk and asked for Mollatt No. 1, 
Having been informed that lie was then 
at dinner, he stated lie would like an in- 
terview with him, and quietly seated him- 
self by the stove until Mollatt No. 1 re- 
turned lrom the dining-room, and was 
pointed out to him by the clerk, lie in 
traduced himself, and the two men bear- 
ing the same name, who were totally un- 
known to each other, sat down to a con- 
versation which disclosed the following 
remarkable coincidents. 
Mollatt No. 1 was born in Maine, and 
was 31 years old the 3d day ol January, 
1370. Mollatt No. t was born in Califor- 
nia, and was 31 years old on the 3d day oi 
January, 137 <1. 
The father of both families was named 
“Charles,”and the mother, “Mary.” Each 
has two sisters living and one brother dead 
whose name was “Charles,” named alter 
their lathers. Both were proprietors of 
livery and feed stables in their respective 
places of residence, and the residences of 
both were consumed by fire on the 6th 
day ot March, 1375, and were insured in 
the -Etna Eire Insurance Company. 'These 
two men are very similar in appearance. 
In height, avoirdupois, and general ap- 
pearance, they are almost enough alike to 
be twins. The only difference is in the 
complexion and color oi the hair. The 
Maine man’s hair is black, while that ol 
the one from California is fiery red. 
These two men stayed over night at the 
Lindell, and lelt this morning—the Cali- 
fornian on his way to Maine on business, 
while the Maine man goes to California 
for the benefit of his health. 
When the iact is taken into considera- 
tion that these two men were no kin, had 
never heard ot each other or their respec- 
tive families before this strange meeting, 
this chapter of coincidents will read all 
the more like a romance. These state- 
ments, however, are strictly true, just as 
we have stated them, and will be verified 
by Mr. Moore ot the Lindell Hotel. 
Railway Brigand*. 
Toledo, Jan. 28. More than a week 
ago information was given to U. S. Express 
Superintendent Cone, in this city, that a 
plot was ■arranged for the robbery of an 
.Eastern bound express ear, by four ex- 
employees of the Lake Shore Railway, 
two of whom, Hartwell and Dwight, had 
served in the capacity of conductors. 
A close watch has been kept by the offi- 
cials. Last night an unusually valuable 
run went out from Chicago in charge of 
Messenger Lacy. Officer Purdy with a 
squad of police met the train at Delta, 
and secreting themselves they waited but 
a short time when the robbers boarded 
the train, and, between Delta and Warren 
O., began work to gain an entrance to the 
express car, sawing a hole through the end door, through which one of the men 
ran his arm, when he found himself grasp- 
ed tightly by those within, who at the 
same instant gavo the signal to the police who were in the next car. The four rob- 
bers were at once made prisoners. Al- 
though armed to the teeth they made no 
effort to use weapons. In the run was 
$180,000 in currency and several hundred 
weight of bullion. The information that 
led to the arrest of the outlaws is said to 
have been given by a woman, in whom 
some of tiie men had conlided. 
A Successful Swindle. 
A number of towns between Fitchburg and 
Framingham, says the Worcester Spy, have 
been visited the past summer by a gang of 
swindlers, who, by their sharp but frudulcnt 
practice, have cheated hundreds of honest, un- 
suspecting people out of thousands of dollars 
by palming off packages of dry goods of little 
value, comparatively, to the purchaser, and 
taking negotiable notes on three months for 
the same. It. appears that these operations 
have not been confined to the district above 
named, but have been carried out on a grand 
scale, as reports from various parts ot the 
country indicate. These sharpers hail from 
New York, and represent themselves as agents 
tor the -ale of imported goods of a bankrupt 
stock of a large firm recently failed In England. 
The goods are represented to have been brought 
to this country under a special provision of the 
revenue laws, whereby remnants in packages 
of not less than $150 each, may be admitt ed on 
so low a rate of duty as to make a savin? of 70 
per cent, in the cost of the article to the con- 
sumer. This story undoubtedly would seldom 
be credited, nor would a sale often be effected, 
were it not that a third party is employed to 
help the thing through. Some person well 
acquainted in the particular locality is engaged 
to accompany the agent, corroborate his state- 
ments and urge on the sale by gross misrepre- 
sentation. It would hardly seem possible to 
thus entrap men of means and ordinary un- 
derstanding. to purchase packages valued at 
$150 each, consisting of old dress goods out of 
style, and remnants of woolens stuffed with 
cotton and shoddy, but hundreds of such trades 
were effected, the agent and his man often dis- 
posing of several packages in a day. These 
goods on examination and appraised by com- 
petent persons have been found to be worth 
not over 50 per cent, of their cost, thus $75 on 
each bundle of trash has been lilted from the 
pockets of every dupe who has been manipu- 
lated by the scoundrels. 
CATARRH. 
Eastern Druggists Recommend 
Sanford's Radical Cure for 
Catarrh as the best and 
only remedy giving 
universal sat- 
isfaction. 
From the Drug Examiner of the Boa- 
ton Custom House 
Sankokh's K vim alCukio has proved so uniform- 
ly successful in the treatment of Catarrh that I now 
recommend it exclusively, and consider it far supe- 
rior to am preparation ever before prepared tor this 
disease. ISAAC T. CAMPBELL, 
Druggist, Broadway, South Boston, 
And Examiner of Drugs, B. C. II. 
From a Rhode Island Druggist. 
I have in a number of cases recommended fan- 
lord's Kadical Cure to my customers, and find it is 
the only Catarrh medicine 1 have ever sold that 
gives general satisfaction. I have vet to tind one 
dissatislied person that has ever used it, and I know 
of a great many who have derived great benefit from 
it. usi'. Will. F. TF.sTON. 
Woonsocket, K. I., Oct. 13. 
From a well known City Druggiat 
< ientlemen,—Please send me three doz. Sanford’s 
Kadical Cure. This preparation is the most success- 
ful of any remedy ever sold by me lor the treatment 
of Catarrh, in the first stages it acts instantly, 
and in severe eases of Chronic Catarrh has effected 
some remarkable cures. Very respectfully, 
11. E. 111CKS, 44 Harrison Ayenuo. 
From an old Cape Ann Drnggiat 
< KN 1 I.KM KN 
I am happy to inform you that Sanford’s 
Kadical <\:;e is the best remedy for Catarrh I have 
ever sold. It gives universal satisfaction. 1 have 
not found a case that it did not relieve at once, and 
in many cases a cure is performed by the use of one 
bottle. It must soon lead all others ii. the market. 
Please send me another supply. 
RcspectlLilly yours, ANDREW LEE. 
Manchester, Ma--., April 3. 1874. 
From a Cambridge Druggist. 
Having the past three months had an unusual de- ; 
maud for catarrh remedies, 1 have found that San- 
ford’s Radical Cure is the leading article in every 
sense of the word, my sales being for it one dozen 
t*> one bott.e of any other remedy. 
March 1, is;;.. H. S. BARTLETT, 
Harvard Square, Cambridge. ] 
A Newtonvilln Druggist 
| Apropo- to this 1 desire to say a word in relation 
t<> Sanford's Radical Cure for Catarrh. 1 have been 
much surprised at its large and ready sale in this j city for the following reasons: It is comparatively ! 
a new preparation, and the trade is Hooded with so- 
called r nie«lies for this rapidly increasing loath 
•mine disease, but from inquiries and voluntary tes- 
timony received in its favor, I find its effect is the 
cause of its popularity. I know of chronic cases in 
which all other medicines of the kind have been 
tried and have failed to benefit, when Sanford’s Rad- 
ical ure has, by the use of two bottles, entirely 
cured. Incipient cases experience relief, and in 
many instances are cured, by using one bottle. 
Knowing of what 1 write, I have no hesitation in 
saying that Sanford’s Radical Cure for Catarrh i- 
th* most reliable preparation of tin* kind 1 have 
oversold. Yours, etc., A. WILLIAMS. 
Newtonville, May JO. 
Sanford's Radical Cure \ Catarrh 
Is a purely vegetable distillation, entirely unlike ev- 
ery other no dical compound ever prepared for the I 
treatment of this disease, it is positively free from | 
vegetable fibre and irritating caustic chemicals. It j 
is beyond all comparison tin? most scientific prepar- 1 
at ion ever compounded, and those “who have tried 
everything” will lind it appeals strongly to their rea- 
son and common sense. 
Kaeh package contains a Treatise on Catarrh and 
Dr. Sanford’s improved inhaling Tube. Trice $1.00. 
For sale by Druggists everywhere. WKKKS 
«t I’UTTKR, Boston, General Agents. 
<D)MTse SANFORD’S JAMAICA G1NGKR, supe- 





Liberal Terms of Ex- 
changefor Second-hand 
Machines of every des- 
cription. 
DOMESTIC” PAPER FASHIONS. 
The Best Patterns made. Send Sets, for Catalogue. 
Address DOMESTIC SEWING MACHINE CO. 
Ac"» Wantco. -£* NEW YORK. 
ASTONISHING! 
) el forty days, and Xmevah shall be overthrown." 
Future events prophesied by rules in BENNER'S 
I’ROIMI ETIC BOOK. Fortunes foretold in the ups and downs of prices for the next twenty years; the 
future judged by the past. Wlmt years to make 
money on pig-iron, hogs, corn, provisions, cotton, 
ami when we shall have the next panic, what year hard times will end and business revive again. Ev- 
ery farmer, manufacturer, legitimate trader and 
speculator should have this book to know the future 
so as to avoid loss and be successful. Sent to any 
name, post prid, for $1. Address SAMUEL BEN- 
NER, Bainbridge, Ross County, O. 
Cl p a day at home. Agents wanted, Outfit and 
terms free. TRUE & CO., Augusta, Maine. 
<s^nnn For ,l casc of Cough, Cold or Asthma NMUUU that ADAMSON’S B. C. BALSAM will 
HOI n f not curt!- 801,1 hy Druggists at 35 cts. UU1-W ■ Circular free. Address Du. E. W. KINS- 
MAN, Augusta, Maine. 
TO INVENTORS 
No Charge* for obtaining 
Patents unless successful. 
Pamphlet/ree. C. A. Shaw, 110 Tremont Street, Boston. 
m mm 1#KK WEEK GUARANTEED to 
M M Agents, Male ami Female,in their 
M M own locality. Terms ami Outfit 
0 M free. Address 1*. O. VICKERY & 
CO., Augusta, Maine. 
CC COO Per day at home. Samples worth $1 ivl 'PtU free. Stinson & Co., Portland, Me. 
H OSYCHOMANCY, OK SOUL CHARMING.” 
X How either sex may fascinate and gain the 
love and affections of any person they choose, instant- 
ly. This art all can possess, free, by mail, for 25 cts; 
together with a Marriage Guide, Egyptian Oracle, 
Dreams, Hints to Ladies, etc. 1,000,000 sold. A 
queer book. Address T. WILLIAM & CO., Pub’s, 
Philadelphia. 
ADVERTISING IN 
Religious and Agricultural 
WEEKLIES. 
SEND FOlt Ol'R CATALOGUE 
ON THE LIST PLAN. 
For information, address 
GEO. 1\ HOWELL & CO., 41 Park How, 
NEW YORK. 
Just Received. 
A LOT OF 
IMPORTED GERMAN 
Singing Canaries ! 
Every Bird Warranted a Singer. 
*U“A1«> h large lot of CAGE*} selling low. 
R. H. MOODY, 
Cor. Main and High Sts. 
Centaur 
Liniments! 
So nearly perfect are the recipe* of these wonder- 
ful pain-soothing and healing ('• ntaur Liniments, 
that we can confidently say tin y will alleviate 
any pain arising from flesh, bone or muscle de- 
rangements. We do not pretend that they will 
mend abrokcn leg or exterminate boils, but even in 
such cases they will reduce the inflammation and 
stop the pain. Nor can we guarantee the proper re- 
sults where the body is poisoned by whiskey. Tem- 
perance is as necessary to a proper physical, as men 
tal condition. 
The WHITE CENTAUR LINIMENT is particu- 
larly adapted to all cases of Rheumatism, Lumbago 
Neuralgia, Erysipelas, Itch, Sprains, Chilblains, 
Cuts, Bruises, Stings, Poisons, Scalds, Sciatica, 
Weak Back, Pains in the side. Wounds, Weeping 
Sinews, Burns, Frosted Feet, Palsy, Ear-ache,Tooth- 
ache, Head-ache, Ulcers, Old Sores, Broken Breasts, 
Sore Nipples, Sore Throat, Croup, Diptheria, etc. 
The most of these complaints the Centaur Liniment 
will cure; all of them it will benefit. It will extract 
the poison from bites and will cure burns and sculds 
without a scar. The following is but a sample of a 
thousand similar testimonials 
“Antioch, III., Dec. 1, 1874. 
My wife has, for a long time, beeu a terrible suf- 
ferer from Rheumatism. She has tried many physi- 
cians and many remedies. The only thing which 
has given In relief is Centaur Liniment. I aui re- 
joiced to say this bus cured her. * * * 
W. H. RING, Postmaster." 
It Is an indisputable-fact that the Centaur Lini- 
ments are performing cures never before effected by 
any preparation in existence,—like Chronic Rheum- 
atism of thirty years’ standing, straightening lingers 
ami joints which had been stiff for six years, taking 
the soreness from burns, &e. 
One dollar, or even fifty cents, invested in Centaur 
Liniment will be within reach when an accident oc- 
curs, and will do more good than any amount ci 
money paid for medical attendance. When phvsi- ! 
cians are called they frequently use this Liniment, j 
and of course charge several prices lor it. 
The Yellow Centaur Liniment 
is adapted to the tough skin, muscles and flesh of the ; 
animal creation. Its effects upon severe cases of 
Spavin, Sweeny, Wind-Gall, Big-lleud and Poll-Evil, 
are little less than marvellous. 
Messrs. J. McClure & Co., Druggists, cor. Elm and 
Front Sts., Cincinnati, ()., say: 
“In our neighborhood a number of teamsters are 
using the Centaur Liniment. They pronounce it 
superior to anything they have ever used. We sell 
as high as lour to live dozen bottles per month to 
owners of horses and mules.” 
We have volumes of testimonials describing cures 
of Sprains, Kicks, Galls, Poll-Evil, Big-llead, and 
even Founders, which are little less than marvels. 
No owner of an animal can afford to be without a 
bottle of Centaur Liniment, which any day may 
prove worth twenty times its cost. 
Sold everywhere, but prepared only at the 
Laboratory of J. B. Rose iV: (-0., 
4t» Dky St., New York. 
CASTORIA. 
Cross, sickly babies and children may enjoy health, 
and mothers have rest, if they will use CASTORIA. 
Worms, feverishness, teething, wind colic, sour 
stomach and undigested food make children cross, 
and produce sickness. 
Castoria will assimilate tin* food, expel worms, 
and correct all these things. For twenty years I>r. 
Pitcher experimented in his private practice to pro- 
duce an effective Cathartic and stomach regulator 
which would be as effective as Castuk On., without 
its unpleasant taste or recoil. 
The reputation of his experiment extended. Phy- 
sicians and nurses rapidly adopted his remedy, to 
which he gave the name of CASTORIA. 
CASTORIA is as pleasant to take as honey, regu- 
lates the stomach and bowels, and does not gripe. 
It is adapted to all ages, contains no alcohol, and is 
absolutely harmless to the most tender infant. 
Try (’ASTORIA once, and you will never be with- 
out it. 
Prepared at t!.»■ Laboratory of ,T. IT. Rose Sc Co., 
•1<» Dey Street, New York. :jmosi!S 












FOR THE CURE OF 
RHEUMATISM £ NEURALGIA 
This remedy is the result of the research of one of 
the Proprietors who hud been a great sufferer for 
years and who had tried all the advertised remedies 
and skill of many physicians without obtaining re- 
lief. A radical cure was obtained ami numerous sim- 
ilar cures effected among his friends and acquaint 
unces without an exception, induced him to put it before the public. That it will cure the most severe 
cases of Rheumatism we have abundant testimony 
to show, which may be found in our circulars. All of 
which proof is bona tide and from those who have 
been benefited by its use. 
S A. HOWES & CO., Agents, 
Belfast, Maine. 
Tor sale by all Druggists, price one dollar per 
bottle. Liberal discount to the trade. 
PIERCE BROTHERS, 
Manufacturers and Proprietors, 
<hn22 Bangor, Maine. 
Sewing Machines 
HAVE YOU SEEN THE NEW 
WHEELER & WILSON 
Sewing Machine 
They arc superseding all others in the market, and 
are revolutionizing the whole sewiug machine trade. 
Competent judges of the various machines agree that 
the new Wheeler & Wilson Sewing Machines are 
superior to all others now in use. Remember they 
take the Lock. Stitch and use no shuttle, thus obviate 
the use ol a clattering shuttle, and does away the 
breaking of thread and needles so much experienced 
in the use of shuttle machines. 
Aud here 1 wish to state that a great manv per- 
sons buy ft sewing maching without the knowledge 
or construction of any and they are afterwards sorry tor it; and for the protection of those who are about 
to purchase a machine, should not be governed by 
what agents for other machines tell you that their machine is the best. The Idea that this or that ma- 
chine is the best is nothing to do with the true mer- 
its of a sewing machine. Therefore examine the 
new productions of the Wheeler & Wilson Manu- 
facturing Company and then you will he convinced 
which is the best sewiug machine. The work runs 
either way on these machines. They use any kind of thread and sews from the finest muslin to heavy 
leather; it Fells, Hems, Braids,Cords,Tucks, Binds, and makes beautifnl Hem Stitching and ruffing. Machines set up on trial on application at this office. 
Machines sold on easy monthly installments. Old 
machines taken in part payment for new ones. I 
keep on baud needles and attachments for all kind of 
machiues. 
I keep a superior quantity of needles, which I .tell 
atSOcts. per dozen. Orders for needles filled t v 
mail when the cash accompanies the order. All I goods warranted to be the best quality, or money returned. 
Call on or address 
I V. MILLER, 
Belfast, Me., Box 1$5. 
Office Church St., under the Journal Office. tftW 
For Christmas. 
DU OTTOES 
From 2 cts. to 60 cts. 
At B. F. WELLS’. 
^OTICE! 
All persons indebted to me by note or account 
are requested to settle at once, by cheek or postal 
Money Order. After Feb. let, 187(1, they w ill settle 
with my attorney. 
x, x- 
ARNOLD HARRIS, New 'l ork City, No. 1.17 East 54tli street. Dec. 23, 1875.— tf20. 
MOODY'S 
IS THE PLACE TO BUY YOUR 
Christmas Goods 
L o w i 
CALL AND SEE! 
Cor. Main & High Sts. 
STEAMBOAT 
WINTER ARRANGEMENT! 
UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE. 
FOR THE 
Penobscot. Mt. Desert & Machias 
ONE TRIP P E R WEEK! 
ST K A M K U 
City of Richmond, 
CAPTAIN C. KILBY, 
WILL I.KAVK 
Railroad WhaiT. Portland 
i; v i: n v 
Thursday Eve., commencing DiJ>c. 2, 
AT 10 O'CLOCK. 
For llockhiml, Camden, llclfust, Scar-port, llucka- 
port, CttHtiue, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, So. XV. Harbor, 
Mt. Desert, Millbridge, Jonesport and Machiasport. 
Returning will leave Machiasport every Monday 
morning at 5 o'clock, touching at the above nain^d 
landings, (except Buckspoit, arriving in Portland 
same night. 
Will take passengers and freight lor Bangor, con- 
necting with the railroad at Bueksport. 
CYRUS PATTERSON, Agent. 
O N T II E nor T K A GAIN!! 
S T K A M K It 
PIONEER, 
Oapt.W. I*. Fakxswokth, 
Will run until further notin* ns follows, on ami after 
Wednesday, Due. 15th 
Leave Belfast, Sanford Wharf, 
FOR CASTINE AND BROOKSVILLE, 
On Mondays and Thursdays, at ‘d o’clock I’. M. 
On Wednesdays and Saturdays, at U o'clock A. M. 
.May lay until 10 o’clock for Boston boat.) 
-U E T U It N 1NO- 
Leave Brooksville for Belfast. 
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday & Friday at 8:15 A. M« 
Castine at 8: 1*0 A.M 
Touching at Islesboro (Ryder’s Cove) each way. 
F A R E 
From Belfast to Islesboro & Castine or Return, 75c. 
Brooksville 44 $1.00 
FARE FOR THE ROUND TRIP: 
From Castine & Islesboro, Monday & Thursday, $1.00 
For the Round Trip from Brooksville, 44 $1.~5 
FREIGHT TAKEN AT FAIR RATES!!! 
Wm. Wasson. Agt., Brooksville; Hooper & Shep- 
herd, Agts., Castine; Benj. Ryder, Agt., Islesboro ; 
Howard Comint, Agt.. Belfast. 
Belfast, Dec. H, 1875. 
Sanford Steamship Company, 
rpm: STE VMEK KATAHDIX, ( apt. KOIX, will 
L make out* trip per week to Boston, leaving Bel 
fast, Tuesdays at 2 o’clock, P. M and Boston Fri- 
days at 4 o’clock, P. M., arriving at Belfast Satur- 
day morning. Freight taken u> usual. 
1). LANK, Agent. 
Jan. 1st 1S7G. 
Commencing Oct. 25, 1875, 
Trains leave Belfast at 8:00 a. m. connecting di- 
rect to Bangor, Dexter, Skowhegan, Farmington, 
Lewiston, Danville Junction and (.rand trunk 
Railway, ami via Eastern and Boston & Maine Rail- 
roads, arriving in Boston ut7:55p m 
Leave Belfast 3:30p- m. connecting to Dexter 
and Bangor, and with night Pullman Train, tor 
Portland and Boston, arriving at 6:15 a. m. 
PAYSON TUCKER, Supt. 
Portland, June 22, 1S75. tfol 
House for Sale. 
rpil K house on ITiion Street, oc- JL cupied by i .1. Farrow It is 
new, with good c. liar, w* 11 of water, 
quarter acre of land. The house is 
! Jlx'lu, wo storie-, Kll one and a half 
^stories three large rooms below and 
kitchen; tour rooms ami kiicneii uoovc, oesuies 
attic. The house is thoroughly built, ami in excel- 
lent condition throughout, anil adapted for two 
families. Will be soid on reasonable terms. In- 
quire of W. H. SIMl’SON. 
Belfast, July *20, I'd.—tf4 
Fo f Christmas. 
Slipper Patterns! 
From irJ cents up. 





ANI> OTIIKI? I LLS OK 
HORSE-FLESH! 
AND SOULS ON ALL 
DOMESTIC ANIMALS. 
Witness the names of Lent lumen who testify 
to its extraordinary merits 
A. Ilayford, Ksq., Kx-Mayor, Belfast, Me. 
Israel Cox, (ien’l Ins. Agent, 
Harrison Ilayford, Farmer. 
1*. M. Moody, Horse Trainer, 
S. J. Dean, Prop, of Livery Stable, Rockland 
Eben W.Seavey, Hotel Keeper, No Nearsport, *' 
Robert <L Ames, Teamster, ** 
J. W. Black, Deputy Sheri If, 
J. M. Hale it Co., Stage Props., Ellsworth, 
W. L. Cleaves, Prop of Liv. Stable Stockton, 
AN 1» MANY OTIIKltS. 
Prepared By EMERY SAWYER, Pro:p. 
SEARSPOltT, ME. 
RICH A.RD H. MOODY. 
Druggist and Apothecary (•(•iieriil 
tfla Bklkast, Mk 
BOOTS, SHOES, 
-A X I)- 
RUBBERS! 
MR. J. W. CLARK, 
(Successor to N. (j. Prescott & Co.) 
No. 13, PHENIX ROW. 
la receiving daily NEW GOODS in all tile Fall 
stylet, ol'thc best quality. 
A few pairs of the OLD STOCK left to be almost 
Griven Away. 
W H I T E 
Rubber Sheeting ! 
For Sale at 
15. F. WELLS’. 
CALI, and SEE 
As good an assortment of 
WOOLEN GOODS! 
of all grades, usually found in a 
First-Class Tailoring Establishment 
Also Trimmings to correspond, which arc being manufactured to order by first-class workmen at as low prices as the times will afford. 
CUTTING toi,,u,|Us branches by my- sell. I have also a tine assortment of 
FURNISHING GOODS 
°f, ?” ki'1<is-. PAPER COLLARS, in all sizes, and all the other better grade of Collars. 27 
XX> Xi. LORD. 
MADE IN 
10 hours, Wilhouf Drugs 
of Cider, Wine, Molasses, 
&c., at a cost of, from two 
to ten cents per gallon. Full particulars 10 cents. 
G O PERKINS, 
*W29 Rutland, Vt. 
G. E. JOHNSON, 
Attorney at Law! 
14 MAIN STREET, BELFAST. 
Office formerly occupied by 1'.. K. Jtoyle. 
GEO. E. WALLACE, 
Attorney at Law! 
1IAEADEN BLOCK, Belfast, Me, 
£®-All business entrusted to him will receive 
rompt attention. 
G-. T READ, 
MACHINIST! 
DEALER IN ALL KINDS OF 
Sewing Machine Attachments. 
♦♦♦Particular attention given to Sewing Machine 
Repairing. >hot duns Repaired and Bored to shoot 
dost. No. 46 MAIN STREET. Jm/* 1st, lsro tf 
EDDY BROS.’ 
Rope Tricks. 
A full explanation of the rope tying tricks as per- 
formed by them, for-.‘5 cents. 
G. 0. PERKINS, 
1,11:10 Rutland, Vt. 
POOR & WELSH 
PAINTERS5! 
ornamental—at prices that will suit the times. 
< Mir long experience in the business, and our past 
labors with the citizens of Belfast, will, we think, 
be a sufficient guaranty that wot k entrusted to in 
will be faithfully done. Consult us before going 
elsewhere. .Shop over the Marble Works, High 
Street. .loll X H. 1*< K »R. 
Belfast. March 18, 1875. tf MATT WKI.SII 
American He tel. 
Main Street, Belfast, Mo, 
TUCKER BROTHERS, Proprietors 
J. D. Tt’CKKR. B. F. TtVKKK. 
Coaches to convey passengers to and from the cars 
and boats. 
Sample Booms free to guests. 
Livery and Boarding Stable connected with the 
House. 
Belfast, Sept. ”3, 1875,—tfl3 
Belfast Savings Bank. 
HAVL BKMOY LD to their new Banking Boom in Custom House Square are prepared to re 
eoive deposits, placing the same on interest on the 
lirst days of June, July, August and September, and 
December, January, February and March. Interest 
being computed on same, the first Mondays ft June 
and December. 
Deposits received daily, (except on Sundays and 
Legal Holidays,) from to iq A. M., ami to 1 I*. M. 
Saturdays Bank closes at 1 *J, noon. 
John if. Qi mnv, Treas. ASA FACNC F, Brest. 
Belfast, June 8th 1871. tl 
DR. JOHN HOMER. 
Physician and Surgeon. Late from 
Boston. 
Office, 58 Main St., over store of S 
Sleeper & Son, BELFAST, ME. 
N. B.—Catarrh, Si ror ai. and Chronic* Dis 
eases, with those peculiar to WOMAN and Chil- 
dren, will receive his sreoi ai. Attention. 
Electric ity used in all its forms—where this 
valuable agent is indicated. 
will Visit Patients at their houses, who 
are unable to call at bis rooms; 
Office Hoi ks—From lu A. M. until 1 P. M. 
From -J P. M. until 5 P. M., and from 7 P. M. until 
y P. M. tfJ3 
DENTISTRY! 
DR. G. P. LOMBARD. 
Successor to Dr. C. MOORE. 
May still be found at the old stand of 
l>r. Moore, corner of Church and 
* Spring Streets. Has all the latent 
improved instruments tor operating upon teeth, in 
eluding 
MORRISON’S DENTAL ENGINE! 
by which the process is rendered much less painful 
and tedious than by the old methods. Teeth insert- 
ed in Rubber or Celluloid Rase, as persons prefer. 
He has the country right for the u>* of 
Dr. Folsom’s Improved Dental Plates. 
Particular attention given to making ami inserting 
artificial teeth. tflO 
NO 5, Phoenix Row, 
Can be t'miml all the 
DRY GOODS 
Advertised in this paper, at as lmv 
and even lower priees. 
CALL BEFORE PURCHASING ! 
gOtf 
Kiiowltoii & Knight 
-DKAI.KKS IV 
Lkrd, Beef, Fish & Groceries 
)f all Grades, and a choice lot of 
Tobacco & Cigars 
That can be bought cheap for cash. 
«« -Don’t forget the place, Church Street, opposite the Com: House. 
Goods Delivered to all parts of the City 
TREE of CHARGE! 
N. R.—All who are indebted to the linn of Knowl- 
ton & Nash, are requested to settle within ;io dtivs, 
or their accounts will be left for collection. 
GKo. W. KNOYVRTOX. 
ADMLBKR 1 K NIGHT. 
Belfast, Sept. 8, 1875. tfl 
GEO. R. CONGDON, 
V N J) 
Commission Merchant! 
CHARLESTON. SO. CA. 
’*v*l*urticulur attention given to consignments of II-Vi ami all kinds of KASTKU.N PKOIH CK, and freights obtained for Vessels. 
-:rkfkks to:- 




"« have the finest selection of HAM- 
BURG S ever seen in Belfast. Call and 
examine. 
II. H. Johnson & Co. 
S T V T E M E N T 
OF TIIK 
Gloucester Fite Insurance Co, 
Of CilOl’CESTEII, WARM., 
December 31, 1875. 
ASSETS, ... |l«04«0.n. 
liabilities. 
Losses and nil outstanding claims, *1T j->s oo 
lte-insurance fund, SOl'OOO 
Earnings for Die year. KMHSSUA Losses and expenses for the year, Or’.lltLW 
TOSSES PAID PHD.1IPTTY. 
JOHN CUNNINGHAM, Scc’y. At,-Desirable risks written at current rates. 




TO BE FOUND AT 
MOODY’S 
Cor. Main and High Sts. 
Ayer’s Hair Vigor, 
FOR RESTORING GRAY HAIR 
TO ITS XATUR.it. VITALITY A SI) COLOR. 
Advancing years, sick- 
ness, care, disappoint- 
ment, and hereditary 
predisposition, all turn 
the hair gray, and either 
of them incline it to 
shed prematurely. 
A vku’s II AIK VlliilR- 
SO hy long and extensive 
y'use, has proven that it 
stops the falling of the 
hair immediately; often renews the growth, and 
always surely restores its color, when faded or gray. 
It stimulates the nutritive organs to healthy activ- 
ity, und preserves toththe hair und its beauty, finis 
brushy, weak or sickly lmir becomes glossy, pliable 
and strengthened; lost hair regrows with lively ex 
pression; falling hair is checked and stablished, 
thin hair thickens; and faded or gray hair resume 
their original color, its operation is sure and harm 
less. It cures dandruff, heals all humors, and keeps 
the scalp cool, clean and soft—under which condi- 
tions, diseases of the scalp are impossible. 
As a dressing for ladies’ hair, the Yu;«h: is prais 
ed for its grateful and agreeable perfume, and valued 
for the sott lu>tre and richness of tone it imparts. 
riiKPAitr.n by 
Dr. J. C. AYER & CO Lowell, Mass., 
Practical and Analytical Chemist. 








MASON & HAMLIN 
CABINET ORGANS. 
UNEQUALED r&OH APPROACHED 
in capacity aud excellence by any others. Awarded 
THREE HIGHEST MEB ALE 
and DIPLOMA OF HONOR " 
VIENNA, 1873; PARIS, 1867. 
HMI V American Organs ever awarded any ncdal UJlL 1 1,1 Europe, or which present such extraordi 
nary excellence as to commuml a wide sale there. 
A 1 \A/ A VC ftw-ardod highest premiums at Indus- ALlf A I trial Expositions, In Aiuerleuunwell u* 
Europe. Opt of hundreds there have n<>t been six m 
all where any other organs have been preferred. 
nrOT Declared by Eminent Musicians, in both 
JJCo I hemispheres, to be Ulll'ivaled- See 
TESTIMONIAL CIRCULAR, with opinions ■■£ more 
than One Thousand tseut free). 
IAICICT on having Mason Si Hamlin. Do not IDolO I take any other. Dealers get r.MioKi; cr.v 
missions for selling inferior organs, and fur this 
reason often try very hard to sell something ■ 
yriil CTVI CC with most important improve nt« 0 I 1 LLO ments ever made. « 
Solo and Coin hi nation Stop*. Superb 
Elugere and other Cases of new de*ig;n*. 
PIANO-HARP CABINET ORGAN 
quisite combination of these instruments. 
EASY PAYMENTS. 
payments; or rented until rent pays f**r the organ 
OATAI nniiro ft'"1 Circulars, with full parti*■ 
UAIALUbUto ulars, free. Address M A SuN A [ 
HAMLIN ORGAN CO.. lf>4 Trem.uii Street. I'".'- I 
TON; A>.r) Union Squim*, NEW YORK; or SO A* b* ! 
Adams St., CHICAGO. 
For Sal** in Belfast by 
W. C. TUTTLE, Agent. 
CALL AT 
Belfast Hardware Store 
Before purchasing vour goods, fhere von will 
find General H A RDWA UK, I'AIMS, dll,- 
ami VAKMSIIKS, NAII.S, i»I.A<S, :ind 
FARMER’S IDOLS, constantly on baml ami 
for sale at LO\VF>T 1‘RIt’F.S. Don't l*»rg. t 
the place, ANli I F.R’S No. 1 l’lo nix Row. 
April vli) 187o. tt 12 
READING FOR CHILDREN. 
Opinion oi‘ Ckas Francis Atlams. 
A TRENCHANT EDITORIAL. 
A CLERGYMANS OPINION. 
I WHAT YMi; IAN DLl roi; IT V I. DOLLARS. 
CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS 
Says, in a letter I** th*• otiinc. Mas.-. 1 Patriot, that 
three-fnurt hs of the hooks i.1 brisk demand at tin- 
public libraries are “vapid and sensational.” ID 
thinks that parents ought to guide the children's 
taste in the choice of reading more than thev do. 
I he Newark Advertiser, in 
A TRENCHANT EDITORIAL 
On tiiis subject, says A wor-e literature than that 
which is spread before the children of this country 
it would hardly he possible lor the mind of man t- 
conceive or his hand to execute. It is even wor-e 
t hail an open advocarv of v ice and iiitempi ranee,lor 
that would carry its own antidote, while what vv 
have excites, stimulates and debases tin* intellect, I 
unfits it for healthy food, tills t lie imaginat i-m wit li 
gaudy and distorted picture- of life, and dev elop- tin 
passions at an age when they should be most midt r 
control, llow much of the low moral torn- of snoo- 
ty is due to these satatiic issues of the pro- we do 
! not know; but, as a river can nowhere be so eilVci 
ually poisoned as at its source, so we have a ight to 
j believe that the millions of these paper*, devoured bv curious and eager children, must iutlueno to a 
large extent the drift of those whose plastic minds 
come under their iultiiouec.'’ 
The writer adds. “It may be somewhat unneces. 
sary tostate that we have no reference in Hit above to 
those monthly magazines for children, which are as 
healthful as they are beautiful. 1 f all editors were 
as able, truthful and devoted as Mrs. Mary Mapes 
Dodge (who edits .ST. N l< inn.As tin 1 e would be 
nothing to complain of.” Hie New Wirk fiibtim- 
says. “In 
THE AVALANCHE OF IMMORAL LIT- 
ERATURE 
That threatens the children, some strong, vitally 
wholesome, and really attractive magazine is requir- 
ed for them, and s r. ,\ n inn. \s has 1 ached a high 
er platform, and commands for this service wiuer 
reso fees in art and letters, than any of its pi ed* 
cessors or contemporaries.” 
A CLERGYMAN’S OPINION. 
Rev. s. Kihunson, I). D. in an article in the 
Sunday School Times, on tin- subject, suvs of Si. 
Nu tnii as, S* uiiiN'iafs 11.1.1 -11:at ki> Mai.a/.im: 
for (jn:i.s and 11*>yn. “A cleaner, purer, mon- 
trustworthy periodical for children cannot be named. 
It is on the side of all that is true and good, lrotn be- 
ginning to end.” 
In order to place this magazine within the reach ot 
all, the publishers oiler to semi the ft number' 
..Nov., 75, to Dec., 7b tor $:t.oo. 
< >r, for $5.no, they will send the twelve numbers, 
beginning with Nov., 7a, and eitlu-r oflhehomnl 
volumes of St. N'K'IUH.as for 7t or 7., the full 
price of which is $7.»x>. or for $s.O0 tlu-y will 'end 
St. Nktioi.as as above, and both the hound vol- 
umes, the full price of which is $11.00. 
Kadi of the volumes is complete in itself; tin y are 
by all odds not only the best, but the handsomest 
gift books for children ever issued. 
The volumes contain more than 1,500 octavo pages, 
with nearly 1 000 illustrations; they have live splen- 
did serial stories, besides shorter stories, historical 
and biographical papers, poems, sketches, rhymes, 
jingles, riddles, etc. mure than equal in contents to 
”0 volumes of ordinary children’s books of b,000 book 
pages costing $”>U.U0!! 
Two specimen numbers, with Prospectus for ls7f*. 
sent, postage paid, on receipt of Tvventy-tive t ents. 
SCRIBNER & CO., 
Tw30 71 •? 11 road\yay, New York. 
Dissolution of Co-Partnership J 
THE firm of A. 1*. Mansfield k Co. is this day dissolved by mutual consent. 
A. 1*. MANSFIELD, 
Belfast, Jan. 25, 1870. N. MANSFIELD. 
The business will be continued by A. I*. MANS- 
FIELD, under the undersigned firm name, and who 
ever wants to buy groceries cheap for cash will do 
well to call on him as it is bis intention to sell goods 
to cash customers ut a liberal discount from regular 
prices. CALL AND SEE! 
A. 1*. MANSFIELD .Sc CO., 
Foot of Main St. 
Cc-Partnership Notice. 
rpilE firm of CABLE & MOBISON is this day 1 dissolved by mutual consent. 
F. A. CABLE, 
E. J. MOKISON. 
Belfast, Jan. S11», 1S7»5. 
«*j”All persons indebted to the late firm of Carle 
& Morisou are requested to call anil make tin imme- 
diate settlement. E. J. MOBISON. 
— ——W —. 
CJ O-PARTN ERSH11\ 
I he undersigned have this day formed a co-part- nership under the firm name of E. J. MOBISON k 
<’0., for the continuation of the business of tin late 
firm of CABLE k MOBISON, at their old stand. 62 Main Street. K. J. MOBISON, 
C. F. MOBISON. 
Belfast, Jan. 10th, 187(5.—lm28 
Co-Partnership Notice. 
fplIE firm of Geo. W. Burkett k Co. is this day A dissolved by mutual consent. 
GEO. W. BURKETT, 
WM. BURKETT. 
Belfast, Jan. 1st, 187(5. 
All person indebted to the late firm will make im 
mediate settlement. 
Carriage Making. Painting, and 
Blacksmithing. 
REMOVAL! 
"Wales &z, Eicknell 
Have removed their business, ear 
riage painting and trimming, to 
tiie shops over Damon’s, in rear 
of the American House, and 
won <1 invito th' ir oiu mends and patron? to call 
upon them at this popular old stand, whore they 
nmv ho found at all times ready f<> attend to the 
wants of tho-e requiring work in their line. 
< arriage and Sleigh Painting and I rimming is our 
specialty. We \rill paint and trim new carriages -<r 
varnish old ones and repair trimmings at reasonable 
rates on short notice, gmirrantceing satisfaction in 
all cases. WALES & BXKNELL. 
BL AOKSMIT KING! 
In ••!! it-- branches at the old stand of Tread 
well \ Manistield. <'arriuge* repaired at 
AH short notice Horse shoeing promptly at 
tended to. All work warranted to give satis 
faction. J. G, DAMON. 
Ne w Carriage Shop 
1H AVI. KITTKD I.'P a Carriage Shop in the rear of the old Treadwell Mansfield stand, 
where I am ready to attend to all kinds oft arriag** 
and Sleigh repairing. New work made to order 
tfjl H W. TRUNDY 
!I50\ \\ Till; ItfOuIl. 
THE PERI VI V\ STRIP 
\ italizt «• urnj Knrkdiei 
tin- liluod, 1 >nes up th«- 
>■ >1•• ni, HuilU up t!u 
i’.rok<i-d<w ii, < u r 
l»t»|»«*l»«la lleblll- 
i» Ilropnv. < hill* 
iin-t 4 hniui. 
bi<trrli»>u 
«u>» 4 lff*ciion». 
Itoili, II n in o > 
ul th. k m 
and lUadtl^! 
I'ciuale ('odipliiiiatu, «%«-. 
Thousands have been changed by the use of this 
reine.lv from w. ;ik. -c kSy-nib ring creature*. : 
strong, healthv, hap) > men und women; aud iuvu 
lids cani te to give it a trial 
Caution lie u!'. Mil get the •pm 1 VI- 
M'lUT” ihit Peruvian Bark. Sold by a 
dealers generally. 
A .‘{‘2-page pamphlet, containing' a treatise on ir 01 
as a medical agent aud other nl liable, paper-.. t» 
timonials from distinguished physicians, cl**r«'vrnei, 
ami others, will be sent fm t > any ad tress. sK I II 
\V. I'oWI.K it SONS. Proprietor*. >0 Harris.u 
Avenue, Boston. Ivl/. 
Manhood: How Lost, How Restored! 
du*t published, a m u »Ji« u ».f Hr 
( iiiteriwlf* « eletiraled Vm- 
na.r ou tin 
*J±i*aH*x*& medicine of M K.M a i«*t:i:u<l 
>eminal U'< ;ikiie>>. Involuntary >«i: nul Posse*. 
1 m I‘m’1 i.p. v Mental amt Phy-i.-al incapacity, In 
pediment' to Marriage, etc., also, « h.nm >u*ti..s 
KI*11.1.11 >v and Ki >, induced by self ituiulgeno 
-exnal extra\ nga \ 
L'n) Price, in a >• and riiveK.p.-, only six cents. 
The celebrated author, in t.o- admirable P*say 
clearly demonstrates, from a thirty yearn' surer* 
practice, that the alarming on-* o ne* ■» ut »■ 
abuse may '.><■ radi. illy cured without the danger 
use of internal medicine or the application of t 
knile; pointing out u mod. ot ..are at one* aim; 
Und effectual, by im-uns of whi.-h very sufferer im 
matter what his condition may be. may iur. bin.*' 
cheaply, privately, and rmli-'olly. 
tin This I ecrure should he in the hands evo 
youth and every man in the land. 
Sent under mm! in a plum «-nv<lop. anv : 
dress,post pma, on receipt 1.1 six c« ni», >.r w o po«l 
ag. stamps. 
Address the f*•,!di>*h< r- 
CHAS. J. C. KLINE & CO., 
I i7 1 I orL 
lVll IVnt UlllC liox, 4.»»« 
AM Kill. AN AM' I’OUKION CATUNT.* 
R II. EDDY 
SOLICITOR OF PATENTS 
Fur luveiitiuDs. Trade Mark' ur iNipj, 
No. 76 State St..opposite Kilby St..Boston 
VA l’Kli an extensive *>r:t t < f uj wards of « y* ai s, continues to secure Patents in the United 
States ; also in Great Britain, i ranee, and other t.»- 
eign countries. Caveats, >pe* ilieution.-, AMtugn 
ment s, and all papers for Patents x ecu ted on reus o. 
able terms, u it h despatch. Urv.'urdit made t., 
termine tin- validity and utility of Parents ..f In*. 
tions, and legal ail-1 other advi- e r* ndered u, * 
matters touching t he ,-ume. Copies ot the claim- 
any patent furnished 1 remitting one d.dlat A- 
signitients record- I in Wa-hing'. !i. 
A-* Agency in the I'mUA States possesses super o 
faciiitn s for itlrfaining !\t ‘/it.- i: rtuining l'" patentability of ii.reritiims. 
All necessity ot a joui icy t< A ngt 
| cure a Patent, and tli«* u^icil great delay there, o 
here sa\ ed in* eutor.-. 
1 KSTIMGM \I,S. 
“I regard Mr. f.ddy as om ot tin ne>st capuh >• 
Slice**s»fu 1 pr.net tinners u it *i w.i <n | ». .• 
ticiul intercourse. CHABI I > M AM »\ 
ComVr of Patents 
"I hav no hesitation in assuring inventors that 
tliey cannot employ -.11111111 ntorcr *mpatent an>! tru >r 
•northy ami umre capahh- ..f putting Mi* ir ipjhi. 
t ions i n a form to s*-curi for them an early ami la* <>r able coiisidcrati'»n at the Patent utfiec. 
I'-l'Ml .N 1 > Bi llh K, late Com V of Pu*.-i.; 
“Mr. K II. I .i• 1*v has made f. m* I 1! I .. : 
apjilications for Patent*, having he* n s(Jec.--tm m 
almost * very use. Sucii iitimi-tak:. -i. j-r* ••! ,<1 g :u 
talent ami ability on bis par: leads uu-lo *-.-i■ mm»-n■: 
At 1 in\ enti*rs to appl to Ion- j > ■ 1t tu-ir j 
tents, as they may be -ur*- of ha* mg the must tuiM 
till attention best, i\veil up 'll Ml. .-a>> and at ■. 
j reasonable charge-. Ji'IIN 1 \ *.«. \ I: I Boston. Jan 1 ls7o. ljt .7 
PORTLAND SAFE DEPOSIT CO, 
Chartered bv an act ot the 1 igi-lattire or M om 
l>7b. 
fok rut. 
Safe Keeping of Valuables 
ami the Kr\ i\\ 1. of Sai 1 s in it- lie! ... an' 
Bi 1; Pm m o \ m j. 1 
97 Exchange Street, 
PORTLAND. 
Cli t-‘ t' o:S AM* "'ll \|.l Hill to 1- 
John Mil's. ., 11. ,l. Idbt.y, 
f I\ > 'a a n. Jacob Mel .elhlll, 
" illiam I-.. < *• > 1. 1* 1, Phiiiip II Brown, ., 
William «, Davis, Will m Hamm*.ml ,,u 
"'•II. A mb r- u, Prank Vo *■ 
I.. D. M. Sweat, A. W. C*...mbs, 
Abner 1 ..bum, Sk.-w began, 
A tison p. Mon ill, Keadli. I. 
Joseph Dane, Keiim-buuk. 
L. D. M. SWEAT, President 
A. W. COOMBS. Se, retarv. 
For circular' 1 r- information address 
th* A. ". cui ».M B.s, .secretary, Portland. 
To tho People of Searsport. 
IN A \ I. taken the Agency of the Bi I.fast M 1 1:1.1 \\ >1:tv s, (‘lark s. I crnald, Proprietors, per 
sons wishing t-> purchase Marble Work ot any d. 
script ion rail do so of me u- * heap as ihcv can bu 
any when in this State. 
A. T. QI IMBY 
Searsport, Sept. It*, 1>7J». tfll 
Will most positively cure any case of rheumatism 
or rheumatic gout, no matter h«>w long standing, mi tin* lace of the earth. B< ing an inward application it does t he work tjuiekly, thoroughly and permanent 
ly, leaving the system strong and loakhv. Writ* 
to any prominent person in Washington < :ity, and 
yu will learn that the above statement in true in 
every particular. 
CPNPKNM.D CERTIFICA1 ES. 
National Hoh.l, 
Washington, D. (’., Pee. ls?4 Messrs Ilelphenstine Sl Bentley: 
to uts I very cheerfully state that I used Pur 
Hug’s Rheumatic Remedy with decided benefit. 
A. 11. STEPHEN* 
Member of (’ongress, of t in 
Pkksii*i n M Ansii».\, 
Washington, p. C., Aprils, 1&:.V Me-srs 11eljdietist ilie N ll» lit I♦ v 
ticnts f or the past seven years mv wife has been 
a great stiff, rer from rheumatism, her doctors fan 
mg to give her relief, she used three bottles Parang s Rheumatic Remedy, and a permanent cure was the result- WM 11 t ROOK. 
“Executive Clerk to President tirant." 
Washington, P. ( March 3d. U?6 
In the space of twelve hours my rheumatism wa* 
g"»n-, having taken three doses of Purang's Rto 11 
tnatic Remedy. My brother, B. Cessna, of Bed 
lord, Pa., was cured by a similar amount. 
.IPIIX CESSNA, 
Member of Congress of l‘a Price, one dollar a bottle, or six bottles for five 
dollars. Ask your druggist for Purung’s Rheumutic 
Remedy, manufactured by 
11 EEPIIHN>TINE fc BENTLEY, 
Druggists and Chemists, 
Washington, D. C- 
For Sub- by PKl't.tilSTS EVERYWHERE. 
Sold by M lit >l.4hS A LE PRl'ClGiSTS in Boston, 
Mass. Sznosl.H 
Musical Notice. 
MISS ABIDE E. KELLS, will receive a few pupils for instruction upon the I'iuno and Cab 
inet Organ. Special care taken with beginners, t or 
terms impure at H Main Street. 
Nov. U5, 1875—tfJl 
Glasses for Sale. 
4 pair of FI ELD or SE A GLASSES, large size, and of the most approved make, suitable tor 
si-a captains or any persou having similar use for 
them. Will be sold very cheap. Apply to 
DANIEL FAUNCE. 
Belfast, Jan. 20, ls?0. Sw.to 
German Canaries. 
-o- 
A FEW MORE IIARTZ MOUNTAIN CANA KIES on hand,and selling rapidly at $2.50 each. 
H. M. THUBLOW, 
‘ *fl° POST OFFICE. 
